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This document describes the proposal of a National Center for Particle Radiotherapy to be
built at the new University Hospital in Aarhus, Denmark. The center will integrate state-of
the-art proton beam radiotherapy for Danish cancer patients and a comprehensive international research centre founded on the wealth of expertise at Aarhus University Hospital
and Aarhus University.
We believe that Aarhus is the location of choice for a particle radiotherapy center in Denmark for four main reasons:
• Aarhus University Hospital is host to the largest radiation oncology research department in Scandinavia, well integrated with a comprehensive cancer care program
• Aarhus University is the sole location for accelerator expertise in Denmark and has
specific expertise in particle therapy
• A building plot is immediately available beside the Cancer Center at the new Aarhus
University Hospital with space for future expansion
• The close collaboration between the Health and Science and Technology faculties
at Aarhus University will secure interdisciplinary research synergy vital for the
development of this new form of cancer treatment

The longer term vision of the proposed National Center for Particle Radiotherapy is to become a world leader in research and treatment of cancer with particle based radiotherapy.
The commitment of Aarhus University Hospital and Aarhus University to the project is
very firm indeed. The institutions together have agreed to contribute initially with 50 mil.
DKK to the project, in addition to the value of the building plot.

Bent Hansen
President
Central Denmark Region
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1. Executive summary
This document describes the design, aims and operation of a particle radiotherapy centre
to be placed at the new University Hospital in Aarhus. The center will be integrated into a
comprehensive interdisciplinary academic environment combining the clinical services of
the top University Hospital in Denmark, the largest radiation oncology research centre in
Scandinavia and the only center for accelerator physics in Denmark. The long-term vision
of the proposed National Center for Particle Radiotherapy (NCPRT) is to become a world
leader in research and treatment of cancer with particle based radiotherapy. This therapy
is likely to have a major impact on health care in the next decade.
Radiotherapy plays a central role in modern cancer management with about 50%
of all cancer patients receiving radiotherapy. The goal of radiotherapy is to eradicate all
cancer cells with a minimum of damage to the surrounding healthy tissues; the reduction
of unwanted side effects, including radiation-induced secondary cancers, is a major issue
in radiation oncology. While conventional radiotherapy with megavoltage x-rays has been
refined and improved significantly over the years, it is limited by the inferior depth-dose
characteristics of x-rays. Charged particle beams with protons or heavier charged particles
have much more desirable characteristics, depositing a large proportion of their energy in
a well-defined volume whose depth within the patient can be defined by the energy of the
particle beam. The result is substantially less radiation dose to the surrounding tissue,
holding the potential for greatly reduced side effects. There are commercially available
technical solutions which match the overall vision and strategy for NCPRT.
The proposed proton radiotherapy complex is planned to be built on a 9,000 m2
building plot next to the Department of Oncology at the new Aarhus University Hospital.
The plot is ready for construction to start immediately. The 7,800 m2 facility, for which
comprehensive plans exist, will be equipped with a proton accelerator and two treatment
gantries, with a view to treating 1,000 patients annually. There will be well-integrated
facilities for patients and their relatives, as well as clinical staff and scientists. Research
office facilities are planned in the National Center for Particle Radiotherapy building
close to the clinical activities. There will also be an experimental particle beam facility.
Experimental laboratories are planned at the neighbouring Core Research Center. Future
expansion is secured through the possibility of a third gantry room, allowing smooth expansion up to a capacity of 1,500 patients annually. Should further expansion be needed,
there is ample reserved space surrounding the facility.
Aarhus University Hospital will be an optimal host for a Danish national particle
radiotherapy facility. The comprehensive cancer management at Aarhus University Hos
pital is highly regarded internationally. Clinicians and scientists from Aarhus University
Hospital play leading roles in all relevant Danish Multidisciplinary Cancer Groups and
in most international scientific societies relevant for radiation oncology. The Department
of Oncology hosts an internationally renowned clinical and experimental environment
with a very high academic production; more than half of all scientific papers from the six
Danish oncology departments over the last decades have a first author from Aarhus University Hospital. A broad international network exists, especially through participation
in all radiation oncology relevant FP5, FP6 and FP7 EU research programmes. Scientists
from Aarhus University and Aarhus University Hospital have a long time standing special
strength in accelerator physics and particle beam radiotherapy research, where they, as
partners in international research collaborations, have been responsible for the radiobiology and dosimetry associated with major particle beam experiments, for example at
CERN. The laboratories are equipped for radiobiological dosimetry measurements using
refined particle beam structures. Additionally, Aarhus University Hospital and Aarhus
University hosts several interdisciplinary centres, which will be actively involved in the
research at NCPRT.
The research activities in the center will exploit the synergistic effect of collaboration
between existing leading major research groups in the fields of clinical radiobiology,
functional imaging, accelerator physics, medical physics, cellular and molecular oncology, nanotechnology and clinical research in Aarhus. The lead scientists at NCPRT have
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1. Executive summary

a strong track record in collaborating with the Danish radiotherapy community and the
Danish Multidisciplinary Cancer Groups. Excellent leadership skills have been shown in
the national radiotherapy research centre CIRRO, which is initiated and hosted by Aarhus
University and Aarhus University Hospital. In addition, a unique international network,
associated with particle therapy, exists which spans most relevant major institutions and
collaborative groups, both throughout Europe and world-wide.
A comprehensive research programme is planned. Particle therapy is a new enterprise
and while extremely promising, it requires more clinical data for assessment of its outcome. In this new therapy area, reliable clinical studies are presently few and far between
and an important mission of the new center is to help overcoming this current lack of information. With this in view it is planned to include a very large proportion of the patients
in clinical trials. The trials will in particular aim to establish the types of cancers which
are most suitable for particle therapy. Clinical treatment protocols will be established on
the basis of evidence from the clinical outcome after proton therapy and analysed and discussed within the rapidly growing world forum for particle therapy. The basic and translational research, conducted in the radiobiology and functional imaging programs, will
aim to characterise the individual normal tissue and tumour biology relevant for proton
therapy. These activities will be further facilitated by establishing a particle radiotherapy
dose-plan database and utilizing existing tissue and tumour biobanks. Essentially the
research in treatment delivery and dose planning is closely allied to practice and will have
as its major aim the improvement of the precision and quality of particle radiotherapy.
The planned research staff will include a director, 28 full time academic positions, 17
technical-administrative positions and 4 visiting scientist positions.
Within the field of education related to the new center, the majority of all Danish preand postgraduate educational activities in radiotherapy and medical physics are located
in Aarhus. Activities include national specialist courses for oncology residents, a school
for radiotherapists, a dedicated medical physics module at Aarhus University and the Danish Graduate School in Clinical Oncology. These educational activities will be expanded
to encompass particle radiotherapy, exploiting the local accelerator expertise in this area.
In addition, core groups will be trained at international reference centres and Danish
doctors in training will be offered courses at the NCPRT.
The NCPRT will be embedded with the Center for Cancer and Inflammation at Aarhus
University Hospital and governance will be enabled according to the high standards
associated within this institution. The day-to-day management team will consist of the
three directors of Clinical Management, Technical Management and Research, respectively. The national governance of the NCPRT will be secured through a National Board,
with representatives of key stakeholders, that is, the Ministry of Health, Danish Regions,
Danish Multidisciplinary Cancer Groups and others. An International Advisory Board and
a National Forum for Particle Radiotherapy will secure input from experts and collaborators in Denmark and abroad. Contact persons will be assigned at all Danish radiotherapy
departments. In order to facilitate smooth patient throughput with the maximum of
communication, regular meetings and video conferences are planned between referring
specialists and the center.
The estimated construction costs are 770 mil. DKK (building 295 mil. DDK, equipment
475 mil. DKK), a budget comparable to similar recent state-of-the-art facilities in Europe.
The estimated annual operational costs at full operation of 1000 patients per year are 76
mil. DKK. The average annual research budget is 36 mil. DKK. Since construction is ready
to start from today the center could open its doors to the first patients by the end of 2017 if
a decision for its location is made in 2013.
The commitment of Aarhus University Hospital and Aarhus University to the project is
very firm indeed. The institutions together have agreed to contribute initially with 50 mil.
DKK to the project, in addition to the value of the building plot.
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2. Summary in Danish – Dansk resumé
Dette dokument beskriver formål, indretning og drift af et dansk nationalt center for partikelterapi placeret på det nye Universitetshospital i Aarhus. Her vil det blive integreret i et
tværfagligt akademisk miljø, som kombinerer patientbehandlingen på Danmarks bedste
hospital med det største eksisterende forskningscenter for strålebehandling i Skandinavien og det eneste center for acceleratorfysik i Danmark. Den langsigtede vision for det
foreslåede Nationale Center for Partikelterapi (NCPRT) er at blive blandt en af verdens
førende inden for forskning og behandling af kræft med partikelbaseret strålebehandling.
Denne form for strålebehandling forventes at få stor indflydelse på kræftbehandlingen
det næste årti. Dette dokument forklarer hvorfor placering af et sådant center i Aarhus
vil sikre den bedste og mest omkostningseffektive udnyttelse af investeringen, både med
hensyn til anlæg, drift og den tilknyttede forskning.
Strålebehandling spiller en vigtig rolle i moderne kræftbehandling, og omkring
50% af alle kræftpatienter modtager strålebehandling. Målet for strålebehandling er
at udrydde alle kræftceller med et minimum af skader på det omgivende raske væv.
Højpræcisionsbehandling med mindre stråledosis til normalt væv er derfor attraktivt for
at mindske bivirkninger og risikoen for stråleinduceret ny kræft. Selvom konventionel
strålebehandling med højenergi røntgenstråler (fotoner) er blevet forfinet og forbedret betydeligt i årenes løb, vil denne form for behandling altid være begrænset af den
suboptimale dybdedosisfordeling som røntgenstråler har. Partikelstråling med protoner
eller tungere ladede partikler har en bedre dybdedosisfordeling, som medfører betydeligt
mindre stråledosis til det omgivende væv. Ifølge danske og internationale ekspertrapporter kan protonterapi være relevant i op til 15% af alle situationer hvor der i dag anvendes
konventionel strålebehandling. Da de eksisterende kliniske studier stadig er begrænsede
forventes mindst 85% af alle patienter at indgå i kliniske forsøg, som skal dokumentere
og udvikle protonstrålebehandlingens effekt. Der findes i dag kommercielt tilgængeligt
protonterapiudstyr, der understøtter NCPRT’s vision.
Det foreslåede center for partikelterapi tænkes placeret på en 9.000 m2 byggegrund
ved siden af Onkologisk Afdeling på det nye Aarhus Universitetshospital. Grunden
er klar til at byggeriet kan starte nu. Den planlagte 7.800 m2 facilitet vil være udstyret
med en protonaccelerator og to behandlingsrum, dimensioneret til at behandle 1.000
patienter om året, og med godt integrerede faciliteter for patienter, pårørende, klinisk
personale og forskere. Forskningsfaciliteter er planlagt i NCPRT-bygningen tæt på de
kliniske aktiviteter. Her planlægges et rum for eksperimentel partikelstråling til brug for
fysik- og biologiforsøg, og yderligere forsøgslaboratorier er planlagt på det nærliggende
CORE forskningscenter i centrum af det nye Universitetshospital. Bygningen er forberedt
med et tredje behandlingsrum, så der relativt let kan udvides op til en kapacitet på 1.500
årlige patienter. Hvis yderligere ekspansion bliver relevant er der reserveret byggegrund
omkring anlægget.
Forskningsaktiviteterne vil udnytte synergien mellem de eksisterende førende forskergrupper inden for klinisk radiobiologi, funktionel billeddannelse, acceleratorfysik,
medicinsk fysik, cellulær og molekylær onkologi, nanoteknologi og klinisk forskning i
Aarhus. De ledende forskere bag centret har stor erfaring i at lede samarbejde med de
danske strålebehandlingsafdelinger og de Danske Multidisciplinære Cancer Grupper, bl.a.
fra succesfuld initiering af det nationale forskningscenter for strålebehandling CIRRO,
forankret ved Aarhus Universitet og Aarhus Universitetshospital. Hertil kommer et unikt
internationalt netværk, som omfatter alle relevante større institutioner og samarbejdende
grupper i Europa og oversøisk.
Et omfattende forskningsprogram er planlagt. De kliniske behandlingsprotokoller vil
sigte mod at etablere evidens for det kliniske resultat af strålebehandling med protoner.
Den basale og translationelle forskning inden for radiobiologi og funktionel billeddannelse vil sigte mod at karakterisere tumor- og normalvævsbiologi relevant for partikelterapi.
Disse aktiviteter vil blive yderligere styrket ved at etablere en database for dosisplaner og
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2. Summary in Danish – Dansk resumé

udnytte de eksisterende vævs- og tumorbiobanker. Endelig vil forskning i selve behandlingen, herunder dosisplanlægning, have til formål at forbedre præcisionen og kvaliteten
af partikelterapi. Det planlagte forskningscenter vil omfatte en forskningschef, 28 fuldtids
videnskabelige stillinger, 17 teknisk-administrative stillinger og 4 gæsteforskere.
Aarhus Universitetshospital vil være en optimal vært for et dansk nationalt center for
partikelstrålebehandling. Kræftbehandlingen på Aarhus Universitetshospital er internationalt anerkendt. Klinikere og forskere fra Aarhus Universitetshospital har ledende roller
i alle relevante Danske Multidisciplinære Cancer Grupper og i de fleste internationale
videnskabelige selskaber, relevante for stråleonkologi. Onkologisk afdeling har et internationalt anerkendt forskningsmiljø med meget højt videnskabelig produktion; over halvdelen af alle videnskabelige artikler fra de seks danske onkologiske afdelinger de sidste
årtier har en førsteforfatter fra Aarhus Universitetshospital. Afdelingen har deltaget i alle
strålerelevante FP5, FP6 og FP7 EU-forskningsprogrammer. Forskere fra Aarhus Universitet og Aarhus Universitetshospital har i mere end 10 år samarbejdet om acceleratorfysik
og forskning i partikelterapi, og har som partner i et internationalt forskningssamarbejde
været ansvarlig for radiobiologien og dosimetrien i store partikelstråle-eksperimenter
ved f.eks. CERN. De eksisterende laboratorier er udstyret til de relevante radiobiologiske
målinger. Endelig er Aarhus Universitetshospital og Aarhus Universitet vært for flere tværfaglige centre, som vil blive aktivt udnyttet i forskningen på NCPRT.
Hvad angår uddannelse, så er hovedparten af alle danske præ-og postgraduate uddannelsesaktiviteter i strålebehandling og medicinsk fysik placeret i Aarhus. Aktiviteterne
omfatter de nationale specialistkurser for læger, skolen for stråleterapeuter, medicinsk
fysik fagmodul på Aarhus Universitet, og Dansk Forskerskole i Klinisk Onkologi. Disse
aktiviteter vil blive udvidet til at omfatte partikelterapi. Desuden vil nøglepersoner på
centret blive oplært på internationale referencecentre, og danske kursuslæger vil blive
tilbudt uddannelse på NCPRT.
Ledelsen af NCPRT vil blive forankret ved Aarhus Universitetshospitals Kræft- og Inflammationscenter. Den daglige ledelse vil bestå af de tre chefer for hhv. Klinik, Teknik og
Forskning. Den nationale styring af NCPRT vil blive sikret gennem en national bestyrelse,
med repræsentanter for de vigtigste interessenter (Sundhedsministeriet, Danske Regioner,
Danske Multidisciplinære Cancer Grupper, og andre). Et International Advisory Board og
et Nationalt Forum for Partikelterapi vil sikre input fra eksperter og samarbejdspartnere
i Danmark og udlandet. Der vil blive udpeget kontaktpersoner på alle danske stråleterapiafdelinger. For at lette samarbejdet er regelmæssige møder og videokonferencer
planlagt for de involverede afdelinger.
De anslåede anlægsomkostninger er 770 mio. kr. (bygning 295 mio. kr., udstyr 475
mio. kr.), et budget som er i overensstemmelse med lignende nyere anlæg i Europa.
De anslåede årlige driftsudgifter ved fuld drift er 76 mio. kr. Det gennemsnitlige årlige
forskningsbudget er 36 mio. kr. Byggeriet er klar til at starte nu, og vil kunne være klar til
at modtage den første patient inden udgangen af 2017, hvis der træffes beslutning i løbet
af 2013.
Aarhus Universitetshospital og Aarhus Universitets engagement i dette projekt er
stort, og institutionerne vil bidrage økonomisk til projektet, i første omgang med 50 mio. kr.,
ligesom byggegrunden stilles gratis til rådighed.
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3. Introduction to particle radiotherapy
The role of radiotherapy in cancer management
Cancer is a common and life-threatening disease which affects more than 35.000 new
patients each year in Denmark. An absolute increase of about 30% in the number of
cancer patients is expected in Denmark in the next 20 years. Most cancerous growths are
loco-regional at the time of diagnosis and therefore in principle curable by a loco-regional
treatment. This is predominantly surgery and radiotherapy, either alone or combined,
and these two means are responsible for the major numbers of cancer cures. In addition,
for patients who for technical or medical reasons are not suitable for surgery, primary
radiotherapy offers excellent loco-regional control rates in a number of cancer types.
Palliative radiotherapy can also be used to manage symptoms in a simple and effective
way in patients who are not candidates for curative treatment. For these reasons, more
than 50% of patients diagnosed with cancer will receive radiotherapy during the course
of their disease. The primary objective for radiotherapy is to obtain high probability of
disease control with lowest possible risk of normal tissue complications. During the last
decades the therapeutic ratio has been increased for a number of tumour types through
combined modality cancer therapy strategies and not the least through a large number of
improvements in the radiotherapy techniques.

High precision radiotherapy: the current status
Inclusion of multiple imaging modalities and modern computer technology into treat
ment planning with the technological achievements of the linear accelerator have
increased considerably the precision of current radiotherapy (RT) delivery. The quality
of computer tomography (CT) has improved and anatomical information provided by
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and combined positron emission tomography PET
and CT (PET/CT) are now widely used in radiotherapy planning1,2. Intensity modulated
radiotherapy (IMRT) creates radiation dose distributions which are conformed to the
target. IMRT and multimodal imaging technologies have shown great potential to improve
normal tissue avoidance, tumour coverage and dose sculpturing abilities, reducing the
toxicity in a large number of tumour types3-5 This has enabled tumour dose escalation
without increased risk of toxicity in therapy of some tumour types6.
Selective irradiation and steep dose gradients to the normal tissues accomplished
using IMRT demand precise planning and delivery of the treatment. Image guided
radiotherapy (IGRT) techniques integrated in the linear accelerators ensure precise setup, also enabling imaging of the internal anatomy (bony structures, implanted fiducial
markers or even the target). Use of IGRT considerably reduces the uncertainty related to
movement of the target between the treatments and IGRT is today considered as a standard in RT and utilization of IGRT allows reduction of safety margins for some tumour
types 7-12. However, even with IGRT, margins are still needed to compensate for changes
in position and shape of the target during delivery of each treatment sessions. Using
systems enabling detection of the movement during the treatment session, the margin
can be even further reduced7,13. Strategies to manage internal motion, in addition to
IGRT, are individualized patient specific margins, real-time feedback, gating and target
tracking14-18.
The dose-response relationship for photon radiotherapy with improved disease
control after high doses has been demonstrated in experimental and clinical studies.
It has for example been clearly shown for radiotherapy for lung cancer19, for cervical
cancer where very few local recurrences are observed after high dose adaptive brachytherapy20 and for prostate cancer21-23. IGRT and IMRT have enabled treatment of targets
with relatively small margins and by these methods it has become possible to escalate
the radiation dose while keeping the same morbidity risk. The bottom line and an essential argument for proton and particle therapy is that radiation tolerance of normal
tissues is the dose limiting factor in radiotherapy. It is the damage to healthy tissue by
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secondary cancer
• Protons may enable dose escalation and improve tumour control
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the treatment which limits the efficacy of radiotherapy despite the great advances in
high precision which have been made in recent years.

Particle beam characteristics
While photon radiotherapy has been refined and improved significantly over the years
with IMRT and IGRT it will always be challenged by the depth-dose characteristics of
photon x-rays. Megavoltage x-rays deposit a high integral dose to healthy tissue. A logical
step has therefore been to investigate other radiation modalities with better dose delivery
characteristics. Hence the interest in exploiting charged particle beams for therapeutic
use, as they have a finite range.
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Protons and other heavy charged particles differ fundamentally in depth-dose characteristics from the megavoltage photons delivered by conventional linear accelerator
techniques. Protons or heavier particles such as carbon ions traverse the tissue with low
energy deposition until they reach a certain depth where they deposit maximum energy,
the so-called Bragg peak, as illustrated in Figure 3.1 – the blue curves. This is in contrast
to high energy photons which primarily deposit their energy close to the point of entry
and with a long tail behind the target area – the black curve.
The depth of the Bragg peak is determined by the energy of the particle. In front of
the Bragg peak, the energy deposition is relatively low and beyond the Bragg peak the
deposition falls rapidly to zero. By varying the energy of the charged particles, the region
receiving high dose can be enlarged precisely to encompass the target area, that is, the
tumour. This is the so-called Spread Out Bragg Peak (SOBP) – the red curve in Figure 3.1.
Using appropriate beam energies, it is possible to irradiate a target with high conformity
and with low radiation exposure to the normal tissues. As described above, sophisticated
IMRT and IGRT techniques can also be employed to improve normal tissue avoidance.
However, IMRT is only redistributing the integral dose to the normal tissue, not significantly reducing it24. Numerous treatment planning studies show that the integral dose to
healthy normal tissue typically is reduced in proton therapy by 50-60% compared to even
the most advanced photon plans25.
Most proton therapy facilities operating today deliver the beam by passive modulation
techniques with collimation of the beam by customized blocks, and modification of the
beam energies by a modulation wheel and range compensators (Fig 3.2). Passive modulation can lead to sub-optimal dose conformity, with normal tissue areas receiving relatively
high dose-levels, and may give rise to neutron contamination which is associated with
risk for secondary cancer. As explained in details later, new treatment facilities there-
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fore mostly employ active beam modulation methods such as raster- or spot-scanning
techniques. Using these pencil beam scanning methods, the target volume is divided into
virtual slices and treated one-by-one. As for photon based RT, pencil beam scanning can
be delivered with intensity modulated techniques (Intensity Modulated Proton Therapy,
IMPT, or Single Field Uniform Dose, SFUD) allowing even higher dose conformity to the
target26. Precise delivery and high conformity of protons enables dose to be “painted” onto
the irregularly defined target or to boost the dose to specific sub-volumes of the tumour.
Protons have very similar radiobiological effect as photons and the essential advantage of protons is evidently of geometrical nature. Ions heavier than protons, such as
carbon or oxygen ions, have higher linear energy transfer (LET) and exhibit higher relative
biological effectiveness (RBE). Such effects are of very considerable interest for preclinical
research but not as far advanced in clinical testing as proton therapy. Particle therapy
with ions heavier than protons will be available for selected patients in clinical trials
in Heidelberg. The present application is therefore for establishing a clinical facility for
treatment of patients with protons only.

The clinical advantage of proton radiotherapy
It is clear from the above that protons are potentially advantageous over photons due to
lower doses to normal tissues, which cause less morbidity and reduce the risk of iatrogenic secondary cancer compared to photons25, 27-29. However, only few clinical trials have
been conducted in particle therapy and the patient numbers in most prospective studies
are low30-32.
Perhaps the strongest immediate case for proton radiotherapy is the reduction of late
morbidity, including radiation induced secondary cancer, after childhood radiotherapy.
The body integral dose is an important risk factor for development of radiation induced
cancer. Due to the long life expectancy following treatment in the childhood and to the increased susceptibility for children compared to adults to develop secondary cancer, there
is a special concern for offering radiotherapy to children. From theoretical modelling it
has been estimated that, in a worst case scenario, the life-time risk for secondary cancer
in individuals treated in the childhood with cranio-spinal radiotherapy for medulloblastoma may be reduced from 30% to 4% by proton therapy33, 34.
Proton radiotherapy also has a large potential clinical advantage in numerous situations in adult radiotherapy, either to enable dose escalation and improved tumour control
or in situations where conventional photon radiotherapy will lead to excessive morbidity.
An important role of the proposed Danish National Center for Particle Radiotherapy will
be to amass data which can be used both nationally and internationally to evaluate the
efficacy of proton therapy in a clear and objective evidence-based manner.

Technical solutions for proton therapy
Proton accelerators
Commercially available proton accelerators for clinical use include isochronous cyclotrons, synchro-cyclotrons and synchrotrons. The majority of all operational proton
facilities are based on isochronous cyclotrons, which also have the most mature design
and reliable continuous beam currents. Cyclotron-based facilities are offered by major
vendors, including IBA, Varian and Sumitomo. These cyclotrons deliver a reliable beam
with a fixed energy of 230-250 MeV. Cyclotrons can be either superconducting or not.
Cyclotrons require adequate shielding also since they produce some radiation activation. Maintenance is slightly more challenging for radioprotection reasons; however the
activation in these machines is mostly short-lived elements. Compact synchro-cyclotrons
are offered by two commercial vendors (IBA Proteus One and Mevion S250). In contrast to
the isochronous cyclotron, relativistic stability is achieved by varying the frequency of the
radiofrequency field during each accelerating cycle, which results in a weaker and pulsed
beam, typically on the kHz scale. This may be problematic for dose delivery of pencil
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beams35. Synchro-cyclotrons generally provide lower beam currents and higher beam losses than isochronous cyclotrons, yet sufficient currents of at least 20 nA are achieved.
Since both cyclotron types produce protons with a single energy, an energy degrader is
needed to reduce the beam energy to match the desired particle range. The degraded
beam is non-monoenergetic and all systems except MEVION S250 therefore have an
energy selection system after the degrader to assure a monoenergetic and hence a beam
which is as sharp as possible.
Synchrotron-based proton facilities are offered by several vendors (Hitachi, Mitsubishi, Optivus and ProTom). Synchrotrons have a larger circumference than cyclotrons
but a lower mass per footprint area. Synchrotrons can accelerate ions up to any energy
limited by the magnetic stiffness of the bending dipole magnets. A synchrotron beam has
very sharp energy resolution and low beam emittance. However, synchrotrons are pulsed
accelerators, where the beam is alternately accelerated and then ejected within seconds.
Typically, the achieved dose rates are lower than for cyclotrons, which may complicate
the possibility for fast re-painting, fast continuous pencil beam scanning, or simultaneous multi room treatment (see below).
Contrary to cyclotrons, synchrotrons are capable of accelerating other charged
particles, and thereby at least technically open the possibility of accessing ion-species
heavier than protons at accordingly lower energies in the research vault. While this
cannot be applied for patient treatments due to the low energy available from proton
synchrotrons, this is still interesting for research in physics and radiobiology.
Synchrotrons have very high extraction efficiencies, and no need for energy degrada
tion. This means less radiation activation of material. Contrary to cyclotrons, synchrotrons can be accessed immediately after shut down for maintenance.
Modulation of the beam
After the beam is produced in the proton accelerator it needs to be modulated to treat the
target area within the patient. Currently, two proton-beam delivery methods are available:
passive modulation, which includes single and dual scattering; and active modulation,
also known as pencil beam scanning, spot scanning, raster scanning or continuous scanning (Figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.2 Schematic illustration of the two different
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In passive modulation, the proton beam is spread by placing scattering material into the
path of the protons. A primary scatterer broadens the beam sufficiently for treatments
requiring small fields, but for larger fields, a secondary scatterer is needed to ensure a
uniform dose profile. A combination of custom-made collimators, or an MLC and compensators, conform the dose to the target volume. The spread out Bragg peak used for
treatment is obtained via a set of range modulator wheels or ridge filters inside the nozzle
of the delivery system.
Secondary neutrons are produced when the high energy protons interacts with these
physical modulators. The higher neutron contamination results in a higher risk for
secondary cancer, which is a concern especially when treating children and adolescents.
Passive scattering also has less than optimal dose conformity, with normal tissue areas
receiving relatively high dose levels compared to active scanning (Figure 3.3).
Passive modulation

Active modulation

Figure 3.3 Example of dose
distribution using either passive or active modulation in
lateral opposing fields, to illustrate the difference in dose
conformity. Target dose 54 Gy
and lower dose colour wash
threshold set to 23 Gy

Passive scattering systems normally rely on individually milled range compensators and
customized brass collimators, which involve manual processes and require an on-site
workshop. The need for these components reduces flexibility and patient flow. Some
vendors offer MLC solutions as replacement for cut blocks. Only in cases where significant
organ motion is involved, such as irradiation of the lung or liver, passive scattering may
still be superior to active scanning.
With active scanning, the pencil beam is bent by computer-controlled magnets and
scanned through the entire target volume. Active scanning enables high conformity, as
shown in Figure 3.3. Pencil beam scanning is also a pre-requisite for Intensity Modulated
Proton Therapy (IMPT), where complex volumes and multiple target areas can be treated
with increased doses without additional damage to surrounding tissue, along with a
potential for robust and risk adapted treatment planning.
With no need for scattering material, scanned-beam proton therapy naturally produces fewer neutrons (Figure 3.4), thus reducing undesirable scattered radiation exposure to
the patient. Limiting neutron production is particularly important when treating children,
who have an increased risk of developing neutron-induced secondary cancers later in
life36.
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Figure 3.4 Fluence of secondary
thermal neutrons measured
with TLDs in the depth of maximum dose during the irradiation
of a water phantom with a
5×5 cm2 field. Passive modulation (green dots) resulted in
approximately 25 times higher
production of thermal neutron
compared to scanned protons
(red dots). A difference of similar
magnitude is expected also for
the fluence of fast neutrons
that are mainly responsible for
secondary cancer induction.
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Active scanning beams still have a broader penumbra than passive scattered beams. This
problem can be reduced by using smaller pencil beams with a maximal beam width (often
denoted as σ) of 3.5 mm. Handling of internal organ/target motion is a challenge with
active modulation. Several mitigation attempts are under development such as gating,
active tracking of the target, and fast repainting where the target is scanned repeatedly
by the proton beam. Specific combinations of these may be the solution. Ideally, variable
spot sizes with small spots for reduced penumbra and large spots for intra-fraction
robustness together with multi-size spot scanning within the same fraction would provide
the full spectrum of treatment opportunities and research potential.
Active scanning beam modulation is today considered state-of-the-art for proton beam
delivery. Most of the recently opened and currently planned facilities employ active beam
modulation, and most commercially available systems today are equipped with an active
scanning solution (see Table 3.1).
Gantry or fixed beam lines
Traditionally proton facilities were equipped with fixed beam lines only, and the first
gantries were introduced in Loma Linda and at PSI in the 1990s. Even though proton
gantries are huge mechanical constructions with a weight of typical 100 tons, they are
necessary to assure use of a huge part of the angular space. This is important in particle
therapy, not only for avoiding critical normal structures but also to assure that treatment
plans are robust to uncertainties in patient setup and particle range as well as taking
tissue heterogeneities in account. All commercially available proton systems have at least
one gantry as an option ranging from 180⁰-360°. In general, a gantry with full rotational
capability increases flexibility in treatment planning, and also limits the need for couch
rotation, thereby shortening the treatment time. In the compact systems, the reduced
distance from the patient to the source (SAD) may compromise clinical treatment field
quality because of the reduced field size.
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Patient positioning and image-guidance strategies
Patient positioning system is traditionally a couch, but recent development in particle
therapy systems use robotic couches. 6D robotics couches with sub millimeter and sub
degree accuracy have been introduced. Geometric and spatial precision are achieved
while adapting for the patient load on the couch, which maximize position space.
An important topic for optimal use of proton therapy is high-quality image-guided
set-up for accurate patient positioning and for efficient and high patient throughput. 3D
volumetric imaging – using CBCT or other volumetric imaging approaches – can enable
more precise setup, monitor anatomic changes and eventually adaptive therapy.
Capability to deliver large fields in a reasonable time is important, not just in order to
have high patient throughput and patient comfort, but also for enabling optimal dose distribution and minimize the need for critical field junctions in e.g. treatment of medulloblastoma.
σ
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Hitachi

Mitsubishi

Optivus

ProTom

IBA
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Facilities in operation (all models)

Company

9

1

1

2

3

1

0

9

0

Current commercial model

Proteus
235

Sumitomo

ProBeam

PROBEAT

Mitsubishi

Conforma
3000

Radiance
330

Proteus
ONE

MEVION
S250

Accelerator type

cyclotron

cyclotron

cyclotron

synchrotron

synchrotron

synchrocyclotron

synchrocyclotron

Max energy for
treatment
≥230 MeV

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Energy selection
system

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

Active beam
modulation

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

Multi room /
gantry

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

Gantry rotation
≥360 degrees

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

no

Horizontal
research beam

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

synchrotron synchrotron
yes

yes

not needed

yes

yes

yes

yes

Table 3.1: An overview of
selected key features of commercially available proton
therapy systems per August
2012. The listed data are
based on publicly available
information from various
sources, including scientific
meetings, company websites
and PubMed. It was not
possible to obtain valid information on all entries
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New accelerator concepts are being investigated and explored by several stakeholders
and vendors. In general they either aim at making the accelerators smaller and cheaper,
or faster and more powerful.
To reduce some of the drawbacks from synchrotrons, several projects are investigating
fast cycling synchrotrons. Based on conventional synchrotron technology, beam extraction can happen here at any time during the acceleration cycle, increasing the repetition
frequency of synchrotrons by one or two orders of magnitude (e.g. 10 Hz). The concept
has been proved to work in various laboratory settings, despite technical challenges.
A similar strategy to increase the output of synchrotrons is the Fixed Field Alternating
Gradient synchrotrons (FFAGs). These can to some extent be regarded as a hybrid of a
synchrotron and cyclotron in the sense that the beam inside the synchrotron does not
follow a fixed path, but increases its radius along a carefully designed magnetic field and
large beam aperture. Prototypes for proton acceleration have been built and intense beam
currents with acceleration repetition rates around a few 100 Hz have been successfully
demonstrated.
Laser induced particle acceleration has received much attention during the last years,
when highly intense laser pulses become more readily available. The invention and
development of chirped pulse amplification in the 1980s has led to small table-top lasers,
with increasing power per pulse. In this approach, electrons are accelerated in the electric
field of plasma from an intense laser pulse. Those electrons again generate a forward
propagating electric field which can accelerate heavier charged particles, such as protons.
The idea is to mount such a table-top high energy particle source directly on a light
gantry, omitting the need for heavy steering and focusing magnets. One challenge is that
the generated protons have a broad energy spectrum and poor reproducibility. In order
to make it mono-energetic, an energy selection system is required, thereby potentially
compromising the concept of building a compact accelerator.
Another emerging concept is the dielectric wall accelerator. Dielectric walls are materials which are designed to withstand high energy gradients, up to 100 MV/m, thereby in
principle enabling 250 MeV protons to be accelerated along 2.5 meters. However, even if
such high gradients have been demonstrated in a laboratory setting for very shortly pulsed voltages, the clinical realization of dielectric wall accelerator in foreseeable future is
judged to be very optimistic. A 2.5 meter compact proton accelerator could be mounted on
a proton gantry, but still one needs a beam diagnostic system, a beam scanning system,
spill abortion, which then again increases the size.
None of the technologies mentioned in this section are expected to be commercially
available within the next 5-10 years. Should a new technology become clinically available,
it will of course be considered carefully.

Technical considerations and priorities for NCPRT
The proposal is based on a commercially available system. Development and production
of particle radiotherapy equipment is a highly competitive and dynamic business enterprise. Collaboration with a commercial partner with a solid company track record will
give the best chance of meeting the technical goals and keeping the tight timeframe.
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Since our aim is to be at the cutting edge of particle radiotherapy, delivering frontline
research-based treatment to all relevant Danish patients, we want a facility which can
deliver
• best possible quality of beam (active beam modulation, IMPT, large field size)
• most optimal safety to patients (active beam modulation, reduced neutrons)
• support for research (a dedicated research beam line)
• stable operation (solid business partner, proven technology)
• cost-effective and flexible expansion (facility ready for additional gantries)
The proton accelerator can be either a cyclotron, synchro-cyclotron or synchrotron. In
case a cyclotron based facility is chosen, an energy selection system will be mandatory in
order to comply with our strategy of providing the best available beam quality.
A high quality active scanning beam is absolutely mandatory, with a spot size of σ=3.5
mm or less for the smallest spot size. Variable spot sizes will be beneficial, leading to fast
treatments with optimal and robust dose distributions. In addition, reliable methods for
handling of respiratory motion must be presented and will be a parameter. Passive scattering will be considered a relevant additional option for this purpose.
A minimum field size of 30 x 30 cm² is preferred, and large fields should be treated in
reasonable amount of time. Maximum beam energy should be at least 230 MeV to reach
deep seated targets. Minimum energy below 70 MeV is preferred, if available, in order to
reduce the penumbra when treating shallow targets.
A horizontal research beam line for detector development, advanced beam optics
innovation and radiobiological research as well as beam steering for tracking is ideal. It is
of importance that this research beam can be accessible without interfering with patient
treatment efficiency.
In conclusion, there are commercially available technical solutions which match the
overall visions and strategy for NCPRT, i.e. to offer particle radiotherapy with the highest
quality and optimal safety to the patients, enabling frontline research and a reliable and
cost-effective service to the Danish health care system.
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4. Vision and aims
The overall vision is for the NCPRT (National Center for Proton Radiotherapy) to be a
world leader in research and treatment of cancer with particle beam radiotherapy.
The NCPRT will integrate state-of-the-art high precision particle radiotherapy for
cancer patients with a comprehensive international research centre, in order to improve
the utilisation, quality and physical-biological understanding of particle radiotherapy.
The location at the emerging new Aarhus University Hospital campus will enable easy
and rapid construction of the center. In addition the large building plot ensures enough
surrounding space to allow expansion in the future. The centre will have state-of-the-art
equipment that supports the long term clinical and research visions of NCPRT and mature
enough to ensure safe operations.
Treatment will be performed according to scientific protocols which will be developed
in collaboration with the Danish Multidisciplinary Cancer Groups (DMCG). The protocols
will secure a common national availability and utilization of proton therapy. In addition,
there will be links to assigned contact persons at all Danish radiotherapy departments,
with the aim to advise and assist with referral. In order to facilitate maximum collaboration, regular video conferences are planned between referring specialists and the center.
The centre will aim to ensure high quality guidance and care of the patients. Patients
will be housed in the hospital wards or at the Patient Hotel. Special care will be given to
children, who will be housed at the designated Family House connected with the paediatric department, where children and parents can stay together.
The clinicians and scientists at NCPRT will aim to strengthen both the national and
international collaboration, which are essential for advancing this novel treatment
modality. Aarhus University and Aarhus University Hospital will continue to strengthen
the unique collaboration beween an excellent clinical research environment and the only
research center for accelerator physics in Denmark.
Research will be a major part of the activity of the centre. The host institutions are
internationally recognised for its long standing activities in clinical and translational cancer and oncology research, as well as accelerator physics. The clinical treatment protocols
will aim to establish evidence for the clinical outcome of proton radiotherapy. The translational research conducted in the radiobiology and functional imaging programmes will
aim to characterise the individual normal tissue and tumour biology, relevant for proton
therapy. This will be facilitated by establishing a database and utilizing existing tissue
and tumour biobanks for collecting and evaluating patient material. Finally, research in
treatment delivery and dose planning will aim to improve the precision and quality of
particle radiotherapy.
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5. Expertise at Aarhus University Hospital and Aarhus University
Aarhus University Hospital and Aarhus University host both a strong comprehensive cancer center and several large interdisciplinary research centres, integrating translational
and clinical research in oncology with basic science directly related to particle radiotherapy. Both areas have been in place for many years. The scope and quality of this expertise is unmatched within Denmark and have made Aarhus an international centre for
radiation oncology. Moreover, the expertise includes a strong element of training through
the teaching of radiobiology, oncology and medical physics. The basic science, essential
for this training, is unique in Denmark through the presence of a group of accelerator
physicists of international standing. Aarhus University operates the only storage rings
for electrons and ions in Denmark (ASTRID and ASTRID2), and hosts the only national
accelerator research facility.
A powerful synergy exists between clinical research and basic science activities and
this will be greatly exploited and enhanced through the activities of the National Center
for Particle Radiotherapy at the new Aarhus University Hospital. The present expertise to
be found in Aarhus is described below. Planned future research activities built upon this
expertise are described in detail in section 9.

Key points
•Aarhushasastronginternational profile in radiation oncology,
and has the largest radiation
oncology research environment in
Scandinavia
•Comprehensivecancercareis
provided through extensive multidisciplinary team efforts
•Morethanhalfofallscientific
publicationsfromDanishoncology
departments have a first author
from Aarhus
•Synergyisstimulatedthrough
anumberofhighlysuccessful
interdisciplinary centres

Aarhus University Hospital
Aarhus University Hospital represents the merger of the former somatic University hospitals in Aarhus. Aarhus University Hospital offers basic and advanced treatments within
all medical specialties, and is host to more highly specialized functions than any other
hospital in Denmark. The hospital has been voted Best Hospital in Denmark every year
since 2008.
The emerging new Aarhus University Hospital in Skejby is the largest construction
project in Northern Europe at this time. The relocation of the departments will take place
during the years 2014-2019. When finished, the new Aarhus University Hospital will be the
largest hospital in Denmark and have all medical specialties available on one campus.

The annual activities of Aarhus
University Hospital include:
•100,000in-patientvisits
•650,000out-patientvisits
•50,000emergencyvisits
•75,000surgicalprocedures
•5,000births
•0.9billionEURannualbudget
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Department of Oncology, Aarhus University Hospital
Department of Oncology, Aarhus University Hospital
The annual activities of the Department of Oncology include:
• 7.500 new referrals
• 99.000 outpatient visits
• 53.000 radiation treatments
• 28.000 chemotherapy treatments

5. Expertise at Aarhus University Hospital and Aarhus University

The activities in the National Center for Particle Radiotherapy will be closely linked to
the Department of Oncology, a key partner in the comprehensive cancer management at
Aarhus University Hospital. The department is one of the largest oncology departments
in Scandinavia, serving a catchment area of more than 1 million people, and offering
both basic and highly specialized treatments based on multidisciplinary management
principles. The medical staff of the Department of Oncology includes 37 consultants,
all specialized in Clinical Oncology (medical oncology and radiation oncology), and 39
residents. The total number of employees (physicians, nurses, physicists, RTTs, technical
staff, secretaries and support) is 640. The service of the Department of Oncology is highly
recognized among patients; in the most recent survey 96% of out-patients and 98% of
hospitalized patients gave the score “satisfied” or “very satisfied”.

Department of Oncology in
Aarhus hosts the only dedicated research linear accelerator in Denmark, donated by
The A.P. Møller Foundation

Foto: Jesper Elgaard Photography

Infrastructure and facilities
The Department of Oncology integrates the activities in the clinical department (radiotherapy, systemic therapy and palliative care), the Department of Medical Physics and
the Department of Experimental Clinical Oncology. The radiotherapy section includes 12
linear accelerators, all of which are equipped with onboard imaging and other relevant
facilities for high precision radiotherapy including volumetric dynamic arc therapy and
stereotactic treatments. The brachytherapy programme includes three afterloaders (two
PDR and one HDR). The institution has played a very significant role in research and
developments in radiation therapy, both on a national and international level. Through a
large donation from the A. P. Møller Foundation (A. P. Møller og Hustru Chastine Mc-Kinney Møllers Fond til almene Formaal), the department hosts the only dedicated research
linear accelerator in Denmark. Conformal CT-based radiotherapy, intensity-modulated
radiotherapy, MR-based brachytherapy, image guidance including daily cone-beam based
set-up and stereotactic radiotherapy (intracranial and extracranial) are implemented in
the clinic. The Department of Experimental Clinical Oncology is conducting clinically
oriented translational research in oncology, especially focusing on research related to
radiotherapy and its application. The facilities include all the necessary equipment for
radiobiological studies including an experimental x-ray unit, cell culture facilities and
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laboratories for molecular biology and immunohistochemistry. Recently, the department
has acquired the world’s first commercially available fully-automated system for purification of DNA and RNA from paraffin-embedded tissue sections. There is also access to
clinical PET, SPECT, experimental microPET, MR machines including hyperpolarisation,
and magnets for experimental imaging/spectroscopy. The institution has a large clinical
trials unit, which ensures that the more than 50 ongoing clinical trials in the department
follow good clinical practice (GCP).

Multidisciplinary cancer management
All cancer patients seen at the Aarhus University Hospital are managed in a multidisciplinary team work, where comprehensive cancer care is facilitated through active collaboration between a wide range of medical specialties, especially surgery, radiation and
medical oncology, pathology and imaging. More than fifteen different multidisciplinary
conferences are held weekly.
Onco-paediatric team
Of particular importance for particle radiotherapy is the multidisciplinary onco-paediatric
team at Aarhus University Hospital. As one of two national sites, Aarhus is responsible
for about 50% of all radiotherapy service delivered to children in Denmark. The team of
experienced paediatricians and radiation oncologists evaluates all paediatric patients
between solid tumours. The team is member of the Danish Paediatric Haematology and
Oncology Group (DAPHO) and a number of international groups such as the Nordic
Society for Paediatric Haematological Oncology (NOPHO), the International Society for
Paediatric Oncology (SIOP) and European Organization for Research and Treatment of
Cancer (EORTC), and is also connected to the German Group of Paediatric Radiation
Oncology (APRO), the International Project on Prospective Analysis of Radio-toxicity in
Childhood and Adolescence (IPPARCA) and the Paediatric Radiation Oncology Society
(PROS). The onco-paediatric team have 35 active protocols in therapy for childhood cancer and leukemia, an out-patient ward for late treatment reactions (which follow patients
also in their adult life), and biweekly video-conference meetings with six Swedish centres
organized in the Swedish Paediatric Radiation Oncology Group. Collaboration with the
Paediatric Radiation Oncology in MD Anderson’s Department of Radiation Oncology has
been established. The research of the onco-paediatric group is organized in the Pediatric
Hematology Oncology Research Unit (PHORS). The National Childhood Cancer Database
(Dr. Henrik Schrøder, chairman) is hosted by PHORS.
Ocular oncology
Ocular melanoma is a major indication for proton therapy. Only two centers in Denmark
treat ocular melanoma (Aarhus and Copenhagen). Aarhus has the national function for
management of retinoblastoma. The Danish Ocular Oncology Group (DOOG) with its
national database is hosted at Aarhus University Hospital (chairman Steen Fiil Urbak).
Cancer imaging
Imaging of cancer for treatment planning and response evaluation is crucial for optimal
implementation and development of particle radiotherapy. Aarhus University Hospital is
host to several leading departments within this area.
The Department of Radiology is one of the largest radiology departments in Denmark. It is fully equipped with the most modern MR, CT and ultrasound equipment. In
the onco-radiology subsection a total of 5 consultants and a number of specialists and
younger doctors are employed. Scan time on both CT (256 slice) and MR (3T) is dedicated
to research, and research imaging labs with dedicated workstations for image analysis and a dedicated research PACS-system are available. The department has research
contracts with a number of radiology vendors. Within the onco-radiology section there
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are 3 associate professors and 4 PhD students. A major research area is development and
application of functional techniques for characterization and monitoring of cancer. There
is a strong collaboration between the onco-radiology section and the Department of Oncology both clinically and scientifically with several joint PhD and research projects within
imaging for radiotherapy.
The Department of Nuclear Medicine and PET Center is among the largest units for molecular imaging in Northern Europe. The department is currently located with laboratories for patient examinations at three sites at Aarhus University Hospital. The department
has one of the most modern PET-imaging facilities in the world, and is equipped with
four PET-CT scanners and one HRRT scanner dedicated for brain imaging. This facility is
served by two cyclotrons and a GMP/GDP certified radiopharmacy, which produces the
largest selection of different radiotracers in Denmark (currently, 27 tracers for human use
and more than 100 different tracers for preclinical applications). Currently, the radiopharmacy generates more than 8,000 dosages and the clinical production amounts 5,000
PET-CT scans annually with more than 90% of the patients referred with a cancer suspicion/diagnosis. In addition the infrastructure of the department includes three SPECTCT scanners, dedicated gamma-cameras for heart and endocrine imaging as well as a
fully equipped imaging center for experimental molecular imaging (PET, micro-PET and
gamma-cameras) and recently the department received a grant to acquire an integrated
micro-PET-MRI system. The staff at the Department of Nuclear Medicine and PET Center
amounts close to 150 members including ten consultants, eight junior doctors, numerous
PhD students and post docs, two professors and four associate professors, seven chemists, six physicists, one veterinary surgeon, a section for image analysis and a large group
of highly educated and skilled biotechnologists and supportive staff. In addition, there
are four adjunct professors as well as four adjunct associate professors.
The MR-Centre at Aarhus University Hospital provides facilities for advanced bio
imaging. With a trans-disciplinary approach the latest advances in natural sciences and
engineering are translated to biomedicine and subsequently implemented in clinical
applications. The Centre is hosting a high number of pre-clinical and clinical research
programmes. One whole-body scanner and one high-field (7 Tesla) horizontal small bore
magnet is available for research on a daily basis. Advanced facilities (housing and intervention) for experiments including animals are available. The research programs aim for
enhanced treatment regimens and preventive measures for a broad spectrum of diseases
like cancer, diabetes, obesity, atherosclerosis and degenerative diseases of aging. Additionally, the MR-Research Centre promotes design, production and testing of interventional
systems that binds to specific tissue types, e.g. cancer cells, stroke tissue or couples to
specific biochemical processes. Development of personalized therapeutic profiles is an
important objective. The present programs rely on the latest achievements within imaging
(MR, PET, SPECT, ultra sound, etc), nano- and gene technology, immunology, molecular
biology, oncology and biomedical engineering. Facilities for MR hyperpolarization is expected to be installed in the coming year. Hyperpolarization can increase the sensitivity of
Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy with factors up to 10,000 compared to the present capacity of MR-scanners. The methodology has been applied for a few years in experimental
studies based on rodents, and have recently been up-scaled to enable patient examinations as well. Hyperpolarized nuclei imaging allows for in vivo quantification of a huge
number of metabolic substrates and their breakdown products thus providing detailed
information on both normal and pathological processes located in the body, with a huge
potential for use in radiation oncology. The MR Research Centre hosts 10 PhD students
and seven pre-graduates. The international research profile builds on programs within EU
granted programs and partnerships with Chinese universities.
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Clinical and translational research
The structure of the Department of Oncology stimulates strongly to clinical research. The
department has currently 55 active clinical trials within all areas of clinical oncology. A
clinical trials unit is coordinating the studies.
The department houses the largest radiation oncology research environment in Scandinavia, including more than 20 full-time senior faculty scientists dedicated specifically
to radiotherapy research, including particle radiotherapy, and the only two professors in
medical radiation physics in Denmark.
By September 2012, the research staff included
• 9 professors (two in radiation oncology, one in clinical oncology, two in medical physics, two in radiobiology, one in psycho-oncology, and one in nursing)
• 17 associate professors (seven full-time, ten part-time (MD))
• 9 post docs
• 34 PhD students
• 6 master students
Over recent decades, the Department of Oncology has trained more than 100 postgraduate students (DMSc or PhD). The majority of the projects have been within translational
and clinical radiation oncology and medical radiation physics.

Publications
The scientific activity of the academic staff is very strong both nationally and internationally. In 2011, scientists from the Department of Oncology published more than 100
scientific papers in peer-reviewed international journals. The scientific activity outweighs
by far any other oncology department in Denmark; during the last decades, more than
half of all radiation oncology related publications from Denmark had a first author from
Aarhus.

The number of peer-reviewed
publications (first author)
from the six Danish oncology
departments (PubMed 2011)
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Meetings
During the last years, key persons in the Department of Oncology has initiated and arranged three scientific conferences on emerging topics in radiotherapy under the Acta
Oncologica umbrella, including stereotactic body radiotherapy (2006), image-guided and
adaptive radiotherapy (2008) and biology-guided adaptive radiotherapy (2010); a new
meeting is planned for June 2013. Members of the research group also initiated and were
instrumental in the organisation of the Acta Oncologica particle radiotherapy symposium
held in Uppsala in 2011. These events have all attracted world-class faculties and have
been highly successful also in terms of attendance and scientific quality. Dedicated issues
of Acta Oncologica have been prepared from all these meetings, and our group has contributed extensively to these. In the issue from the 2011 symposium in Uppsala, there were
as many papers originating from Aarhus as from the rest of Scandinavia altogether.
With regards to meetings on more specific particle therapy topics, Aarhus Particle
Therapy Group has during recent years been hosting five editions of the Danish Workshop
for Proton and Heavy-ion Dosimetry, several times arranged jointly with DKFZ, Heidelberg. At the last annual particle therapy meeting of the PTCOG in 2012, there were 13
scientific presentations from Denmark; all from Aarhus.

National leadership

5. Expertise at Aarhus University Hospital and Aarhus University

Academic personnel from the department have key leadership roles in the majority of all
radiotherapy related national multidisciplinary cancer groups and societies, including:
• Danish Society for Clinical Oncology DSKO (Anders Bonde Jensen president)
• Danish Society for Head and Neck Oncology DSHHO (Cai Grau, president)
• Danish Head and Neck Cancer Group DAHANCA (Jens Overgaard, CEO)
• Danish Breast Cancer Cooperative Group DBCG (Marie Overgaard, Birgitte Offersen
and Jens Overgaard)
• Danish Urological Cancer Group DUCG (Morten Høyer, executive committee)
• Danish Colorectal Cancer Group DCCG (Flemming Hansen)
• Danish Oncology Lung Cancer Group DOLG (Marianne Knap, Peter Meldgaard),
• Danish Pancreas Cancer Group DPCG (Morten Ladekarl, executive committee)
• Danish Sarcoma Group DSG (Akmal Safwat)
• Danish Esophageus and Gastric Cancer Group DECV (Marianne Nordsmark, Morten
Ladekarl)
• Danish Gynaecological Cancer Group DPCG (Jacob Lindegaard, executive committee)
• Danish Melanoma Group (Henrik Schmidt)
• Danish Neuro-Oncology Group (Henrik Schultz)
• Danish National Board of Health Coordinating Committee for Experimental Cancer
Treatment NKU (Morten Ladekarl)
• Danish Liver Tumor Group (Morten Ladekarl)
• Danish Pediatric Hematological Oncology DAPHO (Yasmin Lassen)
• Danish Palliative Medicine Group (Anders Bonde Jensen)
• Danish Multidisciplinary Groups DMCG.dk (Torben Palshof, chairman)
• Danish Renal Cancer Group DARENCA (Frede Donskov)
• Danish Ocular Oncology Group DOOG (Jens Overgaard)
• Danish Cancer Society Scientific Committee KB (Cai Grau)
Names in brackets refer to members of the Department of Oncology.
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The national radiotherapy research center CIRRO
Since 2009, Aarhus University and the Department of Oncology in Aarhus has been host
to the national research centre CIRRO, the Lundbeck Foundation Centre for Interventional
Research in Radiation Oncology, directed by Jens Overgaard and Cai Grau. The centre supports, conducts and coordinates translational and clinical radiotherapy research at all six
Danish radiation oncology departments.
The CIRRO national framework incorporates a total of 63PhD projects, of which 19
have been successfully completed by June 2012. In addition, 47 senior scientists (post
docs, fellows, consultants, associate professors, professors) are linked to the activities of
CIRRO.
The activities conducted by CIRRO have had a major impact in oncology both nationally and internationally. CIRRO is currently involved in a total of 27 clinical intervention
protocols, with a total of more than 2100 patients included so far in Denmark. A total of
214 scientific papers have been published or accepted in peer reviewed international journals (by August 2012). CIRRO has been involved in the organization of three international
meetings and two PhD courses in radiotherapy since 2009. More than 300 presentations
(oral and posters) have been presented at international meetings including the most important events such as ESTRO, ASTRO and ECCO. Further detailed information about the
activities of CIRRO may be found at http://www.CIRRO.dk.

Annual meeting of CIRRO
– The Lundbeck Foundation
Centre for Interventional Research in Radiation Oncology,
Aarhus November 2009
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International leadership
On the international scene, Aarhus is well represented in the major European radiation
oncology organizations including the leading organisations such as the European Society
for Radiotherapy and Oncology (ESTRO) and the European Organization for Research and
Treatment of Cancer (EORTC).

5. Expertise at Aarhus University Hospital and Aarhus University

The following staff members from Aarhus are currently active in ESTRO and the European
School of Radiation Oncology (ESRO):
• Jens Overgaard: president 1995-1997, Editor-in-chief, board member
• Cai Grau: secretary and board member 2007-2011, ESRO faculty, chairman of HERO
task force, editorial board, clinical committee, membership council
• Ludvig Paul Muren: Asst physics editor, physics conference chair (2013), Physics
Committee, newsletter editor (Physics and Young Corners), Young Scientist task
force (chair), FALCON group, ESRO faculty
• Morten Høyer: ESRO faculty
• Birgitte Offersen: ESRO faculty
• Kari Tanderup: ESRO faculty, FALCON group, GEC-ESTRO Committee
• Jacob Lindegaard: ESRO faculty, GEC-ESTRO Executive Group
• Marianne Nordsmark: ESRO faculty
• Jan Alsner: ESRO faculty, radiogenomics consortium
• Annette Bøjen: National Societies liaison person (RTT) for Denmark
In EORTC, the department is actively involved in several groups and participates in
protocols (sarcoma, urology, malignant melanoma). Further, the department is a member of the EORTC Network of Core Institutions (NOCI), as the only Danish centre in this
role. Former head of Department of Oncology Ole Steen Nielsen has been board member
of EORTC, president of the EORTC Sarcoma Group and chairman of the EORTC Protocol
Review Committee.
The department in addition has leading roles in a number of international societies and
journals of relevance for radiation oncology, including:
• Scandinavian Society for Head and Neck Oncology (Cai Grau, president)
• Scandinavian Prostate Cancer Group SPCG (Morten Høyer, board member)
• Nordic Society of Gynecological Oncology NSGO (Jacob Lindegaard, past treasurer)
• Connective Tissue Oncology Society CTOS (Ole Steen Nielsen, past president)
• Nordic Society for Pediatric Hematological Oncology NOPHO (Henrik Schultz &
Yasmin Lassen)
• German Group of Pediatric Radiation Oncology APRO (Yasmin Lassen)
• Nordic Association for Clinical Physics NACP (Jørgen Petersen)
• Scandinavian Network for Hepatocellular Carcinoma SNHCC (Morten Ladekarl,
chairman)
• Nordic Neuroendocrine Tumor Group (Morten Ladekarl)
• ICRU Report Committee (Jacob Lindegaard, Kari Tanderup)
• Radiotherapy & Oncology (Jens Overgaard, editor-in-chief; Ludvig P. Muren, assistant physics editor)
• Acta Oncologica (Jens Overgaard, Ludvig P Muren, editors)
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Local scientific collaborators
Major local scientific collaborators within the Aarhus University and Aarhus University
Hospital are:
• Interdisciplinary Nanoscience Center iNANO, www.inano.dk (Flemming Besenbacher, Jørgen Kjems, Niels Christian Nielsen)
• Department of Molecular Medicine MOMA, www.moma.skejby.dk (Torben Ørntoft)
• Centre for Functional Integrative Neuroscience CFIN, www.cfin.dk (Leif Østergaard)
• Department of Nuclear Medicine and the PET-centre, www.pet.au.dk (Jørgen Frøkier)
• MR-Research Centre, www.mr.au.dk (Hans Stødkilde-Jørgensen)
• Department of Radiology, www.auh.dk (Erik Morre Pedersen)
• Institute for Storage Ring Facilities (ISA), www.isa.au.dk (Søren Pape Møller)
• Department of Computer Science, AU www.cs.au.dk (Thomas Sangild Sørensen)
• Dept of Physics and Astronomy, including the Aarhus Particle Therapy Group
(APTG), AU www.phys.au.dk/aptg (Niels Bassler)

International collaborators
Scientists at the Department of Oncology have a wide range of international collaborators
from major research institutions within radiation oncology, e.g.:
• OncoRay – Dresden
• STARR & Princess Margaret Hospital – Toronto
• Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Centre – New York
• Stanford University – Palo Alto
• Medical University of Vienna
• Erasmus Medical Centre – Rotterdam
• NKI-AVL – Amsterdam
• HIT / DKFZ – Heidelberg
• Radboud University – Nijmegen
• Haukeland University Hospital – Bergen
• The Norwegian Radium Hospital – Oslo
• University of Maastricht
• GSI – Darmstadt
• CERN – Geneva
• International Atomic Energy Agency – Vienna
• Technical University – Münich
• University of Groningen - Groningen
• San Raffaele Hospital – Milan
• Gray Institute of Radiation Oncology and Biology – Oxford
• British Columbia Cancer Agency, University of British Columbia - Vancouver

EU projects
The department is actively involved in all relevant radiation oncology FP5, FP6 and FP7
projects within the EU, including:
• BIOCARE (2004-2008) Molecular Imaging for Biologically Optimised Cancer
Therapy. The programme focused on the clinical evaluation and development of
new and more specific molecular tracers for the early detection of tumour cells, and
allowed the clinical introduction of accurate biologically based adaptive treatment
optimization methods. Organizations and industrial partners: 20. Countries: 10.
• G
 ENEPI ENTB1 and ENTB2 (2002-2005, 2006-2011) GENEtic pathways for the Prediction of the effects of Irradiation – European Normal and Tumour tissue Bank and
database. The projects aim to create and maintain a collection of biological material
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for determination of molecular pathways responsible for the variation of normal
tissue response to radiation, and to develop an IT infrastructure with a database
set up containing clinical, tissue and genetic data. Organizations and industrial
partners: 12. Countries: 7.
• U
 LICE (2009-2013) Union of Light-ion Centres in Europe. A project set up by 20 leading European research organisations, including two leading European industrial
partners (Siemens and IBA), to respond to the need for greater access to hadron
therapy facilities for particle therapy research. Organizations and industrial partners: 22. Countries: 11.
• A
 LLEGRO (2009-2011) Early and Late Health Risks to Normal/Healthy Tissues from
the use of Existing and Emerging Techniques for Radiation Therapy. The project
addresses many aspects of normal healthy tissue damage that are not yet well
understood in both conventional treatment techniques and emerging techniques
(protons, heavier ions). Organizations and industrial partners: 12. Countries: 8.

5. Expertise at Aarhus University Hospital and Aarhus University

• M
 ETOXIA (2009-2014) Metastatic Tumours Facilitated by Hypoxic Tumour MicroEnvironments. The project seeks to clarify the roles and functions of the hypoxic
tumour micro-environment in relation to the survival of solid tumours likely to
metastasize. Organizations and industrial partners: 20. Countries: 11.
• D
 R THERAPAT (2013-2016) Digital Radiotherapy Patient. The project seeks to integrate available knowledge on tumour imaging, image analysis and interpretation,
radiobiological models and radiation therapy planning into a coherent, multiscale
digital representation. The project will enable individualized treatment planning
and integration of advanced imaging and predictions into the clinical workflow.
Organizations and industrial partners: 7. Countries: 5.

Aarhus University
Aarhus University has been in a state of near constant development since its foundation
more than 80 years ago, and is now rated among Europe’s top universities. Among the
17,000 universities world-wide, Aarhus University is ranked in the top 100, across all
faculties, by several influential rankings (QS, Leiden, and Shanghai). The university has
approximately 40,000 students and more than 6,500 academic staff.
Aarhus University enjoys worldwide recognition. As an example of this the last two
Nobel Prizes awarded to Denmark have been awarded to excellent researchers at Aarhus
University.
Of particular interest in the present context are the Faculty of Health, the Faculty of
Science and Technology, and several interdisciplinary centres. Expertise in accelerator
physics within the Institute for Storage Ring Facilities and in the Aarhus Particle Therapy
Group constitutes a vital element in the choice of purchase of a Proton Therapy accelerator, its installation, testing, operation, and development. As proton therapy instruments
are not yet at the ‘turn-key’ stage and require continuous monitoring for optimal use, this
expertise is an essential prerequisite.

Aarhus University (2011)
Staff: 11,000
Publications: 11,800
Students: 40,000
Candidates: 7,760
Turnover: 826 mil. €

Faculty of Health
The Faculty of Health at Aarhus University covers all broad fields within the health
sciences. The faculty has approximately 3,800 students, 750 academic positions and 600
PhD-students and attracts numerous international students and researchers. The faculty
collaborates closely with both Aarhus University Hospital and the Faculty of Science and
Technology in both theoretical and clinical research, appropriately exemplified by the
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strong, cross-disciplinary Aarhus Particle Therapy Group. The Faculty has a turnover of
approximately 1,2 billion DKK (160 mil. €).
Researchers at The Faculty of Health have been awarded numerous prices and
awards, among these a Nobel-laureate. Further, e.g. the prestigious Anders Jahre’s Award
for Young Scientists was awarded to Aarhus University researchers in both 2010 and 2011.
Furthermore, the faculty scores very well among the most important rankings, generally
placing the Faculty of Health among the world’s top 100.

Faculty of Science and Technology
The Faculty of Science and Technology is research-intensive and offers bachelor, master
and PhD-degrees in all natural science and technology fields. The faculty is internationally recognized in, among others, areas like chemistry, physics, and nanoscience. A recent
report by the Nordic Council of Ministers showed that Aarhus University in the field of
chemistry is cited 2.5 times more than the world average of highly cited articles. The
faculty has a total of 1,488 academic staff from all over the world, approximately 5,200
students and 760 PhD students. The yearly turnover is approximately 2.5 billion DKK
(333 mil. €). As of January 2012 the Engineering College of Aarhus, with more than 2,700
students, has been an integrated part of the Faculty of Science and Technology.
Researchers from the Faculty of Science and Technology have won important scientific awards, the faculty has fostered a Nobel-laureate, and several institutes within the
Faculty of Science and Technology have achieved ‘excellence status’ in the CHE excellence rankings. As an example, one among many, of the recognition the faculty receives,
the prestigious talent-prize ‘European Young Researchers Award 2011’ was awarded to a
chemistry PhD student at the Interdisciplinary Nanoscience Center (iNANO) located at the
Faculty of Science and Technology.
The faculty has a very high publication rate in highly ranked journals such as Nature,
Science and Physical Review Letters.
Of particular interest to the development of a proton therapy facility is the Department of Physics and Astronomy – which hosts the Institute for Storage Ring Facilities
(ISA), the Department of Computer Science, and the Department of Mathematics, all
described in more detail below.

Among several accelerators, two synchrotron accelerators are operated at the
Aarhus University campus.
The accelerators are located
below the parking lot
between the Departments
of Physics and Astronomy
and Chemistry as outlined
in yellow
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Department of Physics and Astronomy

5. Expertise at Aarhus University Hospital and Aarhus University

At the Department of Physics and Astronomy, the interactions of charged particles with
matter have been extensively studied since the 1950s. This research area started with the
work of Jens Lindhard, a pupil of Niels Bohr. Since then, in addition to several ground
breaking textbook concepts and theories, many important experimental discoveries were
made at Aarhus University in the important area of particle penetration into matter. This
research is directly relevant to particle radiotherapy. Stopping power, scattering and
range phenomena of almost all particle types have been studied, including antiparticles.
With the advent of therapeutic applications of particles, a large new and related field has
opened up with the intensive study of primary events which lead to damage of DNA and
other vital biomolecules in cancers with a view to a knowledge-based approach to the
implementation of new particle therapy protocols.
There has been a plethora of research, with many hundreds of publications, based
upon the use of accelerators at the Department of Physics and Astronomy and ISA, noting
that within Denmark accelerators are located almost exclusively at Aarhus University.
The most prominent installations today are the synchrotron storage rings ASTRID and
ASTRID2, and an electrostatic storage ring, ELISA. ISA and the Department of Physics
and Astronomy have built, maintained and developed the ASTRID infrastructure and the
associated expertise since ASTRID was designed and constructed in the late 1980s. This
expertise is internationally recognised. Thus in addition to the design, construction and
operation of the above-mentioned local accelerators, experts at ISA have been pivotal
in the construction of several larger accelerators abroad (Germany, Canada, Australia)
mainly via consulting contracts with the Danish firm DANFYSIK. Of particular interest
in the present context is also the significant involvement of the Department and of ISA
in the design and operation of the DANFYSIK/SIEMENS proton and carbon ion synchrotron facilities for particle therapy. ASTRID monochromators (apart from two commercial
models) have been built in-house and show outstanding performance. A new monochromator for circular dichroism at ASTRID has been commissioned in 2007 and we have also
successfully tested a very advanced variable line-spacing monochromator, designed and
built in Aarhus, for seeding the FLASH free-electron laser facility at DESY in Hamburg. In
addition to the monochromators, all end-stations at ASTRID have been designed and built
in-house, most recently the new cold electron scattering facility and a major upgrade
to the spherical grating monochromator photoemission experiment. ASTRID has been
part of three major EU Large Scale Facility access networks and continues in this role as
a European facility attracting one hundred users per year from outside Denmark. On a
smaller scale, the highly successful electrostatic storage ring ELISA was invented and first
built in Aarhus and has lead to world-leading research in the photophysics for example of
biomolecular ions, probing fundamental events in radiation damage.
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The ASTRID ion and electron
synchrotron in operation
since 1990 is now being supplemented by a state-of-theart synchrotron radiation
light source

In 2008 the success of ISA led to an award from the Infrastructure Fund of 37 mil. DKK
to build a new state-of-the-art synchrotron radiation source, ASTRID2. Construction of
the new facility is now complete and commissioning is under way. The first high-energy
electron beam from ASTRID has been successfully injected and circulated in ASTRID2.
The two storage rings represent an investment of >100 million DKK. Significantly, both
ASTRID and ASTRID2 are similar in size and complexity to a particle therapy accelerator,
with many technical aspects in common. There is in addition close engagement of researchers from the Department and ISA in other research accelerators and facilities, including
CERN, where researchers from the department have been performing experiments at the
accelerators, and the European Spallation Source in Lund, where ISA expertise is now
in demand. The department at Aarhus University is directly involved in the latter project
and is responsible for a major work package. There have also been many collaborating
interactions on design and construction of accelerator components for CERN, for example
in the anti-hydrogen experiment.
The Department and ISA have been leading participants in two projects with the
Danish National Advanced Technology Foundation and other research institutions and
Danish industry. The first project, which successfully finished recently, was directly concerned with design and construction of innovative solutions of accelerator components
for particle therapy. In addition to the resulting research, patents and introduction of
novel productions emerged in the involved firms. A second project was funded recently
aiming at developing novel power-saving, environmentally friendly “green” solutions to
accelerator challenges.
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In 2005 initial dosimetric
experiments were performed
with clinical proton beams
at the ASTRID synchrotron
in Aarhus. Here an anthropomorphic phantom holding
a radiochromic film is irradiated with 70 MeV protons

5. Expertise at Aarhus University Hospital and Aarhus University

An area of proton therapy strongly connected to physics is dosimetry as exploited in
detectors, modeling and particle slowing-down phenomena. Test experiments have been
performed at the ASTRID synchrotron using clinically relevant beams (70 MeV protons)
simulating clinical cases and calibrating depth-dose curves. The Aarhus Particle Therapy
Group, which is an interdisciplinary research group between Health and Science & Technology faculties, has gathered experience of experimental dosimetry in mixed ion beams
since 2003 and it is currently actively involved in defining the next generation of ion dosimetry protocols. In addition, the group is experienced in modeling of ion interactions in
matter using (and actively developing) several well-known Monte Carlo particle transport
codes. Having acquired this knowledge, the group has become a sought-after cooperation
partner for several leading particle therapy centres abroad (e.g. GSI, HIT, MedAustron).
Currently the Aarhus Particle Therapy Group is actively involved in planning the radiobiology research beam line at the LEIR accelerator at CERN.
The department offers a bi-annual teaching course in radiation dosimetry and another
course in accelerator physics as a part of the specialization in medical physics. These are
very well attended and highly regarded by the participants.

Department of Computer Science
The medical image computing group at the Department of Computer Science conducts
research in medical image processing, image formation, and tomographic reconstruction
– typically involving mathematical and numerical optimization. The research covers a
wide range of imaging modalities such as CT, MRI, and microscopy. Associated courses
in introductory and advanced image and signal processing, introductory and advanced
computer graphics and computer vision, and data-parallel computing are taught at the
master’s level jointly with the image processing group at Aarhus School of Engineering
– and comprise students from a number of institutes at the faculty. The interdisciplinary
research group contains a number of PhD students enrolled either at the Department
of Computer Science or the Institute of Clinical Medicine, Faculty of Health. Current
research efforts include a project on simulated particle tomography in collaboration with
the Aarhus Particle Therapy Group. Our aim is to make proton CT clinically viable using
simulation studies of the current state-of-the art treatment equipment. This is done by
combining Monte Carlo based particle physics simulation with advanced non-linear tomographic image reconstruction. It is our goal to demonstrate through simulation studies
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that it is possible to reconstruct sharp, high resolution tomographic images from proton
CT, while at the same time ensuring a low radiation dose to patients. The very strong commitment to interdisciplinary collaboration in this area should be evident.

Department of Mathematics
The Department of Mathematics, and in particular the Thiele Centre and the Centre for
Stochastic Geometry and Advanced Bioimaging (CSGB) are internationally recognized for
their expertise in spatial statistics and stochastic geometry. In the area of particle therapy,
this expertise has led to cooperation with the Department of Physics and Astronomy at
Aarhus University to improve efficiency and precision of track structure models. Such models are indispensable in particle therapy, for instance to predict the biological effect of a
particle treatment. At the moment, the highly efficient procedure devised in this collaboration enables rapid computation, on the order of some tens to hundreds of milliseconds,
of solid-state detector responses for arbitrary mixed particle fields over a wide range of
fluences. The detector response models are available in the form of an open source library
“libamtrack” (http://libamtrack.dkfz.de), which currently is being extended to also cover
radiobiological calculations using the formalism developed by the Department of Mathematics.

Engineering College of Aarhus and Aarhus School of Engineering
The Engineering College of Aarhus and Aarhus School of Engineering have a strong
history in educating engineers within the field of mechanical and electrical engineering
at all levels. The field of biomedical engineering is a strategic research area for Aarhus
School of Engineering and there is an active education and research environment within
signal and image processing, instrumentation and detector technology. This setting will
ensure a strong basis for the particle therapy facility within research and education, and
further ensure the recruitment of highly skilled staff for operating and for doing research
at the facility. The Aarhus School of Engineering has been and is strongly involved in two
large projects under the Danish Advanced Technology Foundation related to accelerator
components, in particular for cancer therapy. Specifically, advanced vacuum systems,
particle detectors and high-temperature superconducting magnets for gantries have been
designed, constructed and tested. Several of these components have been marketed and
sold by Danish industry. Recently, the Danish government approved the fusion between
the Engineering College of Aarhus and Aarhus University, resulting in the creation of an
excellent science and technology platform in Denmark.

Interdisciplinary Centres
Aarhus University is hosting a number of interdisciplinary centres comprising activities
within two or more of the main academic areas. The centres take an interdisciplinary approach exploiting potential synergies across the university’s main academic areas.
Interdisciplinary Nanoscience Center (iNANO)
iNANO was founded in January 2002 at Aarhus University. The center was established
through a collaboration of research groups at the Institute of Physics and Astronomy,
Department of Chemistry, Department of Molecular Biology, and Institute for Biological
Sciences with close links to several associated research groups at the Faculty of Health
Sciences. Today there are about 100 scientists and 140 PhD students associated with
iNANO and the research performed is at the highest international level. In addition to fundamental research, a key aspect of the nanoscience concept is the practical implication of
the work. To this end, iNANO also provides an interface for collaborative interactions with
leading Danish industries. Examples of the interdisciplinary research include functional
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nanomaterials, nano energy-materials, nanomedicine, self-assembled molecular nanostructures, and nano-food.
Center of Functionally Integrative Neuroscience (CFIN)
CFIN connects brain researchers from numerous departments, institutes and faculties
within Aarhus University. In 2001 CFIN became a Danish National Research Foundation’s
Center. The goal is to understand the ability of the human brain to adapt to experience,
during normal development, learning and interaction with the surrounding social and
physical environment. In a cross-disciplinary effort, this knowledge is employed to understand the biochemical and structural effects of neurological disease or substance abuse.
Of particular interest for the The Danish National Center for Particle Radiotherapy is the
vast experience in functional imaging, and CFIN has been collaborating very successfully
with the Departments of Oncology, Experimental Clinical Oncology, and Medical Physics,
Aarhus University Hospital, for many years.

5. Expertise at Aarhus University Hospital and Aarhus University

Department of Molecular Medicine (MOMA)
MOMA at Aarhus University Hospital is located at Science Center Skejby and houses
clinicians and scientists from disciplines such as surgery, oncology, clinical biochemistry,
pathology, molecular biology, mathematics, statistics, bioinformatics, chemistry, and epidemiology. MOMA is also housing large facilities for biobanking as well as technological
facilities, including a wide range of modern equipment featuring research in DNA, RNA,
ncRNA, proteins, tissue samples and cell lines. Technologies include Affymetrix microarrays, Illumina NGS, ABI sequencing and Real-Time PCR, robot-assisted purification and
sample processing, laser microdissection, fluorescense microscopy, immunohistochemistry and in-situ hybridisation, cell culture and more. Currently, MOMA acts as a core
facility for Aarhus University Hospital for biobanks, microarrays, and proteomics. Further
core facility functions are planned including next-generation sequencing and bioinformatics. MOMA is host to several research groups and centers, including the Molecular
Diagnostic Laboratory (MDL), the John and Birthe Meyer Foundation Center for Molecular
Clinical Cancer Research (CMCC), and the Lundbeck Foundation Center for Translational
Medicine (CETAME). MOMA is the absolute leading center for translational molecular cancer research in Denmark with a competitive range of publications in journals like Nature,
Nature Genetics, Cancer Cell, NEJM and JNCI.
Centre for iSequencing
Centre for iSequencing is one of the new interdisplinary research centres that are currently being established at Aarhus University. The vision behind the centre is the sequencing of all types of organisms and biological entities, bacteria and other microorganisms,
cells, plants, cell models, tissues, animals and humans. Collaboration with the Beijing
Genomic Institute (BGI) and the establishment of BGI-Europe constitute a unique point of
departure for becoming an internationally leading player within this field. The topicality
of the centre is emphasized by the fact that the Dano-Chinese collaboration (between
Aarhus University, the Technical University of Denmark, the University of Copenhagen
and BGI) has received substantial funding from the Advanced Technology Foundation for
a bioinformatics genome platform.
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The new
Aarhus
University
Hospital
and NCPRT
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NCPRT
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Key points
• The 7,800 sqm proton therapy
facility will be completely integrated into the new University
Hospital next to the Department
of Oncology

Location and infrastructure
The NCPRT will be located in Aarhus as an integrated part of the new Aarhus University
Hospital. At present the hospitals in Aarhus are divided between four major locations.
These will be brought together at one site during the period up to 2018, making it one of
the largest university hospitals in the Nordic countries.
The new Aarhus University Hospital will have an optimal infrastructure and location.
It is conveniently sited with respect to the city of Aarhus and its infrastructure will be
further reinforced through the expansion of approach roads and light rail facilities in connection with its relocation. Moreover, the very nearby motorway provides rapid and easy
access to Aarhus Airport and the rest of Denmark.
The hospital complex is planned to possess strong flexibility and breadth, in order to
accommodate future requirements for new treatments and technological advances. The
main focus in the structuring of the complex has been on placing the patient in the centre
and providing an optimized patient trajectory, as well as on the social and aesthetic
qualities of the hospital buildings, urban environments and surroundings. Knowledge
and evidence-based design has been an integral element in the genesis of the new Aarhus
University Hospital and has been used as a factor to support decisions in all phases of the
project.
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• The facility will enable integration
of state-of-the-art proton therapy
with frontline translational and
clinical research environments
• The 9.000 sqm building plot for
the facility is ready for construction to start now!
• There is plenty of space surrounding the facility, if future
expansion should be warranted
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Perspective of the
NCPRT seen from
the ring road

Perspective – the Main
Entrance of the new University Hospital, Forum and the
CORE-Centre

6. The facility

As a national centre for particle therapy, the NCPRT, with its location at the new Aarhus
University Hospital, will have access to hotel facilities for patients and their relatives from
other parts of Denmark. Of particular interest is the new Family House, where children
undergoing particle radiotherapy can stay with their parents. The new Aarhus University Hospital will have the necessary facilities for supportive treatment, social activities
and early rehabilitation. The infrastructure will make it possible to perform work-up of
patients quickly and efficiently prior to treatment start and will provide optimal opportunities for supportive care during and after treatment.
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Diagram – the new
University Hospital
complex

Integration in the new Aarhus University Hospital
In size, the new Aarhus University Hospital will be comparable to a provincial town and
has been designed and structurally organised as a town. The hospital complex is divided
into districts, each of which represents a clinical centre. The hospital complex is encircled
by a ring road, with clinical functions situated on the inner side of the ring and service
functions on the outside. The NCPRT building is located in close proximity to the ring
road, on the main arrival route from Aarhus to the south.
The overall design concept for the new Aarhus University Hospital is “A hospital town
in a natural setting”. There is close integration between the buildings and the landscape,
with the urban aspects and the landscape features interweave to ensure greenery is present throughout the hospital complex.
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Siteplan of NCPRT
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NCPRT Laboratory
is placed in the Core
Research Center
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NCPRT is placed next
to the Department of
Oncology

6. The facility

The design concept of new Aarhus University Hospital will also provide the foundation
for the architecture of the NCPRT building. The hospital complex consists of three main
architectural elements: the first is a three-storey building base in red brick that creates
a harmonious interplay in materials and scale between the existing hospital and its
extension, which together constitute the basic pattern for the hospital town. The red
brick individual buildings in this base are linked by a network of glass-covered streets
and squares. The second component is the tower buildings, which are placed within this
set of base units and which contain wards and offices. The third element is a centrallylocated high-rise building complex, the Forum, which contains the Core Research Center
department, a patient hotel and the central arrivals area, the “town square”, with its café,
shops, bank, out-patient department, etc. The NCPRT will be located in close association
with the Department of Oncology and the associated radiotherapy unit, equipped with
state-of-the-art linear accelerators and advanced imaging facilities for radiotherapy planning. There is available building land on the campus surrounding the facility to ensure
future expansion of the NCPRT.
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The building
The exceptional and specific functional requirements of the particle therapy facility provide a clear and simple structural basis for the organisation and architectural character of
the building. Thus functional and technical aspects of the complex are expressed through
the architectural style. For example, safety zones and limits in relation to radiation from
the installation require both special engineering arrangements and assessments in relation to the terrain and neighbouring environments. Similarly, the need to transport equipment in and out and the high standards required of the building’s technical installations,
impose special demands on the building. This must be co-ordinated with the need for
daylight and air on the primary patient and staff level and for the ‘treatment level’, which
will essentially be below ground level. Together, these factors will contribute to give the
building a special character and uniqueness.
Overall, the building complex will be organised into two adjoining units. The first of
these is a traditional four-storey office block containing an arrival area, conference and
consultation rooms on levels 1 and 2, and offices and research facilities on levels 3 and 4.
The other unit is the highly specialised part, with the primary treatment areas for particle
therapy located on level 1 and technical facilities on level 2. The two building units are
separated by an elongated courtyard which brings light and air to all storeys. The buildings are adjoined to the end of the courtyard, giving the building complex a feeling of
coherence. The elevation of the complex provides a naturally asymmetrical height profile,
due both to the varied functions of each storey, equipment requirements dictating different ceiling height and the below-ground location of the treatment level.
The north-south sloping profile is given significant expression in a coherent greenplanted roof, which begins at ground level on the south side by the ring road and, as
an elevated landscape, ascends to four-storey height on the office building. The green
element is continued downwards on the facade of the treatment building towards the
courtyard and on the north facade of the office building. Both facades are gently sloping, in dialogue with the roof slope, which helps to increase the amount of light in the
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NCPRT seen from above

6. The facility

courtyard spaces. The roof is partially penetrated by the radiation-safe structure around
the gantries and the proton accelerator, which gives the building both an artistic and a
functionalistic expression. The structure is clad with a mosaic of white concrete slaps
in harmony with the ward buildings on the red clay tiles building base. These expanses
of concrete slaps can be disassembled when it is necessary to replace equipment. The
facades to the east and west are in white glaced tile elements, with glass facade panels. At
the main entrance, the gable of the office building projects forward on the upper storeys,
providing towards the west a well-marked and clear statement of an entrance.
There will be a tunnel link to the Department of Oncology on level 1. The centre line
of the technical construction is optimally organised in relation to use and servicing needs.
The particle therapy building will form part of the ensemble of ‘unique buildings’ in the
the new University Hospital master plan, of which others include the Forum and Family
House.
The NCPRT will be connected to the technical supply route for the hospital through
the supply ring in the terrain, from where supply routes will be run to the main technical
installation room in the building. Since the ground water table will be located above floor
level on level 00, the building must therefore be a waterproof construction where appropriate. The actual building is situated in a concrete tank, with a gap for drainage between
the buildings and the surrounding tank.
There will be no problems with building permissions. According to the planning
regulations, the particle radiotherapy facility does not require an environmental impact assessment or an amendment to the local municipal plan. The particle facility can
be established within the framework of local development plan no. 887, possibly with
exemptions from the established construction zones.
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The interior design and ﬂoor plans
The medical requirements dictate the layout and functionality of the building. This concerns the technical requirements regarding facilities for treatment planning and delivery
combined with the patient’s need for reassurance in the presence of very unfamiliar
surroundings. Waiting areas, reception and consultation rooms will be designed to give
the optimal infrastructure for treatment and to provide confidence and well being of the
patient. There will be a lounge area, family rooms and play areas for children and their
parents and rooms for bedridden patients.
Three treatment rooms will be constructed, together with a room which can be used
for research and calibration purposes. Patient flow will be designed to make the most efficient use of the treatment rooms.
The treatment storey is divided into four main areas
•
Reception and consultation
•
Preparation and planning
•
Treatment
•
Recovery unit for anesthetized patients
Level 2 is the arrival level where there will be reception and waiting areas, including a
childrens play room. Consultation rooms are also located on this level. Patients visiting
the Center for the first time will be met and receive information about the treatment by the
physician and nurse in this area. Immobilization and treatment planning scanners will be
on Level 1 where the three treatment rooms are also located. This means that the patients
after consultation will be taken to this level for treatment preparation.
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Patient flow
From entrance to waiting area

Diagram – Patient flow
through treatment

From waiting area to preparation/dressing room
From preparation/dressing room to scanning/planning
From scanning/planning to treatment
Staff entrance
Waiting area
Preparation/dressing room
Scanning/planning
Treatment

6. The facility

In front of each treatment room there will be changing rooms and rooms for scanners.
Design of the scanner rooms will allow commission of a PET/MRI scanner and additional rooms will be reserved for handling of PET-isotopes and waiting areas dedicated for
patients after injection of isotopes. The scanners will be used for acquisition of treatment
planning scans (CT, MRI and PET), and dependent on future adaptive strategies and imaging in the treatment room, the scanners might be used for verification of target position
before daily treatment.
Since the NCPRT will treat paediatric cancer patients, there must be facilities for anesthesia which includes rooms for preparation of the patient prior to and also facilities for
observation and care during and after radiotherapy.
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NCPRT Level 2 – Entrance,
consultations rooms and
conference

The particle radiotherapy equipment
The facility will be equipped with a central proton accelerator, either a cyclotron,
synchrotron or a synchro-cyclotron which will be able to deliver the proton beam to
multiple gantries. A beam-line will transport the proton beam from the accelerator to the
treatment rooms and the experimental room.
The facility will be based on protons only; a combined facility for protons and heavy
charged ions is not within the scope of the project, as previously mentioned. Both a
cyclotron, a synchrotron and a synchro-cyclotron will be able to deliver a proton beam.
The accelerator should accommodate a variable range of proton energies to treat targets
in depths of 0-35 cm with an appropriate dose rate. The choice of proton accelerator will
be taken at the time of the tender after detailed discussions with manufacturers, and with
active involvement of local accelerator and proton therapy technical experts from the physics department of Aarhus University, whose advice will make an essential contribution in
this vital phase.
The delivery system will be based on active modulation using the pencil-beam scanning technique described in section 3. A system for dealing with moving targets, typical
of many cancers, such as fast rescanning, gating or tracking techniques will be available.
Depending on the choice of accelerator technology, we wish to keep the possibility of keeping passive modulation for moving targets open on one of the planned treatment units.
Isocentric gantries are planned for all treatment rooms since it is estimated that the
number of patients suitable for horizontal beam therapy in Denmark is limited and identical treatment rooms have advantages for flexibility in patient scheduling.
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The expansion of the facility will reflect usage of the machine, which is expected to grow
within few years of service. Three phases are foreseen: in the first phase, two treatment
rooms will be installed with gantries, enabling treatment of up to 1000 patients per year.
A third treatment room will be established and the beam-line will be prepared, but the
decision to mount a gantry will await the experience after the first years of operation.
Should expansion beyond three gantries become relevant in the future, the ground adjacent to the NCPRT is reserved and the facility is designed with a view to the possibility of
expansion in a third phase.
Treatment planning will be based on in-house CT, MRI and/or PET scanning. For
positioning of the patient and verification of the target, the two first treatment rooms will
be planned with CT-scanners outside the treatment room. Patient positioning and image
guidance outside the treatment room will, with the current technology, result in the best
patient flow. However, in-room guidance may improve considerably and the treatment
rooms will be equipped for cone-beam CT for in-room image guidance, adaptation and
target tracking by the proton beam.
Development of image guidance techniques and adaptive RT will be a focus area for
research and development (see section 9) and collaboration with the vendor of the accelerator and delivery equipment is expected. For the third treatment room established in
phase II, MRI-based guidance may be expected.
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NCPRT Level 4 – Research
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Facilities for the staff

6. The facility

Offices and other facilities for the staff will follow the high standard for the new University
Hospital. Facilities for national and international guests, as well as conference and meeting rooms and facilities for video assisted virtual conferences will be available. There will
be a learning centre with class rooms for training in treatment delivery and an IT-lab for
training in treatment planning (see section 8). In addition, a seminar room will be available to hold up to 50 people, and can host teaching of students, colloquia, workshops and
symposia. Two treatment planning rooms for the treatment planning teams and software
stations for experimental treatment planning will be arranged in the office area.
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Research facilities
On the treatment floor, level 1, there will be an experimental area with a horizontal beam
for physical and biological research and for technical development projects, tests and
calibration, the ‘research beamline’ (section 9). This room will be directly accessible
from the research areas and it will have its own entrance. This will allow small and large
animals for proton therapy experiments to be transported in and out of the experimental
vault room during working hours.
On Level 2 there will be rooms dedicated for examination and consultation of patients
participating in research protocols. There will also be offices for academics, visiting
scientists, research nurses, PhD students, post-docs, etc. both on this level and on level
3. There will be meeting rooms, a room for video conferences and an auditorium in the
center.
The research facilities in the complex will be close to the clinical and translational
research environment at the neighboring Department of Oncology. As a part of the NCPRT,
a new 200 sqm experimental research laboratory will be established in Center of Research
and Education (CORE) in the center of the new University Hospital. This will enable a
substantial synergy with other relevant research activities at the University Hospital, in
addition to the already well-established crosslink with research groups at the Departments of Oncology, Medical Physics and Experimental Clinical Oncology.
All in all, the building will facilitate an ideal translational research environment,
where basic scientists, clinical researchers and clinicians can collaborate and interact in a
synergistic manner.
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6. The facility

To protect patients, employees and the public, the safety of the facility have to be assessed. This involves an assessment of radiation protection, the technology, the organization
and operations of the facility to ensure compliance with all relevant safety requirements.
At present, there are no specific Danish ministerial orders or orders from the Danish
National Board of Health/National Institute of Radiation Protection to define safety
requirements for particle radiotherapy. The following assessment is therefore based on
the Euratom basic safety standards38, the Euratom medical exposure directive39 and the
general Danish order on dose limits for ionizing radiation40, along with general safety
requirements from IAEA, part 441 as well as the PTCOG report on shielding design and
radiation safety42.
In the process of further planning of the facility close collaboration with the National
Institute of Radiation Protection will be sought, and finally they will authorize the practice of particle radiotherapy from the point of view of radiation protection.
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Radiation protection
The location of NCPRT at the new University Hospital is important because of the integration of clinical routines. The center is placed in the outer part of the campus, and properly
shielded it will not constitute a risk for the public or the environment.
The design of radiation shielding shown on the illustrations of the facility is only
for illustrative purposes. The planning and implementation of radiation shielding is an
intense collaboration between qualified experts, architects and construction engineers as
well as the equipment vendor. Department of Medical Physics at Aarhus University Hospital, Aarhus Particle Therapy Group and ISA together represent qualified expertise in this
field, with a wide spectrum of experiences in radiation protection, ranging from Monte
Carlo simulation to practical construction of shielding for storage rings and conventional
medical accelerators.
The shielding design can only be done after the equipment supplier has been selected, because it requires the knowledge of accelerator type, detailed information on
beam losses, location and target materials, as well as beam shaping and delivery technology. Thorough analysis of beam-on time, workload for different beam energies, field
sizes, doses per treatment and barrier use and occupancy factors are also needed.
Under implementation extensive quality assurance of composition and density of used
materials, the construction process on site and final verification of the effectiveness of the
shielding must be documented and reported to the National Institute of Radiation Protection.

Sources of prompt secondary radiation and shielding design
The main focus in shielding design is neutron radiation. Protons, and charged particles
produced by protons, will be stopped in shielding thick enough to protect for neutrons.
Beside neutrons only gamma radiation produced by neutron capture is present outside
the barriers.
Secondary radiation is produced where there is beam loss. The main sources for
secondary radiation are the cyclotron or synchrotron, the energy selection system (if present), the injector (if present), the beam transport line, the beam shaping and the patient
or dosimetri phantom.
In cyclotrons between 20 % and 50 % of the accelerated protons can be lost and in
the following energy selection system additional local shielding is needed because of
the large beam loss in the degrader, collimator and magnetic spectrometer. Synchrotrons
produce pulsed proton beams at selected energies and subsequent energy selection is
not needed. The injector system is a source of secondary x-rays besides neutrons, and in
the synchrotron itself there will be local beam losses and losses distributed around the
synchrotron. In the beam transport line there is only a small amount of beam loss.
In the treatment room beam losses occur in the nozzle and in the beam shaping and
range shifting devices, and as the beam comes to a complete stop in the patient, the
patient itself is a significant source of secondary neutron radiation. The beam losses in
the treatment room are dependent on the delivery technique. Passive scattering make
use of range compensator and beam shaping devices with significant beam losses. The
efficiency of a passive scattering system is typically 45 %. Active pencil beam scanning is
much more efficient and thereby reduces the secondary radiation to the patient and the
need for radiation shielding.
The use of analytical models for developing the shielding design can be used as a tentative approach. Details in the final design will be Monte Carlo simulated to ensure better
prediction of radiation levels outside the shielding. The Aarhus Particle Therapy Group
has a considerable experience with particle transport Monte Carlo simulations43-46. The
group works mainly with the computational codes FLUKA, SHIELD-HIT12A and Geant4.
All three are capable of delivering precise shielding simulations. The Aarhus Particle
Therapy Group is leading the development of the SHIELD-HIT12A code in close cooperation with the Institute of Nuclear Research, INR-RAS, in Moscow, Russia43,44,47.
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Activation
Both medical staff and service engineers can be exposed to ionizing radiation from activated components. Medical staff can be exposed to radiation from activated components
in the nozzle and beam range and shaping devices. Service engineers and physicists,
working with maintenance of the accelerator, can be exposed to radiation from activated
components in the accelerator, energy selection system (if present) and the beam transport line.
Activation of air, cooling water and ground water in the case of ground shining also
has to be considered in assessing the safety of the facility. Exposure to medical staff and
patient family, due to activation of the patient is negligible42.
Because of the relatively low intensity of the beam in a particle therapy facility the activation of short-life nuclides is usually low, but access to part of a cyclotron-based system
may be restricted immediately after beam-off. Because of the relatively short beam-on
time the cumulative radioactivity of long-life nuclides is also usually low, but has to be
considered in case of disposal of system components. Activation of concrete is less of an
issue than activation of accelerator and beam line components, but at decommissioning
care has to be taken of long-life residual activity in the concrete.
The cooling water is activated dominantly with short-life nuclides, but the presence of
long-life nuclides has to be periodically monitored, and special care must be taken when
servicing and disposing. Activation of ground water and dilution of activated nuclides
from the concrete, if concrete is in contact with the ground water; have to be taken into
consideration.
Activation of air can be significant in the treatment rooms and in the vicinity of high
beam loss and required ventilation has to be planned for.

Radiological areas and dose limits

6. The facility

To control access and differentiate instructions and rules for the work, part of the facility
will be designated as controlled areas and supervised areas in accordance with Euratom
basic safety standard.
The controlled area will include the areas with accelerator, energy selection system (if
present), beam transport line, research room and the treatment room. Access will be controlled and only given to personnel with special training in the use of ionizing radiation,
and work in that area will be governed by dedicated (written) instructions. Doses to personnel with access to controlled areas will be individually monitored and the surveillance
of the working environment will be organized. Access to controlled area is not allowed
during beam-on.
The status of the treatment room will be between controlled area and supervised area,
because the area is subject to special instructions for the purpose of protection against
ionizing radiation, but on the other hand access has to be given to patients, relatives and
medical staff with no special training in the use of ionizing radiation. In those situations
the treatment rooms together with control rooms, will serve as supervised areas, subject
to appropriate supervision for the purpose of protection against ionizing radiation.
In accordance with the Euratom basic safety standard, the dose limits in Denmark are
20 mSv/year to exposed workers and 1 mSv/year to the public. In Danish legislation no distinction is made between controlled, supervised and public areas and dose limits are not
connected to designation of special areas. Following Euratom basic safety standard the
protection of exposed workers at NCPRT will be based on prior evaluation of radiological
risk, optimization of radiation protection, designation of controlled areas, further classification of workplaces by reference to probability and magnitude of potential exposures,
classification of workers and implementation of control measures and monitoring. This
will be done in close collaboration with the National Institute for Radiation Protection
and they will finally authorize the protection of workers.
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Technology
Possible technical solutions for the facility are described in section 3 and choosing
technical solutions and vendor involves safety considerations. The safety of the technical
solution itself and the practices and procedures connected to the technical solution have
to be considered. This should be done in terms of technological maturity and complexity.
In choosing technical solution, maturity and complexity will be evaluated by proven
practices and designs, the availability of data on performance of similar facilities, future
availability of experienced manufacturers and the reliability and accessibility for maintenance. This has been discussed in section 3.

Organization and verification
The legally responsible person for NCPRT will have the responsibility to make a final and
thorough safety assessment of the facility and its activities. The legally responsible person
is part of the NCPRT Management Group (see section 10).
Personnel competences, training programs and staffing levels have to be sufficient to
maintain safety. In this application competences and experience at Aarhus University and
Aarhus University Hospital, along with education and staffing have been described.
The safety assessment will be evaluated independently by experienced and international recognized clinicians, physicists and scientists, including the members of the
International Advisory Board (see section 10). Close collaboration with the National
Institute of Radiation Protection will be initiated before finally approval of the assessment
will be sought. Based on the safety assessment quality systems will be organized, applied,
audited and reviewed.
It is the clinical responsibility of NCPRT to ensure justification, optimization and
evaluation of outcome. Being built on the very idea of intensive research in justification,
optimization and evaluation of clinical outcome of particle therapy, NCPRT will fulfill
this important basic safety requirement. The responsibility also covers co-operation with
other specialists locally, nationally and internationally. Continuity of patient referral and
care is described in detail in section 10.
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7 Patients for
particle
radiotherapy

7. Patients for particle radiotherapy
Proton radiotherapy will be relevant for a minor proportion of the more than 10.000 patients who are today treated with curative radiotherapy. A report from the Danish Institute
for Health Services Research from 200810 estimated that every year up to 1,800 Danish
patients could in the long run potentially be candidates for proton radiotherapy if a
Danish facility became available. This was based on estimations done in Sweden, Austria,
France and Italy. Despite variations in epidemiology and infrastructure, the four national
estimates were reasonably consistent. The estimations assume that the Danish case mix
is identical to the case mix in the four countries. It also assumes that 15% of the patients
receive proton therapy on a routine basis and the remaining 85% as part of a clinical
study. By scaling the Swedish estimates5 to the Danish population, there will be a need
for proton radiotherapy of 1.626-1.840 patients when protons are available in Denmark
(Table 7.1). This list closely matches the list of indications for routine proton radiotherapy
provided by The Danish Society for Clinical Oncology (see below) and the strategy for
clinical trials by the NCPRT (see section 9). The estimates given in table 7.1 are based on
the cancer incidence in 2008 and the numbers may therefore be slightly higher.
For the proposal we have re-evaluated the estimates listed above. Since probably not
all of the suggested indications and trials will be realistic and successful, our conservative estimate is that within a 5-year timeframe, the annual number of Danish patients for
proton therapy will reach 1,000 patients, and this number may gradually increase to 1,500
patients within 5-10 years.

Key points
• Proton radiotherapy may be relevant in up to 15% of all radiotherapy indications
• Within a 5-year time frame, the
annual number of Danish patients
for proton therapy is expected to
reach 1,000 patients
• Within 5-10 years, the number
may gradually increase to 1,500
patients
• About 85% of all patients are
expected to be included in clinical
trials

Candidates for proton radiotherapy on routine basis
Intraocular melanoma

9

Skull-base chordoma/chondrosarcoma

12-15

Meningioma

18-24

AVM

12-15

Medulloblastoma
Reirradiation
Paediatric cases (excl. medulloblastoma)
Pituitary adenoma
Total – on routine basis

12
103-276
36-48
7-10
209-408

Candidates for proton radiotherapy in clinical trials
Nasopharynx/sinus cancer

45

Sarcoma

24

Head and neck cancer (other)
Oesophageal cancer

85

Rectal cancer

111

Breast cancer

190

Thymoma
Lung cancer
Gynaecological cancer
Glioma
Liver tumours

12
471
31
30-45
43

Mesothelioma

12

Prostate cancer

96

Malignant lymphoma

12

Urinary bladder cancer
Pancreatic cancer
Gastric cancer
Palliation
Total – on trials
Total for protons in DK

80
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?
51
?
62
1.417-1.432
1.626-1.840

Table 7.1 Number of Danish
patients for proton therapy
estimated from Glimelius et
al, 200548 scaled to the Danish population (DSI-report
2008 49)
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Indications for the use of proton therapy based on risk estimates
Despite the obvious advantages in dose distribution and potential for reduction of
morbidity, the current level of published clinical evidence for particle therapy is still low.
There are only few prospective observational studies and very few randomized controlled
trials (RCTs). It has by many centres been considered unethical to conduct RCT in particle
therapy because of the clear advantages over conventional radiotherapy. It will be the aim
of the NCPRT to contribute to the collection of evidence, through systematic enrolment of
patients in clinical projects, developed in collaboration with the Danish Multidisciplinary
Cancer Groups.
There are three main potential benefits from proton radiotherapy compared to photon
radiotherapy: (1) Protons result in less late side effects compared to photons. (2) The reduced side effects may be utilized for dose escalation resulting in improved disease control
and (3) protons reduce the risk for secondary malignancy. Based on the present evidence,
indications can be grouped in three categories depending on advantage of protons over
photons according to the three criteria in the individual clinical situation. The categories
are primarily based on tumour site and histology, but proton therapy may also be offered
to patients with tumour types generally considered unsuitable for proton therapy if individual considerations indicate that the patient may benefit from the treatment. This strategy for patient selection was proposed by the Committee on Radiotherapy of the Dutch
Health Council in the Report of Proton Therapy1. The Dutch strategy builds on a multistep
method utilizing normal tissue complication probability models (NTCP) which are based
on experience in dose-volume relationships derived from photon therapy. Planning studies can then estimate the added benefit associated with protons rather than photons. We
plan to conduct a second phase of patient selection in which the benefit of protons will be
confirmed in RCTs or observational studies where outcomes will be compared to historical
control groups treated by photons. The selection criteria are not static; they are expected
to change over time similarly for example to the change in indications for IMRT over the
last decade.

Patient

Comparison

Treatment
planning with
protons

Expected difference in NTCP-value
small or absent t

Photons

Expected
difference
in NTCP-value
Expected
difference
in NTCP-value
moderate
or questionable
moderate
or questionable

RCT RCT

Expected
difference
in NTCP-value
Expected
difference
in NTCP-value
major
in favour
of protons
major
in favour
of protons

Protons
+ +
Protons
observational
observational
study
study
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Treatment
planning with
photons

Model for patient selection to
proton therapy, adapted from
the Dutch Health Council50
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The three patient categories and associated criteria for selection are as follows:
Category A: In this category, treatment with protons is obviously advantageous based on
a favourable NTCP of protons compared to photons. RCTs are not justified in this group
of patients. Almost all radiotherapy for cancer in children and young adolescents is
Category A.
In Denmark, patients in Category A have so far been referred for proton treatment outside
the country. A national consensus committee appointed by the Danish Society for Clinical
Oncology and chaired by Professor Morten Høyer, Aarhus, has estimated that close to 100
annual patients (~40 children and ~60 adults) should currently sent for proton treatment outside Denmark. For children, the list of indications includes almost all cancers where curative
radiotherapy is needed in the multimodality management of the disease. In adults, the list
only includes patients with the relatively rare tumour types shown in Table 7.2.
Category B: This group includes the significant number of clinical cases where the advantage of proton radiotherapy is not yet documented, but may still be beneficial judged
from comparative treatment planning studies with improvements in NTCP. Clinical trials,
preferable (but not only) RCTs comparing protons to photon radiotherapy need to be
conducted in this category of patients. Examples of such trials are presented in detail in
section 9.
Category C: Comparative treatment planning studies reveal very small or no difference
between photon and proton therapy or the expected robustness of proton therapy plans
is poor. In this case photon radiotherapy is preferred. However, technical improvements
may with time transfer tumour sites from Category C to Category B.
The existing evidence for proton radiotherapy and the planned research protocols within
the individual sites are reviewed and presented in section 9.1.
Cancer in children and young adolescents
• Medulloblastoma
• Ependymoma
• Craniopharyngioma
• Germinoma
• Opticus glioma
• Retinoblastoma
• Nephroblastoma
• Osteosarcoma / Ewing sarcoma
• Sarcoma (NOS)
• Others
Tumours in adults
• Ependymoma
• Primitive neuroectodermal tumour (PNET)
• Pituitary adenoma and sphenoidal meningioma
• Acusticus neurinoma
• Arteriovenous malformation (AVM)
• Germinoma (brain, thorax and abdomen)
• Eye- and orbital tumours
• Chordoma
• Chondrosarcoma and other skull base sarcoma
• Lymphoma
• Recurrent brain tumours
• Sarcoma (selected cases)
• Nasopharynx cancer recurrences
• Others
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Table 7.2. Indications for proton therapy as proposed by
the Danish Society for Clinical
Oncology consensus committee on proton therapy
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8 Education

8. Education
Aarhus plays a leading role within education in all fields related to radiotherapy, including training of medical doctors, physicists and radiation therapists, the latter group
comprising radiographers and nurses.
The present educational activities in Aarhus include:
• Physicians: The Department of Oncology at Aarhus University Hospital has hosted
the only national course devoted to specialisation in radiation oncology (known as the
“H-kursus”) for several decades. All radiation oncologists trained in Denmark have thus
received their theoretical radiotherapy education in Aarhus. The 3-week course is mandatory and offered on an annual basis to all Danish oncology residents. In addition, a
short introductory course is held 3-4 times per year for young oncology residents within
their first months of rotation.
• Physicists: A full curriculum exists within the Science and Technology faculty, in particular physics, mathematics, computer science and engineering. This includes projects
of relevance for particle therapy in which bachelor, masters and PhD students are trained and advised throughout their projects and in writing up their theses. Since 2010, the
Department of Medical Physics and the Department of Physics and Astronomy at Aarhus
University have jointly offered the only existing medical physics course in Denmark
composed of 6 units, each of 5 ECTS. This is an integrated part of the physics master programme at the university and provides for very efficient interaction with the proposed
research beam-line on the proton therapy installation and major benefit for teaching
from direct contact with a working therapy unit. Furthermore, there is a master thesis
programme in collaboration between Department of Medical Physics and Department
of Physics and Astronomy, and there is a regular turnover of physics and engineering
students graduating with master research projects within the field of radiotherapy.
• Radiation therapists: The Department of Oncology in Aarhus has hosted the School for
Radiation Therapists in Western Denmark since 2000. The school has now trained more
than 240 students. Since 2007, the school has been based at the Learning Centre, located
at the department. In this virtual reality environment, which includes the world’s first
instalment of a 3D virtual accelerator room, all novel software related to radiotherapy
are available for training and simulation51. The latest educational development in Aarhus is a project-orientated quantitative research education programme for radiotherapy
nurses and radiographers, initiated in autumn 2011.
The Danish Graduate School in Clinical Oncology (DAFKO), one of the largest Danish graduate schools with more than 150 PhD students connected, is hosted by Aarhus University. Within DAFKO, a special series of courses directed towards oncology and radiation
oncology is established which allows PhD students to graduate specifically with a focused
degree on oncology.

Future educational activities
Setting up a specialist core group
Thoroughly educated experts are needed to run the National Center for Particle Radiotherapy and we propose to form a core group. We plan to put in place at least five dedicated
specialists in clinical oncology trained in the field of radiation oncology and at least five
medical radiation physicists who have undergone an extended education in proton therapy.
The specialist core group will also have key roles in the preparation and conductance of
clinical trials in proton therapy. They must therefore have a strong academic background.
The group will undergo a training program at European and North American centres, which
will be planned in close collaboration with the International Advisory Board.
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Training of the radiation oncology community:
With the establishment of the center we will build upon the strong platform of teaching
already in place to expand our educational programmes with training directed very
specifically towards proton and particle therapy. On the oncological side, this will first
be achieved by expanding the proton therapy components of the radiotherapy specialisation course. Oncology residents in the late phase of the specialization will be offered a
stay of up to six months at the NCPRT. The trainees will be under close supervision in the
out-patient clinic and in treatment planning. On the medical physics side, a new course
in particle therapy will be added to the portfolio of courses; the latter course will also
cover basic clinical aspects. It will then also be applicable for trained radiation oncologists. International specialists will be invited to contribute to these activities, along with
local experts in our group. All these efforts taken together will contribute substantially
to improving the level of knowledge concerning proton therapy for new entrants to the
radiation oncology profession.
Increased awareness in the general medical community:
We plan to institute a programme of education for Danish professionals in oncology related medical specialities. Through this programme introductory courses at the National
Center for Particle Radiotherapy will be offered. The aim of this training program will be
to understand the basic principles of proton therapy, and when protons are preferred over
photons.

8. Education

The 3D virtual reality
model of a linear accelerator, here used for skills
practice and discussion
of consequences of setup
errors. Aarhus University
Hospital 2010
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9. Research plan
Introduction
The research activities in the centre will exploit the synergistic effect of collaboration
between existing leading research groups in the fields of experimental radiobiology, functional imaging, accelerator physics, medical physics, cellular and molecular oncology,
nanotechnology and clinical research in Aarhus. We have a strong track record in collaborating with the Danish radiotherapy community and the Danish Multidisciplinary Cancer
Groups, and have demonstrated a successful leadership of the national research centre
CIRRO. In addition, we have a unique international network which spans all relevant
major institutions and collaborative groups.
Our goal is to build a unique particle therapy research platform operating at the
highest internationally competitive level. This research platform will provide a very
effective and indeed vital framework for the optimal implementation of Danish particle
radiotherapy.
The planned research activities fall within the following four main areas:
9.1 Clinical trials. Since the current body of knowledge concerning particle radiotherapy
upon which to base clinical protocols is not sufficiently extensive, the establishment
of prospective clinical protocols based on emerging data will be a cornerstone of the
research activities. The aim will be to expand the current evidence-based indications. Collaboration with leading institutions and groups will secure sufficient number of patients
for entering the trials. The detailed information on outcome (failure pattern and morbidity) will be combined and analysed together with the dose-volume information stored in
an electronic particle radiotherapy dose plan database.
9.2 Biological characterization. There are very important individual biological variations between both the tumour and the normal tissue of patients that represent the foundation for the selection of the proper treatment and in particular for selecting the specific
dose to be given to a specified target. The first aim is therefore to deliver prognostic and
predictive tools for the indication and individualization of particle beam therapy based on
biological information about the tumours and normal tissue of patients (radiogenomics).
Biological material will be collected in relevant local, national and international biobanks
and the derived risk profiles will be developed and applied using front-line molecular
methods. The second aim is to provide data for the development of biological models and
implementation of these in treatment planning systems for particle therapy (radiobiology).
9.3 Functional imaging. The relevant volumes to be treated or avoided with particle
therapy must be properly identified both in form of description of the tumour relative to
the risk of recurrence and the given dose and with respect to the risk of morbidity linked
with irradiation to which surrounding normal tissues are subjected. A crucial parameter
in this activity is therefore linked with target and normal tissue definition and function,
and the related imaging methods. This includes translational studies using CT, MRI, PET,
SPECT and nanotechnology.
9.4 Treatment delivery. The strengthened knowledge concerning radiation biology and
imaging needs to be coupled with improvements in beam delivery methods and systems,
in order to lead to the highest possible gain for the patients. This research area therefore
includes basic particle beam physics and dosimetry research, detector development,
intensity-modulation, optimization of precision through image-guidance, and adaptive
strategies during the course of particle therapy.
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The interdisciplinary research
programme is structured in four
main areas:
• Clinical trials
• Biological characterization
• Functional imaging
• Treatment delivery
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9.1. Clinical trials
Clinical trials
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Background

• Observational studies

Based on the present clinical evidence, proton therapy can only be considered standard
in treatment of a few histological cancer types. The added benefit of protons in the large
majority of tumour sites remains uncertain, essentially due to lack of data. As described
in section 7, tumour sites will be grouped in three Categories (A, B and C) according to
the predicted benefit of protons over photons based on NTCP modelling. Patients will be
allocated to Category A if the comparative plan study is in favour of protons in terms of
NTCP and they will be included into observational studies and receive proton therapy as
part of a prospective clinical study. Tumours in children and adolescents belong to this
category. In tumour sites characterized by poor local control the reduced morbidity will be
utilized to enable escalation of the radiation dose. This will be studied in phase I studies.
In Category B where treatment planning studies find small or questionable differences
in NTCP between proton and photon plans, patients will preferentially be included into
RCTs, whereas in Category C the difference in NTCP is small or absent and the patient
will be offered photon radiotherapy. The clinical trials will be designed in collaboration
with DMCGs and international research groups, and will recruit patients from all cancer
centres in Denmark and collaborating international centres.
Due to its favourable depth-dose characteristics, proton therapy is often associated
with an improved therapeutic ratio through a reduced risk of morbidity compared to
photon based therapy. Numerous treatment planning studies show that the integral dose
to healthy normal tissue typically is reduced by a factor two or three compared to photon
plans25. Also, the potential for giving highly heterogeneous dose distributions, as used
in dose painting strategies, makes protons attractive. However, due to the finite proton
range and steep dose fall-off at the end of the Bragg peak, proton based therapy is more
susceptible to anatomical changes and other sources of range uncertainties. Thus, photon
based therapy may still be preferred in cases where a proton based treatment plan is not
sufficiently robust. Future directions for patient selection will have to be based on clinical
trials.
Strategies for optimizing the therapeutic ratio depend on reliable data and predictive
models of dose-volume and response. Recently considerable international effort has been
put into summarizing available 3D dose-volume / outcome data in the QUANTEC project52,53. Further progress in the field requires systematic collection of dose plan data both
from prospective clinical protocols and preferably from all radiotherapy patients such
that high quality retrospective studies can benefit from full dose data material53.
The ALLEGRO FP7 project addresses the many aspects of normal healthy tissue
damage that are not yet well understood in both conventional treatment techniques and
emerging techniques (protons, heavy ions). The project includes measurement of radiation doses outside the treatment volume and investigation of the accuracy of methods
of dose calculation in this region. Both of these are major areas in the research plans
outlined in the following. The extensive existing databases of radiation treatments and
outcomes are used to investigate models of normal tissue damage and second primary
cancer. The scientific impact of the accumulated outcome data (loco-regional control,
survival, morbidity) would be significantly improved if the clinical information were combined with detailed information about the individual radiation doses absorbed in targets
and sensitive normal tissues. Through the Danish national research collaboration CIRRO,
a central dose plan database has been established for conventional external radiotherapy.
The database has been supported by a grant from the Danish Medical Research Council.
Preliminary experience with semi-automatic DICOM RT upload of dose plans has been
very encouraging. The aim of the proposed project will be to utilize the same infrastructure to encompass centres involved in particle radiotherapy.

• Phase I/II studies

The Danish National Center for Particle Radiotherapy

• Randomized trials
• Storage platform for particle dose
plans
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A number of clinical protocols on proton based radiotherapy for a variety of tumour types
will be planned. The overall aim of these protocols is to test and extend the indications
for proton therapy. The clinical research strategy comprises dose escalation phase I/II
studies, observational phase II studies and randomized phase III studies.
The overall aim of the non-randomized phase I/II studies is to take advantage of the
reduced morbidity in proton therapy to improve the therapeutic ratio with increased local
control and/or reduced morbidity. These studies will be performed in tumour sites where
critical normal tissues limit the target dose and/or where protons may allow escalation
of radiation dose without excess toxicity or where the reduced normal tissue dose opens
the way for more aggressive combination with chemotherapy. In radiotherapy of tumour
types where protons are unconditionally recommended (Category A), patients may be
included into observational phase II studies which will provide important prospectively
collected information on treatment related morbidity. For this reason, protocols will be
established for proton therapy of childhood cancer.
When the expected difference in morbidity is questionable (Category B), the efficacy
of photon and proton therapy will be tested in randomized phase III trials. A number of
these will be conducted as international multicentre trials.
The clinical protocols will incorporate translational research activities in terms of
biological, imaging and physics research protocols as described in the following sections
(9.2 to 9.4). Some translational activities will be carried out in local experimental facilities
whereas other activities will be coordinated with national and international collaborators.
Treatment plans will be stored in the particle dose plan database and tumour and normal
tissue samples in the biobank (see section 9.2).
Clinical protocols for children and adolescents
Clinical evidence: Even in this patient group the evidence is modest. There is a limited
number of studies, all retrospective, reporting results of proton therapy for paediatric
cancer including children treated for tumours in the brain and head and neck regions
such as gliomas and other intracranial tumours, eye-and orbital tumours, chordoma, and
sarcoma54-62. These studies include very heterogeneous patient groups and the patient
numbers are small. However, the outcomes in terms of disease control and survival are
favourable and no unexpected toxicities have occurred. The most convincing arguments
for proton therapy in paediatric patients have been derived from large database studies
which have demonstrated that children and young adolescents receiving radiotherapy
have a clearly increased risk for development of severe late morbidity and secondary
cancer. In the Childhood Cancer Survivor Study, the cumulative incidence of severe or
life-threatening condition for patients treated with radiotherapy for childhood cancer
was 7.8 times higher compared to their siblings63. Furthermore, a recent analysis of the
same database revealed that children receiving treatment for cancer of any type had a
standardized incidence rate of 6.0 for development of a secondary malignancy which
increased by a factor of 2.7 if the patient had received radiotherapy64. The lowest possible
radiation exposure should be aimed in radiotherapy for children and adolescents. Cancer
in children and young adolescents therefore belong to category A.

Overview of planned clinical
trials in proton therapy
Phase I/II clinical trials
• Medulloblastoma and ependymoma (children)
• Brain stem glioma (children)
• Nephroblastoma and neuroblastoma (children)
• Benign brain tumours
• Acoustic neuroma
• Recurrent glioma
• Eye tumours (melanoma, retinoblastoma)
• Adenoid cystic carcinoma
• Head and neck squamous cell  
carcinoma
• Lung cancer, non-small cell
• Pancreatic carcinoma
• Primary and metastatic liver
cancer
• Pelvic cancer
• Germ cell cancer
• Hodgkin and non-Hodgkin lymphoma
• Sarcoma

Randomized phase III trials
conducted as international
multicentre trials
• Chordoma and chondrosarcoma:
protons versus carbon ions
• Prostate cancer: protons versus
photons

9. Research plan

Phase II trial on craniospinal proton irradiation for medulloblastoma and ependymoma in
children and young adolescents
Background: Medulloblastoma and anaplastic ependymoma have high risk for leptomeningeal seeding and they are therefore treated with craniospinal irradiation combined
with a tumour boost and chemotherapy. The treatment is related with a risk for development of cognitive dysfunction, pituitary dysfunction and growth retardation and due to
the exposure of a large volume of normal tissue there is clearly increased risk for secondary malignancy.
Purpose and endpoints: The purpose of this study is primarily to register prospectively
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the morbidity related to cranio-caudal proton irradiation. Endpoints are late morbidity
(including pituitary- and cognitive dysfunction), quality of life and survival.
Translational research activities: A cornerstone in the paediatric research programme
is collection of treatment plans, tumour and normal tissues. These will be subjects to
studies on individual tumour and normal tissue radiosensitivity.
Phase II trial on proton therapy for brain stem glioma in children and young adolescents
Background: Brain stem glioma has a poor prognosis and relatively high morbidity is
related to the therapy. As a technical challenge, these tumours are diffusely growing and
have poor contrast enhancement which means that delineation is often difficult.
Purpose and endpoints: The aim of the present study is to evaluate the morbidity, quality
of life and survival after proton radiotherapy for brain stem glioma.
Translational research activities: Tumours and normal tissue radiosensitivity, functional
imaging protocols (DWI-MRI, antibody/nanotechnology).

Figure 9.2. Ten year old boy
re-treated for neuroblastoma
with two partial arc IMRT
plans (left) at Aarhus University Hospital and replanned
with a two field proton plan.
The tumour dose was 21 Gy
on 14 fractions. Dose-wash
threshold is set to 10 Gy (upper) and 1 Gy (lower)

Phase II trial on proton therapy for nephroblastoma and neuroblastoma
Background: These tumour types in children and young adolescents are rare and involve
the use of radiotherapy. The patients have a high risk of radiation related skeletal complication which should be prevented/reduced by use of protons.
Purpose and endpoints: The aim of this study is to determine morbidity (including growth
retardation) and survival after proton radiotherapy.
Translational research activities: Tumour and normal tissue radiosensitivity, high precision treatment delivery protocols will focus on organ motion and normal tissue exposure.
NTCP models will be used to predict morbidity and growth retardation.

Clinical protocols for brain tumours in adults
Clinical evidence: In cranio-spinal photon irradiation for adult medulloblastoma/PNET,
anaplastic ependymoma and other brain tumours with seeding potential the high risk
for secondary cancer may be considerably reduced if photons are replaced by protons.
Protons will also be preferred in treatment of germinomas due to the patient’s favourable
prognosis and the improved dose distribution. Both patient groups will be included in
observational trials. Turning to glioma, proton therapy is well tolerated in patients with
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this condition. However proton therapy does not seem to improve the outcome even when
doses are administered above 60 Gy and with doses above this limit there is a pronounced
increase in risk of severe toxicity65,66. Retrospective studies have revealed that particle
therapy can be administrated with low toxicity and with local control rates similar to
photon based radiotherapy67-70. Glioma belongs to category C and will not as a routine be
offered proton therapy. Selected patients with localized recurrences may receive proton
re-irradiation as part of a Phase II study and benign brain tumours will be offered inclusion in a phase II study at the NCPRT.

Figure 9.3. Comparative
treatment planning study
of irradiation of 45 Gy / 25
fractions of pituitary gland
performed at Aarhus University Hospital. IMRT plan
(left) with 3 coplanar and 1
non-coplanar fields compared
to scanning beam proton
plan using 1 coplanar and 2
non-coplanar fields. SFUD
was simulated to increase
plan robustness. Color-wash
threshold are set at 15 Gy

Phase II study on proton therapy for benign brain tumours
Background: Radiotherapy is used in therapy of adult patients with a variety of benign
brain tumours, which are technically or medically inoperable. These include patients
with meningeoma, pituitary adenoma, arterio-venous malformation (AVM), and selected
gliomas. The patients are characterized by young age and increased risk of secondary
malignancy and stroke. Proton therapy may reduce these risks compared to photon based
therapy.
Purpose and endpoints: The study will focus on treatment related morbidity including
stroke, pituitary function and secondary brain tumour.
Translational research activities: Tumour and normal tissue radiosentitivity protocols,
functional imaging protocols and MRI based fiber tracking protocols.

9. Research plan

Phase II study on proton radiotherapy for acoustic neuroma
Background: Acoustic neuroma is most often treated surgically but proton therapy may
have a potential role in the management of this disease, in particular for early stages and
to achieve nerve sparing.
Purpose and endpoints: The study will evaluate the morbidity with focus on preservation
of hearing and local control following proton therapy.
Phase II trial on re-irradiation of brain tumours
Background: Almost all gliomas recur locally after radiotherapy with or without chemotherapy. Re-irradiation may be considered in patients selected on performance status,
recurrence free interval, localization and size of the recurrent tumour.
Purpose and endpoints: The purpose is to elucidate morbidity, safety, quality of life and
survival.
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Clinical protocol for eye-tumors
Clinical evidence: Some of the few randomized trials on particle therapy are on eye
tumours. A RCT randomizing patients with choroidal or ciliary body melanoma between
two proton doses did not find a difference in tumour regrowth71, and a RCT comparing
protons and surgical enucleation in patients with uveal melanomas showed no difference
on survival outcome. In a RCT on uveal melanoma, patients were randomized between
Helium (He) ions or 125I brachytherapy72. This study showed decreased risk of recurrence,
however increased risk for complication with He-ions. In general, all radiation modalities
(brachytherapy, photon based stereotactic radiotherapy and protons) provide high local
control rates. The high risk for metastatic disease and poor visible outcome remain the
major problems for uveal melanoma patients. This patient group will be offered proton
therapy as part of an observational trial at the NCPRT.
Phase II study on proton therapy for eye tumours
Background: In general, all radiation modalities (brachytherapy, photon based stereotactic radiotherapy and protons) provide high local control rates in eye tumours (melanoma,
retinoblastoma).
Purpose and endpoint: The suggested study will evaluate the morbidity with focus on
vision and local control following proton therapy.
Translational research activities: Tumour genetics and radiosensitivity studies, functional
imaging and high precision treatment delivery protocols.

Clinical protocol on skull base tumours
Clinical evidence: The primary treatment for chordoma and chondrosarcoma is surgical
resection with or without radiotherapy. A study randomizing between two different
dose levels of protons has so far only reported temporal lobe damage and not the outcome of the primary endpoint73. Retrospective studies have shown excellent control and
survival rates and particle therapy is often considered superior to photon therapy57,74-77.
However, the claimed superiority is controversial32. Patients with base of the skull
tumours will be offered inclusion in an observational trial on proton therapy at the
NCPRT.
Phase III trial randomizing patients with chordoma and chondrosarcoma between protons
and carbon ions
Background: It has been postulated that high-LET beams such as carbon ions offer
biological advantages over protons and photons by enhanced biological effectiveness in
these rare and relatively slow-growing tumours. This study will be conducted in collaboration with Uniklinikum Heidelberg and HIT, where it has already been launched78,79. It is
possible to create almost the same dose distributions for protons and carbon ions and the
present study will test if these tumours are more sensitive to carbon ions than to protons.
Danish patients are included in this trial. Patients randomized to protons will receive
their treatment at the NCPRT whereas patients for carbon ion therapy will be referred to
Heidelberg for treatment.

Clinical protocols on head and neck cancer
Clinical evidence: Because of the close relationship with the brain stem, the spinal cord,
the parotid glands and other delicate structures, protons may be attractive in treatment for cancers in the head and neck. A Dutch systematic review and meta-analysis of
studies comparing ion- and photon radiotherapy does not find differences in outcome
between these two treatments80. However, for mucosal malignant melanoma carbon ion
radiotherapy improved survival compared to photon radiotherapy. Patients with cancer
of the nasopharynx and paranasal sinuses will be offered proton therapy as part of an
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observational trial at the NCPRT. For adenoid cystic carcinoma there are excellent results
after carbon ion therapy which strongly indicates that this relatively rare tumour should
be treated with ion therapy81.

Figure 9.4. Comparative
treatment planning study
of 3DCRT vs. IMRT vs. IMPT.
Post-operative paranasal
sinus carcinoma treated with
60 Gy. Four, six, and four
coplanar and non-coplanar
fields were used for 3DCRT,
IMRT and IMPT respectively.
Dose-wash threshold are set
to 10 Gy. Aarhus University
Hospital

Phase II trial on patients with adenocystic carcinoma treated with carbon ions
Patients with adenoid cystic carcinoma can be included into an existing study on carbon
ion radiotherapy in Heidelberg.
Phase-II trial on patients with cancer of the nasopharynx and paranasal sinuses
Background: These tumours pose a challenge in radiotherapy caused by the close location to delicate normal tissues such as the optic system.
Purpose and endpoints: The study will focus on late radiation morbidity and local control.
Translational research activities: Tumour and normal tissue radiosensitivity and radiogenomics protocols, functional imaging (DCE-, DWI MRI, and hypoxia-PET), high precision
treatment delivery (dosimetry, organ motion and adaptation).

Clinical protocol for lung cancer
Clinical evidence: Constraints to the lung are often the limiting factors in RT for lung cancer. With the normal tissue sparing effect of protons, this therapy has great potential in
RT for lung cancer. In treatment of limited stage non-small cell lung cancer there are promising local control rates82-86. They are, however, not different from the results achieved
in studies of stereotactic radiotherapy based on photons87,88. There is only limited data of
the outcome after proton therapy for advanced lung cancer. At the NCPRT, patients with
locally advanced non-small cell lung cancer will be offered inclusion in a dose-escalation
study.

9. Research plan

Phase I/II study on risk adapted dose escalation for locally advanced non-small cell lung
cancer
Background: Conventional radiotherapy using total doses of 60-70 Gy combined with
chemotherapy is associated with modest outcome. In most patients, the tumour recurs
locally. Using proton therapy it may be possible to escalate the radiation dose above
the conventional 70 Gy, even combined with chemotherapy4. Pencil beam scanning
techniques and especially IMPT is, however, controversial in lung regions due to respiratory organ movements and deformation. Current strategies involve gating or rescanning
approaches, while physics development projects outlined in section 9.4 will address solutions relying on image-based tumour tracking for protons. In the present study the dose
will be escalated based on an NTCP model for pneumonitis and dose-volume constraints
to relevant thoracic critical tissues for dose prescription and treatment planning.
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Translational research activities: Tumour and normal tissue radiosensitivity analysis,
normal tissue and tumour functional imaging, high precision treatment delivery protocols
with focus on organ motion, tracking and adaptation protocols, NTCP modelling.

Clinical protocols for gastro-intestinal cancers
Clinical evidence: A retrospective study has shown high local control and survival rates
in proton therapy for T1-2 oesophageal cancer89. In advanced stage pancreatic carcinoma comparing He-ions against photons showed no statistical difference between the
groups90. Prospective studies have demonstrated favourable local control rates after protons91-93 and carbon ions94 in treatment of hepatocellular carcinoma. No firm conclusions
can be drawn due to the limited number of patients in the studies. At the NCPRT, patients
with inoperable pancreatic carcinoma will be offered inclusion into a dose-escalation
phase I/II study and patients with liver tumours into a phase II study.
Phase I/II study on proton therapy for pancreatic carcinoma
Background: Only a small minority of patients with pancreatic cancer are amendable for
surgery and the disease has currently a poor prognosis. Combined chemo-radiotherapy
is an option for selected inoperable patients. The normal tissue tolerance of the stomach,
duodenum and intestine defines the limitation for conventional photon based radiotherapy95. With proton therapy it may be possible to deliver sufficient tumour dose combined
with chemotherapy with acceptable morbidity. This planned clinical study is aimed at
establishing if this is the case and comprises a phase I part with incrementing doses. The
dose increment will be 4 Gy starting with a tumour dose of 54 Gy. A subsequent phase II is
aimed at testing the efficacy and morbidity of chemo-radiotherapy with doses determined
by the phase I study.
Purpose and endpoints: The study will focus on morbidity, local control and survival.
Translational research activities: Tumour and normal tissue radiosensitivity analysis,
functional imaging on tumour including hypoxia-PET and nanotechnology combined
with PET, high precision treatment delivery protocols with focus on organ motion, tracking and adaptation, NTCP-modelling.

Figure 9.5. Comparative
treatment planning of a
patient with colorectal liver
metastasis. The patient was
treated with a total dose
of 37.5 Gy prescribed at the
67% isodose, encompassing
the PTV, in 3 fractions with
photon based SBRT (left) and
replanned with proton based
SBRT with the same prescription dose (right), Petersen,
Aarhus 201129
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Phase I/II study for risk-adapted proton therapy for primary and metastatic liver cancer
Background: Experience form surgical resection of primary and metastatic liver cancer
shows that local therapy results in long term survival with success rates determined by
pre-treatment prognostic factors. Relatively few patients are suitable for resection due
to the extent of the disease, age and co-morbidity. Stereotactic body radiation therapy
(SBRT) is an alternative to inoperable patients. Unfortunately, the risk of radiation induced liver disease limits the number of patients amendable for SBRT to those with relatively few and small tumours. Furthermore, studies have demonstrated a dose-response
relationship for local control in SBRT for liver tumours. Using a pencil-beam scanning
proton technique, we have recently shown that it may be possible to deliver high dose
proton SBRT to patients even with multiple and large liver tumours29. As a supplement to
surgery, radiofrequency ablation and conventional stereotactic radiation therapy, proton
therapy is therefore expected to increase the number of patients who may benefit from
local therapy. This study will be based on a risk adapted strategy using an NTCP model for
radiation-induced liver disease and dose/volume constraints to other relevant abdominal
critical tissues.
Purpose and endpoints: The study will focus on morbidity, local control and survival.
Translational research activities: Tumour and normal tissue radiosensitivity analysis,
functional imaging on tumour and normal tissue – a model for spatial estimation of
radiation induced damage is being developed, nanotechnology combined with PET, high
precision treatment delivery protocols with focus on organ motion and tracking, NTCP
modelling

Clinical protocol for pelvic cancers
Clinical evidence: There are excellent outcome data on non-randomized studies on proton
and ion therapy for cervical96-98 and bladder cancer99. Only few patients are included in
these studies. Patients for pelvic lymph node irradiation can be included in a phase II
trial.

Figure 9.6. Comparative
treatment planning study
of irradiation of 50 Gy / 25
fractions of pelvic lymph
nodes performed at Aarhus
University Hospital. IMRT
plan (left) with 7 equidistant
coplanar fields compared to
scanning beam proton plan
using 3 coplanar fields. Colorwash threshold are set at 15
Gy compliant to QUANTEC
recommendations for dose to
small intestines
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Phase II trial in proton therapy of the pelvis
Background: Pelvic lymph nodes are often included into the radiation target in radiotherapy for cervical, rectal, bladder and high risk prostate cancer because of the increased risk of nodal failure. However, inclusion of the pelvic lymph nodes increases the risk
for normal tissue complication. By IMPT it may be possible to deliver a high dose to the
pelvic lymph nodes with low risk of toxicity.
Purpose and endpoint: The study will primarily focus on late morbidity.
Translational research activities: Tumour and normal tissue radiosensitivity analysis,
normal tissue evaluation by ano-rectal physiology and MRI, FDG-, methionin-PET and
nanoparticles combined with MRI.
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Clinical protocol for prostate cancer
Clinical evidence: A number of studies have demonstrated a relationship between dose
and disease control in radiotherapy for prostate cancer. Intuitively, it might be possible to
obtain very high doses in the prostate with protons. There are two RCTs in RT for prostate
cancer, both from the Boston group. The first trial was before the prostate specific antigen
(PSA) era and it randomized patients with locally advanced prostate cancer between two
proton boost doses to the prostate after conventional photon-based pelvic RT100. This
study showed a trend for improved local control in the total group and a significant difference in patients with poorly differentiated tumours. The second RCT on early stage dis
ease randomized patients between two boost doses of protons to the prostate and found
improved biochemical control with the high proton dose101. None of the studies showed
increased toxicities in the high dose arm. There are no randomized trials between protons
and photons in treatment of prostate cancer. A randomized trial comparing photons and
protons in prostate cancer patients is planned at the NCPRT.
Phase III trial randomizing patients with prostate cancer to proton or photon therapy
Background: Treatment planning studies comparing protons and photons for radiotherapy of prostate cancer are not convincingly in favour of protons and at the same time
approximately 50% of all patients treated world-wide with protons are prostate cancer
patients. A randomized study is planned with the aim to compare clinical outcome with
special focus on morbidity.
Purpose and endpoints: The study will focus on morbidity and biochemical control.
Translational research activities: Tumour and normal tissue radiosensitivity analysis,
normal tissue evaluation by ano-rectal physiology and MRI, radiogenomics analyses of
tumour and normal tissues, choline-PET, NTCP-modelling.

Clinical protocols miscellaneous tumour types
A number of observational trials on proton radiotherapy of tumour types such as germ
cell cancer, malignant lymphoma and sarcoma with focus on morbidity will be performed.

Database
The suggested database will establish 1) a storage platform for a central international
database for particle dose plans, where individual dose-volume and radiation quality (i.e.
LET) information can be collected and easily available to the scientific community; 2) an
online platform for centralized online quality assurance for potential multicentre trials involving particle therapy; 3) software for smooth data extraction; and 4) biomathematical
modeling of the collected data, in collaboration with the contributing centres and countries. The objective will be to make detailed treatment plan data (dose and LET distributions) available for international collaborators in research projects focused on side effects,
tumour control, failure patterns etc. Of special interest will be studies involving analysis
of dose-volume relationships for secondary cancer after proton therapy.

Networks
The clinical studies will be conducted in national and international collaborations and
will exploit the existing comprehensive local infrastructure at Aarhus University Hospital
for conducting prospective clinical trials (clinical trials unit, research nurses, research
clinic etc). An onco-paediatric team consisting of paediatric oncologists and radiation
oncologists has been established at the Aarhus University Hospital. The team is working
in close collaboration with the national multidisciplinary group in therapy for childhood
leukaemia and cancer, DAPHO, the Nordic Society of Paediatric Haematology and Onco-
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logy (NOPHO) and the German Group of Paediatric Radiation Oncology (APRO). Clinical
protocols will be prepared and the studies will be conducted in collaboration with the
Danish Multidisciplinary Cancer Groups: DOLG (lung), DØCG (upper gastro-intestinal),
DUCG (urology), DGC (gynaecology), DNOG (brain) and DOOG (eye). International collaboration has been established with OncoRay in Dresden and HIT-DKFZ in Heidelberg.
The database project will combine the scientific network and infrastructure established through ULICE, CIRRO (WP9) and the FP7 project ALLEGRO, where Aarhus is one of
12 European partners.
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9.2. Biological characterization
Biological characterization

Background
There are two main aims of the biological characterization research area. The first is to
deliver prognostic and predictive tools for the indication and individualization of particle
beam therapy based on biological information about the tumours and normal tissue
of patients (radiogenomics). The second aim is to provide data for the development of
biological models and implementation of these in treatment planning systems for particle
therapy (radiobiology).
Radiogenomics addresses the important individual biological variations between both
the tumour and the normal tissue of patients that represent the foundation for the selection of the proper treatment (indications) and for selecting the specific dose to be given
to a specified target (individualization). For tumour control and risk of treatment related
morbidity, a significant part of the biological variation relates to individual differences
in the mutational spectra in tumours, the tumour microenvironment, and the normal
genetic variation among individuals. Understanding the biological basis of individual radiosensitivity is therefore important for selection of individual therapeutic strategies, and
research groups at Aarhus University Hospital are highly experienced in this area. Current
studies include preclinical studies performed in order to learn the importance of cellular
and tissue radiosensitivity, and translational studies performed in order to bring knowledge from the clinic to the bench and back from the bench to the clinic. This is associated
with collection of biological material in biobanks and development and application of
derived biological risk profiles.

• Radiogenomics
– Biological information about
tumours and normal tissue
– Prognostic and predictive tools
for indication of particle beam
therapy
• Radiobiology
– Development of biological
models
– Implementation in treatment
planning systems

Figure 9.7. Differentially
expressed genes after in vitro
irradiation (3 x 3.5 Gy / 2
days) of primary fibroblasts
correlates with resistance or
sensitivity to radiation-induced fibrosis, Alsner, Aarhus
2007102

Figure 9.8. Associations
between risk of developing
radiation-induced fibrosis in
patients with head and neck
cancer and previously defined
gene expression signatures102,
Alsner, Aarhus 2012, unpublished data
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Studies on radiation-induced morbidity in patients focus on improving the understanding
of the biological basis, optimizing personalized radiation therapy based on these findings
and designing ways of preventing or reverting the development of radiation-induced late
effects. These studies therefore aim to improve the quality of life of the long term cancer survivor and/or allow treatment intensification. Recent studies include association
studies between risk of radiation-induced normal tissue morbidity and genetic variants
(SNPs)103-107 or gene expression profiles102,108,109 (Figures 9.7 and 9.8). These genetic association studies have also allowed the identification of a number of potential targets for
intervention and an animal model has been used to demonstrate that radiation-induced
subcutaneous fibrosis can be prevented using an siRNA based approached110. As discussed previously111,112, next generation studies on radiation-induced morbidity and genetic
variants focus on whole genome association studies and direct sequencing. These studies
require very large number of cases and controls, and Aarhus University Hospital has been
involved in the establishment of the EU-EURATOM-ESTRO project GENEPI ENTB and the
International Radiogenomics Consortium113.
Part of the research area on morbidity includes studies on the risk of second primary
cancer among patients treated with radiotherapy, where a current study is performed on a
cohort of 46,176 patients with breast cancer. Initial studies on these patients have identified the overall increased risk following postoperative radiotherapy114, and future studies
will correlate risk with specific dose-levels.

Figure 9.9. Prognostic and
predictive impact of hypoxia
gene expression classifier.
in ”more” hypoxic (A) and
”less” hypoxic tumours (B)
randomized for placebo or
nimorazole in conjunction
with radiotherapy, Toustrup,
Aarhus 2011115
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Studies on tumour radiosensitivity based on patient derived material include mutational
analysis on tumour biopsies116-118, plasma markers for hypoxia119, proteomic and microarray analysis on in vitro models120,121, and development of prognostic and predictive gene
expression classifiers115,122,123. Figure 9.9 illustrates an example of how basic research from
microarray analysis on cell lines, through animal studies on xenograft models, can result
in a biological profile that can be applied on routine clinical material and determine
the optimal therapy for individual patients, in this case who will benefit from hypoxic
modification of radiotherapy. This is the first example world-wide of a truly predictive
gene signature for the use of a radiosensitizer. The signature is also unique in that it can
be applied on routine paraffin-embedded tissue sections, and work is ongoing to implement this in daily clinical use. Studies on predictive markers for the indication of the use
of radiotherapy are also performed. These include gene expression profiles for patients
benefitting from increased local control and/or reduced risk of metastasis after postmastectomy radiotherapy in breast cancer123.
Radiobiology characterises the biological features of different particle beams and provides the in vitro and in vivo data for the development of biological models and implementation of these in treatment planning systems. During the past 25 years, numerous studies
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have been performed with photons at Aarhus University Hospital, both in vitro and in vivo
and under normoxic and hypoxic conditionse.g.124-127. A recent study has also determined
the biological effect of very high dose-rates128. The experiences gained have been transferred to particle beam radiobiology, where recent in vitro studies have focused on RBE and
LET129,130. The particles have included protons, antiprotons, and carbon ions (Figure 9.10).

Figure 9.10. Examples of the
setups for radiobiological
studies on photons and various particle beams in vitro.
Here, the RBE for carbon ions
(top) and antiprotons (right)
is determined at GSI and
CERN, respectively

Hypoxia is a well known factor contributing to resistance leading to treatment failure. Studies with conventional photon radiation have shown that in vitro, cells exhibit an oxygen
enhancement ratio (OER) of around 3, meaning they are three times more radiosensitive
under normoxic than under hypoxic conditions131. However, OER decreases with increasing
LET132. In vivo, the pure track segment is not maintained, and the cells are hit with a particle field of ions with various energies and LET, and therefore various OER133. Furthermore,
cell experiments give good indications of the various effects, but in vivo, there are a lot
of biological functions playing together, which is impossible to mimic in vitro. Therefore,
experiments in animal models will give a more precise picture of the actual effect.

Research plan
For the radiogenomics studies on the biological basis of individual radiosensitivity, the
overall plan is to increase the existing research platform at Aarhus University Hospital
and expand the leading position in radiogenomics to research related to particle therapy.
Focus will continue to be on strategies to enhance tumour response and development and
application of biological profiles to predict optimal therapy for individual patients with
regard to normal tissue morbidity and tumour control. Studies will be based on cell lines,
animal models, and patient material, using our very extensive and internationally established experience in radiotherapy as a powerful foundation for this purpose.
As the technologies for molecular and genetic analysis are rapidly evolving, existing
collaborations will be expanded and these will be significantly facilitated by the integration of the centre at the new University Hospital. Biobanks will be established together with
MOMA, Department of Molecular Medicine, Aarhus University Hospital. MOMA is host
to the Center for Molecular Clinical Cancer Research (CMCC) and is a leading laboratory
for molecular analysis including the latest technologies for array-based analysis of DNA,
mRNA, and ncRNA. The analysis will also be performed in collaboration with the Centre
for iSequencing, Aarhus University, providing access to the latest genome sequencing
technologies and bioinformatics.
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For genetic association studies, the overall plan is to expand the cohorts of patients with
long-term clinical data on morbidity and available biological material (blood, fibroblasts)
and to use this material to expand the studies on relevant biological pathways as well as
the genome-wide association studies. Due to the large numbers of patients required for
novel genetic associations (20,000-50,000 patients), screening studies will be through
existing international collaborations and include conventional radiotherapy, whereas
proton cohorts will be used for confirmatory studies. Existing animal models will be
used to evaluate the findings and test further strategies for preventing radiation-induced
morbidity.
For assessment of risk of radiation-induced second primary cancer, the overall plan
is to continue the work using existing clinical databases to investigate the relationship
between 3-dimensional radiation dose distribution from radiation therapy and the occurrence of secondary cancers and to integrate these data in more general dose-volume
models for quantifying the risk of radiation-induced cancer. The knowledge gained from
these current studies on standardized incidence rates will be integrated with data from
the studies on particle beam radiobiology, imaging, and dosimetry. By this means the
aim is to minimize the risk of radiation-induced second primary cancers and to ensure
the optimal collection of data for future studies on second primary cancers after proton
radiotherapy.
Radiobiologic studies will be performed in vitro and in vivo in Aarhus. Depending on
the technical capabilities of the facility chosen by the NCPRT, heavier particles such as
helium might be generated with sufficient energy to allow further studies in vitro and on
animal models. Studies will also continue to be performed in collaboration with leading
European institutions, particularly GSI, HIT, and the Low Energy Ion Ring (LEIR) at CERN,
which is expected to be used as a heavy ion biomedical research facility in the near
future134.

Figure 9.11. Animal model
for radiation-induced fibrosis
(RIF, top) and an example
of in vivo imaging of live
animals (right). Yellow circles
marks the accumulation of
fluorescently marked macrophages at the site of irradiation. Part of an ongoing
project with siRNA-TNFα
mediated amelioration of RIF,
Nawroth, Aarhus 2011110,135
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In vitro studies will include photons, protons and other particle beams. These studies
will address the nature and dynamics of DNA damage, DNA repair, and cell death. Part
of these studies will be performed through an existing collaboration within the EU COST
project Nanoscale insights into Ion Beam Cancer Therapy (Nano-IBCT).
In vivo studies on the radiobiological properties of photons, protons and other particle
beams will use existing mouse models. Several different in vivo tumour models are used
to address aspects of radiosensitivity, radiosensitizers, and tumour microenvironment.
The models include mouse and human xenograft models and allow measurements of
local tumour control, dissemination, early morbidity (e.g. acute skin reaction), and late
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morbidity (e.g. radiation-induced fibrosis, Figure 9.11)e.g.110,124,136-140. Radiation studies with
these tumours have previous lead to clinical trials115,130.
Ultimo 2012, in vivo studies on animal models (tumour control and morbidity) will
be performed by transporting mice to GSI, the Helmholtz Centre for Heavy Ion Research,
Darmstadt, Germany, irradiating them with carbon ions and performing the follow-up
analysis on the mice in Aarhus. These studies will address both tumour control and morbidity. Tumours will be irradiated with protons and carbon ions ions, and irradiation in
the plateau and in the SOBP will be compared. For the determination of treatment doses,
our point of reference will be previous x-ray studies on the same tumour model142, and
estimated RBE values based on previously published in vitro and in vivo data143. To study
the effect of carbon ions and protons under hypoxia, the hypoxic status of the tumours
will be altered by clamping the tumours prior to radiation. This setup has previously
demonstrated to change the radiosensitivity of x-ray in the same tumour model142. The
same dose-response curve as for normoxic tumours will be produced. This will enable the
determination of an OER for carbon ions in vivo, and a RBE for hypoxia. Acute skin score
(early damage) and radiation-induced fibrosis model (late damage) will be assessed at a
range of different doses to produce full radiation response curves. The point of reference
to determine the treatment doses will be previous x-ray studies of acute skin damage on
the same mouse model and of radiation induced fibrosis on the same mouse model141.
Mice will be irradiated with protons and carbon ions. The acute skin reactions is scored
daily until day 30, and the late reaction of tissue to radiation will be assessed using the
leg contracture model for up to 250 days110. RBE is calculated as the ratio of the isoeffect
dose for x-rays to that of carbon ions and protons143.

Networks
Major international networks include ULICE, Union of Light Ion Centres in Europe, and
ALLEGRO, early and late health risks to normal/healthy tissues from the use of existing
and emerging techniques for radiation therapy (both EU 7th framework programmes);
EU-EURATOM-ESTRO project GENEPI ENTB, GENEtic pathways for the Prediction of
the effect of Irradiation-European Normal and Tumour tissue Bank and data base; HIT,
Heidelberg Ion Therapy Center; DKFZ, German Cancer Research Center, Heidelberg; GSI,
Helmholtz Centre for Heavy Ion Research, Darmstadt; OncoRay, Center for Radiation Research in Oncology, Medical Faculty and University Hospital Carl Gustav Carus, Dresden;
STARR, Spatio-Temporal Targeting and Amplification of Radiation Response Program,
Toronto; the Norwegian Radium Hospital, Oslo University Hospital; and the EU COST
project Nanoscale insights into Ion Beam Cancer Therapy (Nano-IBCT).
Major national networks include MOMA, Department of Molecular Medicine, Aarhus
University Hospital, and the integrated Center for Molecular Clinical Cancer Research,
CMCC; and Centre for iSequencing, Aarhus University.
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9.3. Functional imaging
Functional imaging

Background
With proton radiotherapy it is possible to deliver dose distributions with higher degree of
conformity to the target and less dose to surrounding normal tissue than in conventional
radiotherapy144. This improves the possibility of performing target dose escalation as well
as focal boosts to selective and radio-resistant parts of the tumour145, in particular in case
of complex configurations of targeted sub-volumes and organs at risk (OARs). Highly
conformal dose distributions are vulnerable towards uncertainties in target delineation,
and currently uncertainties related to target definition constitute a major uncertainty
component in high precision radiotherapy146. The target definition process is therefore of
substantial importance in relation to proton radiotherapy.
Current identification of tumour volumes is mainly performed based on topographic
CT and MRI, enabling the delivery of high doses of radiation tailored selectively to the
cancer target in both space and time domains (4D)147,148. Functional imaging such as
FDG PET, FAZA PET, DCE-MRI, susceptibility MRI and diffusion MRI has the potential to
improve image guidance by adding further knowledge about tumour biology to the topographic information from anatomical CT and MRI. A novel approach will also be to use
new imaging methodologies that exploit new contrast agents that only image the tumour
cell population. Two such novel approaches involve imaging heat-shock protein 70 and
various nano-particle contrast agents.
Hypoxia has been shown to be a characteristic feature of virtually all solid tumours149
and is known to be one of the critical factors that can protect tumour cells from the effect of conventional radiation therapy150. Using protons to increase the radiation dose to
this resistant population may significantly improve outcome, but for this to be effective
requires that we can accurately identify the position of these resistant hypoxic cells.
Positron emission tomography (PET) as well as MRI are promising imaging methods for
detection and 3-D mapping of tumour hypoxia. Our preliminary studies in a murine tumour model have shown that chronic hypoxic cells can be detected using FAZA-PET while
fluctuating (acute) hypoxia can be visualized using gadolinium-DTPA DCE-MRI151,152.
Recent research suggest that functional imaging to assess early changes following
treatment initiation may be as, or more important for treatment efficacy prediction, than
pre-treatment characterisation. The fourth dimension of time must be taken into account
by evaluating the response to treatment and the changes occurring during radiotherapy.
As a non-invasive technique, imaging is a most promising method for 4D identification
and characterisation of tumours and normal tissues. Identification of radio-resistant volumes is a pre-requisite for “dose painting” (i.e., intended inhomogeneous dose distribution
for boosting of tumour sub-volumes).
Furthermore, functional imaging of normal tissue has the potential to play an important role for proton treatment planning and for monitoring of treatment side effects since,
inevitably, normal tissue will be unintentionally affected by proton therapy however
carefully the protocols are established.

• Tumour delineation using monoclonal antibodies and nanotechnology
• Radioresistant sub-volumes and
functional imaging
• Validation of clinical imaging findings with pathology and patterns
of failure
• Imaging of normal tissue function
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Preclinical research in tumour delineation using monoclonal antibodies and nanotechnology
A promising and novel approach to target delineation is to use an agent that only images
the tumour cell population. Heat-shock protein 70 (Hsp70) is a stress-response protein
expressed on the cell surface of tumours, but not on the corresponding normal tissues153.
Hsp70 can be detected using a monoclonal antibody154 which can be labelled with a
radioisotope and thus detected using appropriate PET or MRI techniques. In collaboration
with the Technical University Munich we will obtain the Hsp70 antibody with a stable anchorage part to which long-lived radioisotopes allowing PET imaging at late time points
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can be attached. Using our murine tumour models the radiolabelled antibody will be
injected into mice, the tumour imaged at various time points and compared to conventional image approaches. Once the potential of this approach has been established in the
murine systems, additional studies will be carried-out using a larger animal model (pig
tumour model) and humans prior to proton irradiation.

Figure 9.12. MRI in mice
with a SCCVII tumour before
and 24 h after injection of
magnetic nanoparticles
of different size. Tumour
contrast uptake is dependent
on nanoparticle size and
especially efficient for 40 nm
size, Larsen, Aarhus, 2009155

A relatively new class of MRI contrast agents composed of ultra-small paramagnetic iron
oxide (USPIO) particles are often designed to have long circulation times for angiography.
Furthermore, the particles can potentially be targeted against different substances including surface proteins expressed on cancer cells. This is a promising approach in the relatively new area of targeted MRI contrast agents. The Interdisciplinary Nanoscience Center
(iNANO) and the Department of Molecular Biology have established production of USPIO
particles and is working in collaboration with the Department of Experimental Clinical
Oncology in developing targeted USPIO particles. Particle size and coating are important
for their contrast properties and tissue accumulation and we have found that differently
sized USPIO particles show different tumour accumulation (Figure 9.12)154. Additional
studies have been performed using both an ultra-high field 16.4 T scanner at iNANO and
Center for Insoluble Protein Structures (inSPIN) and a clinically relevant 3 T scanner at
the Center of Functionally Integrative Neuroscience (CFIN). Two new USPIO particles have
shown considerable promise, Azure A-conjugated and uPAR-targeted compounds. Building on established imaging techniques, further molecules specifically targeting cancer
will be tested. In vivo imaging of accumulation in mouse and larger animal tumours (pig
tumour model) will be used to test which targeted particle formulations could be relevant
for tumour delineation.
Preclinical and translational studies on radio-resistant sub-volumes and functional imaging
Identification of radio-resistant sub-volumes will be evaluated in pre-clinical research
projects focusing on 18F-FAZA and 18F-FDG PET, as well as MRI. We have thoroughly evaluated the second-generation hypoxia PET marker 18F-FAZA, which has shown superiority
in terms of i) hypoxia-specificity in a selection of experimental tumours compared to the
more standard tracer 18F-FMISO156-160, and ii) ability to identify radio-resistant tumours161.
As a result, 18F-FAZA-PET was recently implemented in the clinic in head and neck and
cervix cancer patients at AUH; we also synthesize 18F-FAZA destined for other hospitals
in Denmark. Accordingly, PET image-guided hypoxic dose escalation is obviously a very
attractive theme for future research and one which we propose to pursue.
Taking advantage of our previous evaluation of 18F-FAZA and a selection of wellcharacterized hypoxic tumour models grown in mice, we specifically plan to perform
conventional radiotherapy as well as tumour sub-volume dose-escalation using protons
guided by hypoxia maps obtained by a high-resolution micro-PET-MRI scanner. Various
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treatment endpoints (e.g., tumour growth delay and tumour control probability) will
be compared to the pre-treatment PET hypoxia scan as well as post treatment scans to
monitor the kinetics of hypoxic cell killing (Figure 9.13). Since PET has a rather low spatial
resolution for use in mice and the possibility of delivering a non-homogenous intratumoural radiation dose is limited in small tumours, we also plan to include tumour-bearing rats and ultimately our goal is to provide proof of principle for clinical applicability
and efficacy of proton beam treatment using sarcomas in pigs.

Figure 9.13. Repetitive 18F-FAZA
hypoxia microPET scans at
baseline (before treatment) and
during fractionated radiotherapy in tumour-bearing mice,
demonstrating the usefulness
of 18F-FAZA-PET in tumour subvolume target definition and
treatment efficacy monitoring.
Busk et al, Aarhus University
Hospital 2011
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The well-known glucose analogue, 18F-FDG, plays a central role in oncological PET
imaging. Tumour 18F-FDG uptake is determined by a number of microenvironmental/
biological factors associated with aggressiveness such as extent of aerobic glycolysis (i.e.,
the Warburg effect), tumour hypoxia (the Pasteur effect), proliferative activity and cell
density. High 18F-FDG uptake is strongly linked to poor prognosis and radio-resistance.
Accordingly, using a similar approach as described above for hypoxia imaging, we plan to
treat experimental animal tumours with protons using an inhomogeneous dose distribution guided by pre-treatment 18F-FDG-PET images. Finally, we plan to do 18F-FDG-PET scans
during fractionated treatment to examine whether proton-beam treatment efficacy can be
predicted based on initial changes in FDG retention.
Furthermore, the use of functional MRI for assessing oxygenation will also be studied.
MR scanners with magnetic field strengths much higher than clinical scanners exist and
give very high signal and spatial image resolution. Besides the clinically relevant methods
mentioned, high field MRI allows investigation of oxygen levels, glucose, and hypoxia
markers.
Polarographic needle electrodes have been considered the gold standard for clinical
oxygen measurements and the Department of Experimental Clinical Oncology has experimental and clinical experience with this method, which provides histograms of oxygen levels but without spatial information. 19F MRI is possible at an ultra-high field 16.4 T scan-
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ner at iNANO/inSPIN. This allows 19F oximetry through the use of perfluorocarbons, which
provides repeated images of quantitative oxygen levels162. It also allows MRI of metabolic
and hypoxia markers including 19F-FDG and 19F-MISO. While PET is superior to MRI in sensitivity for metabolic and hypoxia markers, pharmacokinetics and high resolution images
assessed by high field MRI may be useful in the interpretation of clinical PET images.

Figure 9.14. In vivo images
of a mouse C3H tumour: an
inversion recovery image
showing fiducial markers for
coregistration of MRI and
PET, DCE-MRI parametric
maps IAUC and Ktrans, and
a FAZA-PET image. Aarhus
University Hospital, 2011

At clinical field strengths, we will use our well established mouse models to correlate the
MRI parameters with hypoxia assessed by PET, autoradiography, and histology. This will
improve the understanding of the relationship to hypoxia of perfusion and diffusion MRI
parameters (Figure 9.14). At the ultra-high field scanner, the same MRI parameters will be
correlated with 19F oximetry and hypoxia markers to investigate the perfusion-diffusionhypoxia-relationships. Chronic and fluctuating hypoxia in the tumours will be assessed
by performing a DCE-MRI scan followed immediately by a PET scan. Image analysis will
allow us to identify those regions which are hypoxic and thus those that will be targeted
with protons and possibly heavier ions, which will be elaborated further in section 9.4.
Once this approach has been fully established in the small animal models the technique
will be applied to larger animals (pig tumour model) and eventually human tumours in
cancer patients referred for proton therapy.
Validation of clinical imaging ﬁndings with pathology and patterns of failure
Based on validation of functional MRI with pathology, MRI has been shown of benefit to
identify sub-volumes in the prostate for specific boosting163,164. This is of specific interest
for boosting with protons. However, there is still a strong need to understand and validate
the imaging modalities by comparing with pathology. Based on the pre-clinical imaging research outlined in the previous sections, clinical imaging studies will apply new
imaging methodologies and evaluate the clinical potential to include these for individual
planning of proton radiotherapy. Research in this area will focus on the relationship between functional imaging and pathology and the dose-volume relationship in local failure
patterns.
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Figure 9.15. 18F-FAZA and
PET/CT imaging in a head and
neck squamous cell carcinoma
performed before radiotherapy. The 18F-FAZA signal is
overlaid on CT, and can be
defined as a target subvolume for dose escalation,
Mortensen, Aarhus 2011165
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DCE-MRI, DWI, choline PET/CT as well as biopsies will be used to identify regions for
focal proton boost in prostate cancer. Short- and long-term repeatability of functional
imaging will address the temporal robustness of image-based dose-painting strategies for
these patients. Biopsies will be performed as mapping biopsies guided by a rectal ultrasound system which is capable of integrating MRI and PET fusion. This makes it possible
to biopsy specific regions which are identified by imaging as being suspicious of residual
disease. The final proton boost volume will be defined based on both imaging and results
of biopsies (clinical protocols, section 9.1).
Functional imaging (DCE-MRI, DWI and PET-CT (18F-FAZA)) will be performed in patients with operable head and neck cancer before surgery (Figure 9.15). The hypoxic tracer
pimonidazole which can be detected by immonohistochemistry will be administered. The
pathological specimen will be subjected to both conventional and hypoxia specific immunohistochemical staining as well as autoradiograpy. MRI and PET-CT image information
will be correlated with histopathological findings.
Improved understanding of the relationships between the clinically implementable
MRI and PET methods and oxygenation will underpin future improvements in clinical
applications. Before these functional techniques can be used for dose painting with
particle radiotherapy, a reliable and meaningful transition from image intensity to dose
prescription must be established. Image intensity is influenced by many factors and in
order to generate quantitative images both image uptake and image reconstruction need
to be taken into account. In another series of pre-clinical and clinical investigations we
have studied several aspects of quantitative DWI166,167 in a mono-institutional setting and
we are currently designing a PET phantom to assess image reconstruction accuracy across
various scanners (in collaboration with University of Madison, R. Jeraj). We will continue
these efforts in a national project with all Danish radiotherapy departments that involves
phantom measurements and calibration of scanners across different scanner vendors and
different departments. Both DWI and PET will be addressed
The basis for adaptive RT for lung patients, by adaptation to tumour volume changes
during particle radiotherapy will be studied based on previous work168. These research
activities will be coupled to the tracking activities (see section 9.4). Registration of images
obtained during radiotherapy presents a number of challenges due to anatomical changes
induced by tumour shrinkage and movement of organs. Rigid registration cannot account
for these anatomical changes and therefore deformable registration tools are needed for
advanced image registration. We have already expertise in deformable registration in
several organ sites169-170, and we will use these tools to be able to accumulate dose across
several radiotherapy fractions based on repeated imaging during radiotherapy. Through
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collaboration with a major radiotherapy vendor we have also access to a pre-release software for deformable registration and dose accumulation171.
The dose-volume relationship of patterns of local failure after radiotherapy is in
principle the most valid clinical endpoint for deciding where dose should have been increased, e.g. by using a selective particle boost to hypoxic subvolumes or dose- and LETpainting (see section 9.4). A high rate of local recurrences indicates that a dose escalation
may be of benefit. Correlation of local failure patterns with functional imaging will lead
to increased knowledge of the radioresistance of sub-volumes as identified on functional
images such as e.g. FAZA PET, FDG PET or DWI. Patterns of failure will be determined in
head and neck, brain and lung cancer. Localisation of local recurrences will be identified
and correlated with functional and anatomical imaging as well as dose and LET maps172.
This research activity will be linked to the functional imaging protocols described above.
Studies on normal tissue functionality
Important organs at risk in radiotherapy, e.g. lung, liver and brain tissue, have heterogeneously distributed function throughout the volume of the organ173,174. With the introduction of high precision proton therapy, new possibilities for directing radiation beams
along carefully selected paths based on normal tissue function are emerging. Functional
imaging to assess and utilize normal tissue function in proton therapy will be studied
clinically in patients with tumours of the brain, lung, liver, and prostate.
Brain functional MRI (fMRI) uses a gradient echo-echo planar imaging (GE-EPI)
sequence to define the locations of functionally eloquent cortices, which are difficult to
identify on anatomical MRI. fMRI will be used to identify functionally critical organs.
fMRI will be fused to treatment planning CT and proton treatment planning can then be
performed in order to spare functionally important tissue.
Furthermore, the PET center at AUH is currently establishing orthotopic brain tumour
models both in rats and mice in which we plan to assess the efficacy of proton beam treatment to control the tumour and to what extent this treatment is able to reduce neurological damage in normal brain tissue. We plan to make a direct comparison with conventional radiotherapy. Treatment will be guided by anatomical and functional imaging by
means of a high-resolution microPET-MRI scanner. The PET center at AUH synthesize the
11
C-methionine tracer on a routine basis.

Figure 9.16. Quantitative assessment of lung ventilation
determined by deformable
registration. Colour code
indicates expansion in mm
between exhalation and
inhalation, Nyeng, Aarhus
2011175

99mTc - SPECT is generally believed to provide a measure for pulmonary function by
imaging pulmonary blood vessel perfusion, providing 3D information on the distribution
of pulmonary blood flow. By use of mathematical models, it is possible to weight the dose
delivered to each voxel in the CT scan according to its functional importance as determi-
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ned by SPECT. We are currently activating a randomized trial in conventional radiotherapy addressing the question of reducing the lung toxicity by SPECT guided dose planning
compared to CT guided treatment planning. A total of 130 patients is expected. Based on
the outcome, the trial results will be incorporated into a prospective study of SPECT-CT
based proton treatment planning in patients with Stage III non-small cell lung cancer. In
parallel with the SPECT studies we are also investigating alternative measures for lung
functional imaging. We have established a method for imaging of lung ventilation that
is based on a standard 4D CT scan and the derived deformation vector field between
maximum inhale and maximum ventilation phases. Future studies will provide further
validation, both in phantom geometries (of the underlying deformable registration algorithm) and in patients (Figure 9.16) 175. Ultimately, coupled with 4D CBCT capabilities, this
technique can open the way for daily/frequent assessment of normal tissue function. This
will be perfectly suited for the highly conformal proton beam plans.
For patients with liver tumours, studies using galactose-PET-CT for measuring
regional liver function is ongoing and and is likely to become highly relevant for proton
therapy. The method is based on 2-[18F]fluoro-2-deoxygalactose (FDGal) coupled with PET/
CT and has been developed at the Aarhus University Hospital (Figure 9.17). The method
allows accurate and reproducible measurement of the liver function in 3D. It has been
tested in patients treated with stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT) in whom PET/
CT was acquired before and after treatment. The study demonstrated a dose dependent
decrease in liver function which was maximal at 1 month following SBRT. The function
partially resolved at the 3 month scan. A study on assessment of liver function by FDGal
PET/CT is on-going. The study assesses the usefulness of FDGal PET/CT in pretreatment
evaluation of the liver function for selection of patients for SBRT. The method may have
potential both for assessment of pretreatment liver function and treatment induced changes in liver function as well as for functional radiotherapy planning of liver tumours with
the aim of sparing the best functioning liver tissue29 (clinical protocols, section 9.1).

Figure 9.17. Measurement of
regional liver function with
FD-Galactose-PET-CT after
stereotactic radiotherapy in
the liver. Left: FD-Gal uptake
3 months after radiotherapy.
Right: dose distribution.
Høyer 2011, Aarhus University
Hospital
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Late rectal and urinary morbidity are the dose-limiting factors in RT of prostate cancer
in general, and is likely to be major concerns also when treating these patients with protons. In another normal tissue imaging study we will therefore investigate the relations
between biomechanical properties of both the rectum and the bladder and the motion
patterns of theseorgans. Forty prostate patients receiving RT will undergo dedicated T2weighted MRI sequences176,177 to derive biomechanical properties, during inflation of the
bladder (with a catheter) and the rectum (with a rectal balloon) The biomechanical properties derived from MRI will be compared with more standard measures (e.g. impedance
planimetry, manometry and ultrasound for the rectum). In addition, the MRI sessions will
include cine-MRI sequences for evaluation of the motion patterns of both the bladder and
rectum relative to the prostate targets. For the same purpose, daily CBCT scans will also
be acquired during the course of treatment.
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Networks
Imaging for proton radiotherapy at Aarhus University Hospital will be based on previous
extensive research and experience within preclinical and clinical imaging. For preclinical
research we have access to mouse, rat as well as pig tumours , and imaging modalities
range from clinical CT, MRI, PET, SPECT, US and to experimental scanners such as microPET and 16.4 T high field MRI. The research activities within imaging will support the
clinical protocols defined in section 9.1.
Imaging research will be performed together with a number of national and international collaborators. Development of Hsp70 will be performed in collaboration with the
Technical University of Munich. Nano particle contrast agents are developed and tested in
a bioimaging network with the Interdisciplinary Nanoscience Center (iNANO) and Dept.
of Molecular Biology, Aarhus University. Preclinical ultra-high field MRI is done together
with the Danish National Research Foundation Center for Insoluble Protein Structures
(inSPIN).
The Institute of Clinical Medicine (IOCM), Aarhus University has developed an experimental pig osteosarcoma tumour model and is a key partner for pre-clinical research
exploiting large animal tumours. PET imaging is done together with Department of Nuclear Medicine & PET Center at Aarhus University Hospital. A key partner for MR imaging
is Danish National Research Foundation’s Center of Functionally Integrative Neuroscience
(CFIN) (Leif Østergaard) who have profound experience with functional MRI.  
For joint clinical imaging protocols and development of clinical imaging techniques,
network activities are already established with the General Hospital of Vienna (Richard
Pötter), the Leuven Cancer Institute (Karin Haustermans), the University Medical Center
Utrecht (UMCU) (Ina Jürgenliemk-Schulz), Netherlands Cancer Institute (NKI) (Uulke
van der Heide), University of Madison (Robert Jeraj), and Stanford University (Tokihiro
Yamamoto).
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9.4. High precision treatment delivery
Treatment delivery
This part of the research activities will focus on development and application of new
methods for dosimetry and quality control for advanced high precision particle beam
treatment, as well as new approaches to planning and delivery of such beams. The latter
is likely to lead to improvements in dose distributions, thereby broadening the clinical situations where particle therapy can be explored. Much of the planned research activities
represent a natural extension of already on-going local projects in both photon as well
as particle RT, building upon the comprehensive medical physics expertise in Aarhus,
described in section 5.

• Improve dosimetry and quality
assurance
• Optimize particle beam properties
• Adapt to inter- and intra-fractional anatomical changes
• Develop treatment planning studies and biological models
• LET-painting

Background

Figure 9.18. The optical
tomography scanner at Aarhus
University
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Accurate absolute dosimetry is the basis for precise RT delivery. The Aarhus Particle
Therapy Group has very extensive experience in several particle therapy dosimetry systems such as alanine dosimetry178-182, thermoluminence dosimetry183, bubble detectors184,
air- and liquid-filled ionisation chambers185-190 as well as other solid state detectors191,192.
For highly modulated proton fields used in IMPT where the particle range is an additional
determinant for accurate treatment delivery, the need for patient-specific measurements
is also strong. Dose- (and LET-) painting methods also call for new 3D quality assurance
methods which are feasible in a clinical setting. For this purpose, 3D dosimetry will be
developed to become a clinically cost-effective method, exploring both gels and Presage
dosimeter materials (Figure 9.18)193,194 and with read-out techniques including both optical
tomography and MRI. In collaboration with the medical physics group at DKFZ Heidelberg we have performed the first ever carbon ion beam measurements with Presage194.
Gel and plastic dosimeters have in general considerable advantages for use in magnetic
fields (e.g. in the planned MRI-gantry of our installation associated with the proton accelerator). Further, along with the increasing complexity of RT delivery systems involving
also temporal beam modulation, the need for time-resolved dosimetry arises and must be
addressed. Both plastic scintillators and luminescent carbon-doped aluminium have been
used for this purpose195,196, and both detector systems have good potential to be applied in
proton therapy.

Treatment planning calculations of proton beams are based on well-calibrated and high
quality x-ray CT scans. However, due to an ambiguous relation between the x-ray attenuation and proton stopping power197, stopping power ratios calculated from conventional
CT scans have a precision of only 1-2%, leading to proton range uncertainties. The range
uncertainties are systematic and will also add to the other geometrical and anatomical
uncertainties in RT, hence giving less robust IMPT plans198,199. Research to determine the
stopping power distribution more accurately involve dual energy CT, kVp CT-MV CT,
proton radiography and proton CT (pCT). Another hardware-oriented particle therapy
research field deals with optimization of particle beam properties, including both transverse profiles and longitudinal energy distributions through possible steering and energy
feedback. The accelerator physics group at Aarhus University has long-term experience
with both local accelerators and also from facilities abroad200-203. We plan to continue and
considerably expand this work in cooperation with the vendor of the proton therapy accelerator, partly in the form of design and Monte Carlo studies and partly as experimental
work at the research beam line at the proton facility. Possible forms of this research beam
line will be outlined below. Its final form will depend on the details of the proton therapy
system to be procured.
Inter- and intra-fractional anatomical changes may cause degradation of treatment
quality, in particular for IMPT treatments since the actually delivered dose distribution
depends strongly on the traversed radiological path length of the particle beam204. Adaptive RT procedures offer the potential of reducing in particular the impact of inter-fractional
anatomical changes. For pencil beam scanning techniques, intra-fractional changes like
those originating from respiration (see Figure 9.16) represent a major challenge, which
have so far hindered clinical implementation of beam scanning techniques for thoracic
and abdominal tumours. However, there are several strategies for handling these challenges: margin expansion, gating, fast tracking and re-scanning, as well as combinations of
these. Intra-fractional motion management for scanning beams requires the development
of robust real-time target position monitoring methods that can be integrated with the
particle beam steering. The tracking research group in Aarhus has developed promising xray image-based monitoring methods13,205 and integrated these206-208 and other monitoring
methods209 with tracking of photon beams. Furthermore, Aarhus University has extensive
expertise on development of fast real-time MR imaging210,211 which has the potential for
integration with treatment delivery systems for intra-fractional motion management for
protons.
The execution of a properly designed clinical trial is a fundamental requirement for
the assessment of the real efficacy – and also, the real toxicity – of any new treatment
regime. Treatment planning studies, together with biological model predictions of tumour
response and normal tissue complication probabilities, have for many years been established in RT as important tools to generate new hypotheses and to support the design of
clinical trials and protocols. Treatment planning and modelling studies can be used to explore the physical robustness of a given RT technique, e.g. towards patient set-up uncertainties and anatomical chances29,212. A major line of research in particle therapy includes
biological planning studies of high-LET radiation. High-LET radiation has been shown to
be effective in reducing the Oxygen Enhancement Ratio (OER) in vitro132, and has been proposed for overcoming clinical hypoxia in-vivo98. The high-LET region of a beam of heavy
charged particles such as carbon ions is located in the distal part of the Bragg peak, and
we and others have shown that it is possible to redistribute the LET by treatment planning
optimisation. This allows the maximization of LET in specific target sub-volumes, where
such sub-volumes could be areas identified as being hypoxic213.
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Accurate dosimetry and QA
The most fundamental research in this area will concentrate on ionization chambers and
solid state dosimeters. Modelling of detector response will be performed with Monte Carlo
codes and amorphous track structure algorithms178-180,214. For absolute dosimetry, the ongoing work for protons and other ions will be continued (in collaboration with CERN, GSI
and HIT; Figure 9.19), involving precise calibration of dosimetry systems and development
of a combined dose and LET detector. New clinical calibration formalisms for reference
dosimetry suggested for small and non-standard fields will be explored for proton pencil
beam scanning215 and an on-going project defining reference phantoms will be continued.

Figure 9.19. Determination
of beam quality of proton
beams with alanine dosimeter at the HIT facility in June
2011
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We have recently shown that the alanine solid state detector is a particularly stable and
predictable dosimeter, with a clear, almost single valued, LET dependence. Alanine has
also been found effective in the mixed radiation field of both carbon ions180 and antiprotons178. We are therefore participating in work towards defining a new alanine reference
phantom for ion-beam dosimetry. In parallel, we are further investigating the possibility
of using liquid ionization chambers for LET determination187. Reliable algorithms will be
developed which can give a measure of the dose-average LET of a given beam modality.
Investigations in refining existing ion beam dosimetry protocols, such as the widely
used IAEA TRS-398, have already been performed by our group. Here, exact re-calculation
of stopping power ratios (water to air) are performed, while accounting for the fragmentation spectrum and the multitude of available stopping power tables186,189,216. For proton
beams, we are collaborating with the primary standard lab in UK for describing the nature
of sub-percent dosimetry errors, which are of special importance for metrology institutes.
In collaboration with the DKFZ, our work will also be a part of the next version of the
German ion dosimetry protocol.
The 3D particle dosimetry activities will include investigations of new gel/plastic
materials with different compositions, with the aim of identifying optimal dosimeters and
read-out methods for combined dose and LET measurements (e.g. with different read-out
techniques), also in collaboration with an industrial partner (MGS Research, Madison, CT,
USA). In addition, more advanced optical scanning principles and systems will be explored to simplify clinical use, specifically adapted to the chosen proton beam facility.
In the time-resolved dosimetry field, we and others have previously shown that luminescent aluminium oxide crystals have potential for relative dosimetry in high gradient
dose distributions217. In further work, both scintillators and luminescent aluminium oxide
crystals will be characterised in proton and heavier ion beams, and used for time-resolved
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dosimetry. LET measurements will be performed with aluminium oxide crystals and compared with Monte Carlo calculations.
A project investigating the possibilities for using the patient images from CBCT scans
to perform independent patient-specific dose verification calculations will also be explored. This project will build upon a recent physics PhD project on cone-beam imaging218-222
that has paved the way for dose calculations on CBCT scans for photons. This project has
already progressed in its transformation to proton-relevant calculations through an initial
investigation on stopping-power distributions in various anatomical structures in head
and neck CBCT scans223.

Figure 9.20. AP and right-left
250 MeV proton radiographies of a Head and Neck
patient simulated at Aarhus
University using the Monte
Carlo code Geant4 with 40M
proton histories

Hardware development: Proton-based computer tomography and beam characteristic
optimisation
An ongoing project simulating a pCT using various Monte Carlo simulation codes43,189,216
will be extended (Figure 9.20). Since the maximal proton energy is insufficient to penetrate patients in every axial direction, new reconstruction algorithms based on combined
under-sampled pCT and CBCT will be developed, building on the local expertise in tomography reconstruction problems224. Using pCT principles, proton radiography, eventually
combined with on-board CBCT in dual modality reconstruction, will be tested experimentally at the facility (at both the dedicated physics research beam-line and the clinical
units) with various image detectors such as flat-panel detectors.
In the particle beam optimisation studies issues such as smaller pencil beams, asymmetric spots with steeper penumbra combined with steering of delivery of variable spot
sizes, alternative scan patterns or continuous scanning instead of spot or raster scanning can be addressed. These important studies rely entirely on the in-house presence of
medical physicists with a strong background in accelerator physics found in Aarhus. The
dedicated physics research beam line will be used for the projects mentioned. Detectors
for monitoring beam steering in particle therapy have been developed and patented by
Aarhus University225 and the dedicated experimental physics beam-line will be used for
continuing beam monitoring detector development226.
Development of methods for adaptation to inter- and intra-fractional anatomical changes
Research activities within image-guided and adaptive therapy for photons have been
going on for many years in Aarhuse.g.11,227,228, and have already been transferred to protons212,229. The proton therapy research in intra-fractional organ motion and adaptation
will concentrate on exploring the trade-offs between the possible motion mitigation
techniques and extension of the x-ray tracking studies to the proton scenario. Since an
on-board MRI is a vision for the third gantry, preparation for the use of such a gantry will
be started. Methods to perform dose calculation based on MRI scans will be addressed,
using the local experience on developing deformable registration algorithms170,224 (Figure
9.21) extended from CT to MRI as well as to stopping power propagation. Also planning
possibilities based on combinations of new MRI sequences will be tested. Furthermore,
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virtual simulation studies of real-time MRI-based tracking will be performed. Adaptive
proton therapy, together with proper management of intra-fractional motion, may emerge
using this modality on a daily basis, opening for treatment of anatomical sites not considered today.

Figure 9.21. Deformable
image registration of two
head and neck CT scans
acquired at different time
points. The two original
image slices are shown at
the left, with the top scan
termed the source image and
the bottom the reference
image. The top right slice
show the deformed reference
image, while the bottom right
part shows the deformation
applied on a rectilinear grid,
Noe, Aarhus 2009230
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Treatment planning studies, biological modelling, LET-painting and radiation induced
secondary cancer
Treatment planning studies with biological models will be used to identify feasible
indications. Initially, studies to determine robust field configurations and optimisation
criteria will be performed. The robustness of treatment plans to anatomical changes and
proton range uncertainties will also be examined. Studies within this field have already
been performed at Aarhus University Hospital, both for photons212 as well as protons29,212.
In a related line of research we are investigating the precision of our biological model predictions in the light of uncertainties caused by anatomical changes231-233. We have further
established statistical methods to analyse spatial characteristics of dose distributions and
their relations with morbidity234, which will be coupled to normal tissue imaging studies
(see section 9.3). In future studies specific to proton therapy we aim to include also range
uncertainties and LET-variations in these approaches, to allow for improved predictions
of clinical outcomes following particle radiotherapy. Initial studies in this field will be
based on clinical image and outcome data for lung cancer following proton therapy at MD
Anderson. These studies will form an integral part of clinical protocol design.
The recently proposed dose and LET- painting strategy in particle therapy213 (Figure
9.22) for tumour hypoxia will be examined further in treatment planning studies using
the TRiP treatment planning system, in collaboration with our ion therapy partners in
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Heidelberg. Here the LET-distribution serves as a new input which can be used further to
optimize treatment plans, see also172. Treatment planning studies will be performed, where supposedly hypoxic compartments, identified as described in section 9.3, are targeted
with increased dose, increased LET or both. The dose escalation to hypoxic compartments
can be realized with proton therapy. However, for the high-LET radiation, ions possible
heavier than carbon may be needed. Since the treatment planning system TRiP235,236 is
capable of handling protons, helium ions and carbon ions, Monte Carlo particle transport
codes are currently being adapted so they can produce a new set of base data needed for
treatment planning with heavier ions than carbon ions.
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Biological models for calculation of risk for secondary cancer will also be implemented as
a tool for treatment plan comparison studies. This will be founded on the results from the
Allegro project (under the FP7 Euratom Work Programme) that Aarhus University Hospital
participates in.
From medical physics to space physics: Radiation damage in semiconductors
As a spin-off of oncological applications of protons, the space industry has a requirement
for proton beams (and beams of heavier ions) to test the performance of space electronics.
In the harsh radiation environment in space, high solar proton fluxes may be encountered
and also protons from the Van Allen radiation belts around the earth. Space electronics
thus need to be tested for radiation hardness before flying in space. Radiation damage is
discriminated into ionizing effects and displacement damage. Ionization damage is easily
tested at regular hospital linear accelerators; however, displacement damage typically
requires ion beams, such as that of protons. The proton therapy facility will therefore be
utilized for testing radiation hardness of space components when not in use for patient
treatment or medical research. Thus the facility as a spin-off will provide easy access
to radiation testing of components for the national space industry. Aarhus University
already has experience of radiation testing of space components at the proton beam
available at ASTRID237 (Figure 9.23). Aarhus University also has a strong solid state group
with expertise in deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) techniques which describe the
radiation damage induced by protons.
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Figure 9.22. Example of
LET-painting. Top row shows
dose, bottom row shows the
dose averaged LET distribution (arbitrary units). First
column is the dose planned
target and a requested LET
distribution following various
degrees of identified hypoxia.
The middle column shows
a simple plan using a flat
proton field (from the top
right) and a flat carbon ion
field (from the bottom right),
where the highest LET in the
PTV is found at the distal
edge of the carbon ion beam.
The right column demonstrates LET-painting, where the
homogenous dose is retained
within the PTV, though the
LET distribution was adapted
to the assumed hypoxic sub
compartments, Bassler,
Aarhus 2011, unpublished
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Networks
The Aarhus Particle Therapy Group, now approaching 10 years of activity, will continue to participate in collaborative projects with ion beams facilities at HIT/DKFZ (Prof.
Oliver Jäkel) in Heidelberg as well as European projects such as ENLIGHT (co-ordinated
by ESTRO) and ULICE. The close connection to the ACE and ASACUSA collaborations at
CERN will also be maintained. Experimental data are already being acquired in a very
close collaboration with the primary standard National Physical Laboratory (Dr. Hugo

Figure 9.23. Proton irradiation of a CCD detector chip
at the ASTRID accelerator at
Aarhus University
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Palmans) in the United Kingdom, the pan-European nuclear research laboratory CERN
(Dr. Michael Doser) in Geneva, the nuclear research reactor at the Department for Nuclear
Chemistry at the Johannes Gutenberg University in Mainz, the Proton Treatment Fascility
at IFJ PAN (Prof. Pawel Olko), Kraków, Poland, and finally the ESA certified radiation
effects research facility at the Department of Physics in Jyväskylä (Dr. Ari Virtanen),
Finland. Together with the MedAustron particle therapy project in Austria (Dr. Stanislav
Vatnitsky) the group in Aarhus participates in a project defining a reference phantom for
ion beam dosimetry. Liquid and air-filled ionization chambers are investigated in close
collaboration with the Department of Radiation Sciences at Umeå University (Dr. Heikki
Tölli), Sweden. Monte Carlo codes are developed in a close formalised collaboration with
the Institute of Nuclear Research (INR) (Prof. Nikolai Sobolevsky), Moscow and in close
collaboration with the Department of Physics, University of New Mexico (UNM). The treatment planning system, TRiP, is developed in collaboration with GSI, Helmholtz Centre
for Heavy Ion Research, Darmstadt (Prof. Marco Durante). The 3D optical dosimetry work
includes collaborations with Lund University, (Dr. Sven Bäck), University of Surrey, UK
(Dr. Simon Doran) and MGS Research, Madison, CT, USA (Dr. Marek Marianski, founder
and CEO).
Our department is one of the partners in a research network on dynamic adaptive RT
related to a major RT vendor, involving highly selected institutions of Duke University, SC,
USA, University Hospital of Göttingen, Germany, and the San Diego Cancer Center, CA,
USA. Our tracking group is also part of a large international tracking network, with the
key scientist being Paul Keall, University of Sydney, Australia.
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The studies on geometrical uncertainties and their impact on clinical outcome prediction
are being developed in collaboration with leading scientists at Memorial Sloan-Kettering
Cancer Center, New York (Prof Joe Deasy). This collaboration will be continued and
expanded to address proton therapy specific effects together with the proton center at MD
Anderson, Houston, giving access to imaging and clinical outcome data from proton RT
of lung patients (Prof Zhongxing Liao). Research on robust optimisation is performed in
cooperation with University Hospital in Munich (Dr. Matthias Söhn), and will be highly
relevant for continued proton studies.
Ion therapy treatment planning studies of LET-painting and dose painting with various ions is a part of the ULICE European FP7 project, and is investigated in collaboration
with OncoRay at Dresden, Germany, the heavy ion therapy facility in Heidelberg (HIT)
and the German Cancer Research Center (DKFZ) in Heidelberg. The imaging capabilities
and the TCP/NTCP modelling expertise at the Norwegian Radium Hospital in Oslo are also
utilized in this project.
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10. Organisation and collaboration
The National Center for Particle Radiotherapy will be integrated within the clinical and
scientific environments at the new University Hospital in Skejby, and utilize the synergy
with Aarhus University. The facility will serve all Danish patients and, to the extent that
resources permit, also relevant patients referred from other countries. The plans for governance of the centre, and the national and international collaboration will be presented in
this section.

Governance
The NCPRT will be hosted by Aarhus University Hospital, Center for Cancer and Inflammation.
The NCPRT will report to the National Board annually on progress in terms of the
strategies for the centre, activities, budget and spending, efficiency, patient satisfaction,
status of the national collaboration, research plans and progress, education and intellectual capital.
Members of the National Board will be appointed by The National Board of Health,
the Danish Regions, Danish Multidisciplinary Cancer Groups and others. The NCPRT
management group will also be represented.
The National Board will approve vision, strategy and goals for the NCPRT and will
monitor progress in respect of these.

National Board
AUH Center for
Cancer and
Inflammation

International
Advisory
Committee

National Center for Particle
Radiotherapy

Clinical

Scientific

National forum
for Particle
Radiotherapy

Technical

The NCPRT integrates state-of-art high precision particle radiotherapy operations with
a comprehensive international research centre. Therefore daily operation has to focus
on both clinical aspects directly related to patient treatment and on technical support of
research projects and the development of clinical and technical routines based on results
from research. These two aspects furnish a common goal for all employees.
Our vision is that results from research can be directly translated into improved patient treatment. For all staff, including scientists, physicians, physicists, particle therapy
technologists and nurses, the organizational separation between research and clinical
operations will be transparent. Effective development of treatment techniques and relevant feedback to research requires that the staff work closely together and they must be
able to integrate day-to-day routines and research.
The NCPRT Management Group will consists of head of research, head of clinical
operations and head of physics/technical operations, with one of the three managers
appointed as head. Visionary leadership and experience within both clinical radiotherapy
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Key points
• National board with key stakeholders
• Collaboration with all Danish
radiotherapy departments and
multidisciplinary cancer groups
• Integrated in the clinical and
scientific environment at the new
Aarhus University Hospital
• International advisory board and a
national forum
• Optimized logistics to allow easy
contact and referral to the centre
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research and professional management will be key competencies. It is the duty of the
Management Group of the centre to report annually to the board on the clinical activities
and research progress of the centre.
The NCPRT will be part of AUH Center for Cancer and Inflammation, thereby ensuring
that the NCPRT has access to the hospital infrastructure provided by the new University
Hospital. There will in particular be an intimate cooperation between the Department of
Oncology and the NCPRT. A number of key personnel will have divided positions in Department of Oncology and the NCPRT, respectively. Services will be bought from Department of Oncology, so that the NCPRT and Department of Oncology together can provide a
comprehensive oncology service.
The NCPRT Management Group is under the Danish law responsible for the treatment
of the patients, for compliance of radioprotection precautions and for the daily operation
of the centre.

International Advisory Board
In addition to the already extensive international collaboration described in section 5 and
9, a formal board of international experts in particle radiotherapy will be appointed to
form the International Advisory Board. The International Advisory Board will be appointed already in the planning phase of the Danish National Center for Particle Radiotherapy.
In the later phases, the board will give advice to the management group and the
NCPRT Board in matters related to the operations of the centre and to research activities
at the centre.

National Particle Radiotherapy Forum
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To stimulate national collaboration and ensure important input to the NCPRT, the National Particle Radiotherapy Forum will be formed. The Forum is open for all referring
physicians and others with special expertise and interests in particle therapy, clinical trial
investigators and members of staff in the particle centre and it is hosted by NCPRT. To
ensure a broad representation, all multidisciplinary groups (DMCG) and radiotherapy departments in Denmark will assign a contact person with whom the NCPRT can coordinate
guidelines for collaboration.
The fundamental purpose of the forum is to stimulate emergent collaboration between researchers, physicians and clinical physicists from radiotherapy departments in
Denmark. This will be achieved by sharing knowledge through annual workshops, presentations and discussions of special cases, focused stays at the particle centre, presentations of new protocols and clinical trials and the like. Besides knowledge sharing, the
forum will discuss practical cooperation between departments and encourage proposals
for further development of guidelines for collaboration.
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Clear indications

Comparative treatment
planning study

Referral to NCPRT

Evaluation and decisions
on teleconference

Patient arrival
Treatment planning
Teleconference with
referring center
Treatment

Continuity of patient referral and care
It will be an important task for the NCPRT to ensure continuity in referral of patients to
be treated at the centre. A sufficient referral of patients can only be achieved through
tight interactions and collaboration between the NCPRT, the Danish Multidisciplinary
Cancer Groups and the oncology centres in the five regions of Denmark. The NCPRT will
be governed by the National Board which members represent the Danish health administration and the cooperative Danish Multidisciplinary Cancer Groups. The centre will be
characterised by an active involvement of the entire Danish oncology community and a
high level of academic and educational activities.
In collaboration with the Danish Multidisciplinary Cancer Groups and the Danish
oncology centres the NCPRT will provide guidelines for selection of patients who may benefit from proton radiotherapy and that should be referred to the centre. Furthermore, it is
expected that the Multidisciplinary Cancer Groups will organise clinical trials for testing
of efficacy and safety of proton radiotherapy for selected groups of patients and translational research activities. As many patients as possible will receive the therapy as part of
a clinical trial. These initiatives will engage a large number of physicians and physicists
from the Danish oncology centres and ensure a steady flow of cancer patients who are
suitable for proton radiotherapy.
The process of referring and starting new patients at the NCPRT should be seamless
and should require a minimum level of bureaucracy. The NCPRT will have an independent
national operational budget and there will be no need for a Danish hospital to reimburse
treatment costs. Treatment decisions will thus be based solely on professional medical
evaluation by the referring physician together with NCPRT physicians. Patients for proton
radiotherapy on routine basis, such as paediatric cases, and patients for inclusion in clinical trials at the NCPRT may be referred directly. Patients for whom proton radiotherapy
may potentially be beneficial will be considered individually, on the basis of comparative
treatment planning with protons vs. photons. The test planning will be performed within
two working days at the NCPRT. A physician and a physicist dedicated to these procedures will be available on daily basis to ensure the optimal referral of patients to the centre.
Comparative treatment plans will be discussed with the referring physicians and physicists on videoconference. This involvement from the referring radiotherapy department
ensures that correct information is given to the patient from the start and that particle
radiotherapy can be started promptly without misunderstandings.
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The inconvenience related to travel and the stay at the NCPRT should be reduced to the
lowest possible. A coordinator at the centre will therefore organise the visits for workup, treatment planning and proton radiotherapy as well as the patient travels related to
the visits to the centre. Once a patient has been allocated to treatment at the centre, the
patient will be assigned a personal physician and nurse, who are responsible for the patient’s treatment. They will ensure information and practical medical care focused on the
patient’s needs in the given situation, prior to and during treatment. If the patient cannot
be treated as outpatient, the patient will be housed at the hospital wards or at the Patient
Hotel at the new University Hospital. Special care will be given to children, who will be
housed at the designated Family House connected with the paediatric department, where
children and parents can stay together.
NCPRT will perform CT-, MRI- and/or PET-scans, treatment planning, quality control
of the treatment plan and fabrication of possibly accessories for the treatment. The
treatment plan will be discussed with the referring center. The referring centre may be
responsible for other parts of the treatment, e.g. with other treatment modalities. Neoadjuvant and adjuvant chemotherapy will be administrated by the referring centre, whereas
concomitant chemotherapy will be coordinated between the NCPRT and the relevant
departments at Aarhus University Hospital, i.e. oncology or paediatrics.
To minimize patient transportation and to maintain contact with the referring centre,
the follow-up will be coordinated in collaboration with the referring physicians. Since
most patients will be in clinical trials, the follow-up will be carried out at NCPRT according to investigational protocols. In some cases the follow-up will be on a shared basis,
where the patient alternates between follow-up visits at NCPRT and the referring centre.
All guidelines, clinical trial information, information on activities and information to
patients on therapies, and practical information on i.e. travel and accommodation will be
available on the NCPRT website.
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11. Budget and implementation
The projected long-term need for particle radiotherapy in Denmark is approximately 1,500
patients per year as described in Section 7. This need requires a proton facility with three
gantry rooms operating 12.5 hours per day, 5 days per week, assuming that patients on
average will receive 15 fractions.
Since the long term needs estimations are inevitably based on somewhat imprecise
figures, we will initially plan for purchase and installation of two gantries, capable of
treating 1,000 patients annually. Depending on the results and demands after the first
years of operation, a decision will be made to mount the third gantry in 2020, making the
gantry available for treatment use by 2022.
The implementation plan for the constructions and installation of equipment presented here includes two gantries. The total price for the building and the proton
radiotherapy equipment with two gantries is 770 mil. DKK.
Cost for purchase and operation of a possible third gantry is presented separately.

Construction costs
The proposed building is presented in section 6. The building will be equipped for 1,000
patients annually at two gantries. The construction allows expansion of the capacity to
1,500; the third gantry room is prepared with a beamline but no ganty. The building site
is owned by Central Denmark Region and is donated for the purpose. The site is approximately 9,000 square meters. The total gross area of the building is 7,800 square meters
excluding the research laboratories in the Core Research Center.
The total costs for the building are summarized in the table below and are:
Office building
Treatment building
Tunnel and areas for technical installations

56 mil. DKK
135 mil. DKK
20 mil. DKK

Research laboratories in Core Research Center

13 mil. DKK

Main supply, construction pit and landscape

20 mil. DKK

Technical equipment, furnitures and IT

18 mil. DKK

Unforseen costs, 15% of building costs

33 mil. DKK

Total

295 mil. DDK

Proton therapy equipment costs
Projected costs for the proton radiotherapy system and information system have been established after discussion with potential suppliers of proton therapy equipment. The following
are costs for a fully equipped, complete proton therapy system compliant with the specifications listed in section 3, e.g. two treatment rooms, in-room or out-room image guidance of
patient positioning, active beam scanning technology and intensity modulation. The total
in the budget presented below is not materially dependent on the technology chosen, and
final decision on technology can therefore be postponed to the time of tendering. Since the
particle therapy market is currently under pressure, the actual price of the equipment at time
of tendering may very well be less than listed in the budget. New technical solutions may also
emerge while waiting for a decision, and all emerging systems will also be carefully analysed
at the time of the tender.
We believe the suggested state-of-the-art solution is in line with the high standards
expected of a national center in a leading health care system, thereby serving the Danish
community and our future needs most appropriately. Depending on the financial frame given
by the government and the magnitude of external funding it may be necessary to discuss
adjustments, but obviously without compromising high quality and safety to the patients.
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Proton radiotherapy system

370 mil. DKK

Treatment planning system, information system, and patient database

30 mil. DKK

Scanners

70 mil. DKK

Procurement consultation

5 mil. DKK

Total

475 mil. DKK

Operational costs

Year
Number of new patients

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017
333

2018
666

2019
1,000

2020
1,000

2021
1,000

2022
1,000

2023
1,000

Staff

2.0

Travel and education

0.1

2.0

5.0

12.0

21.0

30.0

30.0

30.0

30.0

30.0

30.0

0.1

0.2

0.9

1.1

1.3

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

Maintenance and service contract

30.0

30.0

30.0

30.0

30.0

30.0

30.0

Consumables

1.3

2.7

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

Water, heating, cooling and electricity

8.0

8.0

8.0

8.0

8.0

8.0

8.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

61.4

72.0

74.2

75.2

76.2

76.2

76.2

Maintenance of the building
Total/mil. DKK per year

2.1

2.1

5.2

12.9

11. Budget and implementation

Operational costs are given for the period 2013-2023. All costs are given at price level for
2011. Finance for buildings and equipment for the NCPRT is sought through donations
and grants. Running costs are thereby not burdened with repayments and depreciation.
NCPRT will start patient treatment at the end of 2017 and the number of new patients
in the beginning of 2018 is conservatively set to one third of the full capacity. For the
forthcoming years, the capacity will increase with 333 new patients every year up till the
end of 2019, where the full capacity of the two gantries is reached, by accommodating
1,000 patients. A decision to expand up to 1,500 patients per year will then be taken, as
described above.
The implementation plan is sensitive to several uncertainties. These include the clinical demands, the clinical trials experience, the technical stability of the equipment and
the education and training of sufficient staff. Our conservative, flexible implementation
plan will allow adjustments as experience grows.
The management group will be appointed in 2013 to prepare the procurement of the
proton radiotherapy system and to manage the planning of the NCPRT. Three physicists
will start education, training and preparations in 2015 to be an active part of the installa
tions in 2016 and to participate in the treatment of patients in 2017.
Physicians, radiotherapy technologists and other medical physicists are appointed one
year before the start of clinical work, leaving the requisite time for education and training.
Costs for personnel are taken from calculations made by The Danish Institute for
Health Services Research10 and adjusted by 9.9 % corresponding to the index of wage
growth for 2008 to 2011. Maintenance and service is a major operational cost, in the range
of 4-9% of the purchase price. It is proposed to sign maintenance and service contracts
with the supplier of the proton radiotherapy system. The budgeted costs are based on
information from vendors, and in accordance with published reports238,239.
Consumables are contrast agents, materials for fixation of patients, office supplies,
gases, tools, servicing of scanners and many further items.

The budget above does not account for installation of a third gantry with its associated
capacity for 1,500 new patients per year.
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Time schedule
The new University Hospital is able to initiate the project immediately, as the proposed
area for the location of the NCPRT is owned by Central Denmark Region and is ready for
use. The NCPRT will be ready for use from the end of 2017, presuming a time schedule
shown in the diagram. As discussed the capacity for new patients 2017/2018 is reduced to
allow for clinical implementation.

Year

2013

Quarter

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Procurement, proton system
Project planning
Tendering and contracts
Implementation of treatment section
Implementation of office section
Installation and commisioning of equipment
Ready for patient treatment
Treatment capacity: 333 patients per year
Treatment capacity: 666 patients per year
Treatment capacity: 1,000 patients per year
Decision on a possible additional gantry
Treatment capacity: 1,500 patients per year

Third gantry
Decision on implementing a third gantry will be made after three full years of operation,
in 2020. The cost of an additional gantry will be 75 mil. DKK (2011 price level). Installing
a third gantry will result in downtime of at least one month for the facility. As discussed
earlier, an additional gantry will raise the treatment capacity to 1,500 new patients per
year, provided that additional members of staff are recruited and trained. The total running cost will rise to the totals shown in the table below. Again, staff will be appointed a
year before their direct involvement in treatment is required, to allow for education and
training.
Year
Number of new patients
Staff
Travel and education

2023
1,500

44.0

44.0

1.9

1.5

30.0

38.0

Consumables

4.0

6.0

Water, heating, cooling and electricity

8.0

12.0

Maintenance of the building

3.0

3.0

90.9

104.5

Maintenance and service contract

Total/mil. DKK per year
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2019

2020

2021

2022

2023
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Research budget

Research budget NCPRT

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

Total

Research center director

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

10.0

Academic co-ordinator, secretariat, accounting

2.4

2.4

2.4

2.4

2.4

2.4

2.4

2.4

2.4

2.4

24.0

Equipment, replacements

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

10.0

Travel, communication, events, public
relations

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

5.0

Scientific programme leaders

2.4

2.4

3.2

3.2

3.2

3.2

3.2

3.2

3.2

3.2

30.4

VIP ass prof, post-doc, PhD

10.8

10.8

14.4

14.4

14.4

14.4

14.4

14.4

14.4

14.4

136.8

Technicians, nurses, IT, datamanager

2.8

2.8

2.8

3.6

4.0

4.4

4.8

5.2

5.2

5.2

40.8

Running costs

4.0

4.0

4.0

5.3

7.6

9.8

12.0

12.0

12.0

12.0

82.7

Guest scientists, meetings, travel

1.5

1.5

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

19.0

Total research budget (mil. DKK)

26.4

26.4

31.3

33.4

36.1

38.7

41.3

41.7

41.7

41.7

358.7

11. Budget and implementation

The particle radiotherapy research will be organized in four groups as outlined in section
9. The research centre will be managed by a staff consisting of a director, an academic
coordinator, an accountant and two secretaries. Each of the research groups will be
headed by a scientific program leader, at associated professor or research professor level.
The basic budget of each group will consist of up to six academic positions (associate
professor, postdoc, PhD students) and a number of non-academic positions (technicians,
data managers, research nurses). In total, the research centre staff will include 1 director,
28 full time academic positions, 17 technical-administrative positions and up to 4 visiting
scientists.
Research office facilities are planned in the NCPRT building close to the clinical
activities and the experimental particle beam facility. Additional experimental laboratory
facilities, primarily for the radiobiology group, are planned at the CORE Research Center.
The research program is ready to start as soon as funding is provided. The exception is
the clinical research program, which will start approximately one year before clinical
start and expand as the treatment capacity increases in the first three years. Until the full
facility is constructed, the research groups will be housed and embedded in the existing
research environments at Aarhus University Hospital.
The total 10-year research budget is 358,7 mil. DKK, of which 49% are VIP salaries,
18% TAP salaries and 33% running costs. The budget should be adjusted for the annual
change in price index.

Aarhus University Hospital and Aarhus University have agreed to contribute initially with
50 mil. DKK to the project, in addition to the value of the building plot.
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ALLEGRO

Early and Late Health Risks to Normal/Healthy Tissues from the use of Existing and
Emerging Techniques for Radiation Therapy

APRO

German Group of Paediatric Radiation Oncology

APTG

Aarhus Particle Therapy Group

ART

Adaptive Radiotherapy

ASTRID

Aarhus Storage Ring for Ions and Electrons

ASTRO

American Society for Therapeutic Radiology and Oncology

AU

Aarhus University

AUH

Aarhus University Hospital

AVM

Arterio-Venous Malformation

BGI

Beijing Genomic Institute

BIOCARE

Molecular Imaging for Biologically Optimised Cancer Therapy

CBCT

Cone-beam Computed Tomography

CERN

European Organization for Nuclear Research

CETAME

Lundbeck Foundation Center for Translational Medicine

CFIN

Centre for Functional Integrative Neuroscience

CIRRO

Lundbeck Foundation Centre for Interventional Research in Radiation Oncology

CMCC

Molecular Clinical Cancer Research

CSGB

Centre for Stochastic Geometry and Advanced Bioimaging

CT

Computed Tomography

CTOS

Connective Tissue Oncology Society

DAHANCA

Danish Head and Neck Cancer Group

DAPHO

Danish Paediatric Haematology and Oncology Group

DARANCA

Danish Renal Cancer Group

DBCG

Danish Breast Cancer Cooperative Group

DCCG

Danish Colorectal Cancer Group

DCE

Dynamic Contrast Enhanced

DECV

Danish Esophageus and Gastric Cancer Group

DESY

Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron

DGCG

Danish Gynaecological Cancer Group

DICOM

Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine

DIR

Deformable Image Registration

DKFZ

German Cancer Research Center

DMCG

Danish Multidisciplinary Cancer Groups

DMSc

Doctor of Medical Science

DOLG

Danish Oncology Lung Cancer Group

DOOG

Danish Ocular Oncology Group

DPCG

Danish Pancreas Cancer Group

DSG

Danish Sarcoma Group

DSI

Danish Institute of Health

DSKO

Danish Society of Clinical Oncology

DSHHO

Danish Society for Head and Neck Oncology

DUCG

Danish Urological Cancer Group

DVH

Dose Volume Histogram

ECCO

European Cancer Organisation

The Danish National Center for Particle Radiotherapy

ECTS

European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System

EGFR

Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor

ELISA

Electrostatic Ion Storage

ENLIGHT

European Network for Light Ion Hadron Therapy

EORTC

European Organisation for Research and Treatment of Cancer

ESRO

European School of Radiation Oncology

ESTRO

European Society for Radiotherapy and Oncology

FAZA

Fluoroazomycin Arabinoside

FALCON

Fellowship in Anatomical Delineation and Contouring

FDG

FlourDeoxyGlucose

fMRI

Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging

GCP

Good Clinical Practice

GENEPIENTB

Genetic Pathways for the Prediction of the Effects of Radiation Irradiation - European Normal and Tumour tissue Bank and database

GSI

Helmholtz Centre for Heavy Ion Research

HIT

Heidelberg Ion Beam Therapy Facility

HSP

Heat Shock Protein

KB

Danish Cancer Society

kV

Kilovoltage

LEIR

Low Energy Ion Ring

LET

Linear Energy Transfer

MDL

Molecular Diagnostic Laboratory

METOXIA

Metastatic Tumours Facilitated by Hypoxic Tumour Micro-Environments

MD

Medical Doctor

MOMA

Department of Molecular Medicine

MRI

Magnetic Resonance Imaging

MV

Megavoltage

MVCBCT

Megavoltage cone-beam CT

NACP

Nordic Association for Clinical Physicists

NOCI

Network of Core Institutions

Nano-IBCT

Nanoscale insights into Ion Beam Cancer Therapy

NCPRT

National Center for Particle Radiotherapy

NKI/AVL

Netherland Cancer Institute Antoni van Leeuwenbrook

NOPHO

Nordic Society for Paediatric Haematological Oncology

NTCP

Normal Tissue Complication Probability

OAR

Organs at Risk

OBI

On-board Imager (CBCT image reconstruction)

OER

Oxygen Enhancement Factor

pCT

Proton Computed Tomography

PET

Positron emission tomography

PHORS

Pediatric Hematology Oncology Research Unit

PROS

Paediatric Radiation Oncology Society

PSA

Prostate Specific Antigen

PTV

Planning target volume

RBE

Relative Biological Effectiveness

RCT

Randomised Controlled Trial

RT

Radiotherapy
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RTT

Radiotherapy Technologist

SBRT

Stereotactic Body Radiation Therapy

SIOP

International Society for Paediatric Oncology

SFUD

Single Field Uniform Dose

SNHCC

Scandinavian Network for Hepatocellular Carcinoma

SOBP

Spread Out Bragg Peak

SPCG

Scandinavian Prostate Cancer Group

SPECT

Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography

TCP

Tumour Control Probability

ULICE

Union of Light-ion Centres in Europe

UMCU

University Medical Centre Utrecht

US

Ultrasound

USPIO

Ultra-Small Paramagnetic Iron Oxide

VEGF

Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor
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Director, DAFKO, Danish Graduate School for Clinical Oncology.
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Journals: Editor-in-chief Radiotherapy and Oncology. Editor Acta Oncologgica. Founding Editor-inchief Int. J. Hyperthermia. Editorial board member of 17 international scientific journals.
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Scientific supervision: Projects in oncology and radiotherapy. This includes 15 completed and 2
ongoing Dr. Med. Sci. theses; 43 completed and 18 ongoing PhD theses and 14 completed Master
projects.
Publications and presentations: More than 600 publications (> 450 peer reviewed). H-index
74. > 25.000 citations, 6 patents. More than 800 oral presentations or posters. Participated in > 300
scientific meetings, frequently as chairman or invited speaker (more than 300 invited presentations).
Five relevant publications:
Overgaard J, Sand Hansen H, Overgaard M, Bastholt L, Berthelsen A, Specht L, Lindeløv B, Jørgensen K. Randomized double-blind phase III study of nimorazole as a hypoxic radiosensitizer of primary radiotherapy in supraglottic larynx and pharynx carcinoma. Results of the Danish Head and Neck
Cancer Study (DAHANCA) protocol 5-85. Radiother Oncol 46: 135-146, 1998.
Overgaard J, Sand Hansen, H, Specht L, Overgaard M, Grau C, Andersen E, Bentzen J, Bastholt
L, Hansen O, Johansen J, Andersen LJ, Evensen JF. Five compared with six fractions per week of
conventional radiotherapy of squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck. DAHANCA 6&7 randomised controlled trial. Lancet 362: 933-940, 2003.
Kyndi M, Sørensen FB, Knudsen H, Overgaard M, Nielsen HM, Overgaard J. Estrogen Receptor,
Progesterone Receptor, HER-2, and Response to Postmastectomy Radiotherapy in High-Risk Breast
Cancer. J Clin Oncol 26: 1419-1426, 2008
Overgaard J. Hypoxic modification of radiotherapy in head and neck cancer – a systematic review
and meta-analysis. Radiother Oncol 100: 22-32, 2011.
Toustrup K, Sørensen BS, Nordsmark M, Busk M, Wiuf C, Alsner J, Overgaard J. Development of a
hypoxia gene expression classifier with predictive impact for hypoxic modification of radiotherapy
in head and neck cancer. Cancer Res 71: 5923-5931, 2011.
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MD, DMSc, professor, Department of Oncology, Aarhus University Hospital, Denmark.
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Research profile: Clinical Radiation Oncology and medical physics. Head and neck oncology.
Leadership: Professor, Department of Oncology, Aarhus University Hospital 2001-.
Director, The Lundbeck Foundation Center for Interventional Research in Radiation Oncology
(CIRRO).
President, Danish Society for Clinical Oncology DSKO 2006-2008.
Secretary and member of Steering Committee, European Society for Therapeutic Radiology and
Oncology (ESTRO) 2007-2011.
Member of Clinical committee of ESTRO since 2006.
Chairman, ESTRO Health Economics in Radiation Oncology (HERO) project 2006-2012.
President, Danish Society for Head and Neck Oncology DSHHO 2006-2012.
President, Scandinavian Society for Head and Neck Oncology SSHNO since 2012.
Member of board, Danish Society for Cancer Research 2003-2007.
Member of Executive Committee, European Head and Neck Society since 2010
Member of Danish Medical Research Council since 2008
Major scientific grants: Continuous research grants from Danish Cancer Society since 2003;
research grants from Danish Medical Research Council 2004-2007 and 2011-2013; 5-year research
professorship Danish Cancer Society 2005-2009 (7 mio DKK); dedicated linear accelerator for clinical
research (18 mio DKK) from A.P. Møller og Hustru Chastine Mc-Kinney Møllers Fond til almene
Formaal; 5-year grant from The Lundbeck Foundation for “Center for Interventional Research in
Radiation Oncology” 2009 (30 mio DKK).
Scientific supervision: Since 2001 supervisor for 8 completed and 6 ongoing PhD students, 1
completed D.M.Sc. thesis and 30+ scientific projects involving medical students and postgraduate
physicians and physicists.
Publications and presentations: Total of 137 scientific publications, more than 150 oral presentations and posters at national and international meetings (70+ invited lectures). 150+ oral presentations and posters, 70+ invited lectures. H-index 27.
Five relevant publications:
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metastases from unknown primary tumours – Results from a national survey by the Danish Society
for Head and Neck Oncology. Radiother Oncol 55:121-129, 2000.
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Tatsuzaki, H., Overgaard, J. Radiotherapy with or without mitomycin c in the treatment of locally
advanced head and neck cancer. Results of the IAEA multicentre randomized trial. Radiother Oncol.
67:17-26, 2003.
Nielsen, HM, Overgaard, M, Grau, C, Jensen, A.R., Overgaard, J. Study of failure pattern among highrisk breast cancer patients with or without postmastectomy radiotherapy in addition to adjuvant
systemic therapy: long-term results from the Danish Breast Cancer Cooperative Group DBCG 82 b
and c randomized studies. J Clin Oncol 24:2268-75, 2006.
Jensen K, Lambertsen K, Grau C. Late swallowing dysfunction and dysphagia after radiotherapy for
pharynx cancer: frequency, intensity and correlation with dose and volume parameters. Radiother
Oncol 85:74-82, 2007
Overgaard J, Mohanti BK, Begum N, Ali R, Agarwal JP, Kuddu M, Bhasker S, Tatsuzaki H, Grau C.
Five versus six fractions of radiotherapy per week for squamous-cell carcinoma of the head and neck
(IAEA-ACC study): a randomized, multicentre trial. Lancet Oncol 11: 553-560, 2010
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Ole Steen Nielsen
MD, DMsc, associate professor, Department of Oncology, Aarhus University Hospital;
Vice Dean of Research, Faculty of Health, Aarhus University, Denmark.
Born 1953

Research profile: Sarcoma, target therapy and tyrosine kinases, patient related endpoints, palliative treatment
Leadership: Board of Scandinavian Sarcoma Group SSG 2010Chairman of EORTC Sarcoma Group 1992-2002
Board of EORTC 2003-2009
Chairman of Protocol Review Committee, EORTC 2006-2009
President of the International Sarcoma group CTOS 2004-2005
Chairman of Scientific Committee, Danish Cancer Society 2004-2005
Member of editorial board of Sarcoma 1996Chairman Scientific Advisory Board CETAME Lundbeck Foundation Center 2008Chairman Society of Young Oncologists 1987-89
Board of European Society Hyperthermic Oncology 1991-1995
Scientific Committee of Scandinavian Prostate Cancer Group 1992-1999
Chairman of Danish Society of Oncology 1994-1996
Scientific Committee of Children Cancer Fond 1995Member of 15 (chairman of 10) scientific/patient grant boards
Awards: Direktør Ib Henriksens Fond (1986 og 1990), James Polack’s legat (1990), Carl Krebs’
Fødselsdagslegat (1992), William Nielsen’s Hæderslegat (1996). Danish Cancer Society Honouree
Award (2001), Campanacci Award lecture, EMSOS (2002), Danish Oncology Prize Award, DSO (2003),
Pedersholms Honouree Award (2004).
Supervision: Supervisor of several diploma, PhD and doctoral thesis students. Referee for several
international journals.
Publications and presentations: 142 papers and book chapters (114 peer reviewed), 170 abstracts
and short communications, 243 oral and poster presentations. H-index 36. 4,264 citations.
Selected publications:
Nielsen OS. Palliative radiotherapy of bone metastasis: There is now evidence for the use of single
fractions. Radiother Oncol 52:95-96, 1999.
Nielsen OS, Judson I, van Hoesel Q, le Cesne A, Keizer HJ, Blay J-Y, van Oosterom A, Radford JA,
Svancarova L, Krzemienecki K, Hermans C, van Glabbeke M, Oosterhuis J W, Verweij J. Effect of highdose ifosfamide in advanced soft tissue sarcomas. A multicenter phase II study of the EORTC Soft
Tissue and Bone Sarcoma Group. Eur J Cancer 36:61-67, 2000.
Verweij J, van Oosterom A, Blay J-Y, Judson I, Rodenhuis S, Le Cesne A, Hogendoorn P, van Glabbeke M, Dimitrijevic S, Nielsen OS. Imatinib (STI-571): an active agent for gastro-intestinal stromal
tumours, but not yielding responses in other soft tissue sarcomas not selected for molecular target.
Results from an EORTC Soft Tissue and Bone Sarcoma Group phase II study. Eur J Cancer 39:20062011, 2003.
Nielsen OS, Blay J-Y, Judson IR, van Glabbeke M., Verweij J, van Oosterom AT. Metastatic soft tissue
sarcomas: Progress and treatment options. A review of the EORTC Soft Tissue and Bone Sarcoma
Group. Am J Cancer 2:211-221, 2003.
Nielsen OS, Reichardt P, Pink D, Christensen TB, Daugaard S, Hermans C, Marreaud S, van Glabbeke
M, Judson I. Phase 1 EORTC study determining safety of pegulated liposomal doxorubicin (Caelyx) in
combination with ifosfamide in previously untreated adult patients with advanced or metastatic soft
tissues. Eur J Cancer 42:2303-2309, 2006.
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Morten Høyer
MD, PhD, professor, chair, Department of Oncology, Aarhus University Hospital,
Denmark.
Born 1959.

Research profile: Biological, technical and clinical aspects of Stereotactic Body Radiotherapy of
lung and liver tumours, studies on biological, technical and clinical aspects on radiotherapy of
prostate and bladder cancers, radiation induced morbidity, clinical trials, particle therapy.
Leadership: Professor, Department of Oncology, Aarhus University Hospital January 2012 – . Group
leader in stereotactic radiotherapy and radiotherapy for prostate and bladder cancer. Member of the
Health Research Ethics Committee for Central Region of Denmark. Member of the Scandinavian Prostatic Cancer Group (SPCG) steering committee. National coordinator and member of the scientific
committee of the SPCG-7, the SPCG-14 trial and the Hypo-Prost study, Danish coordinator in Nordic
Stereotactic Body Radiotherapy Group with ongoing phase II and III trials in stereotactic radiotherapy of lung cancer, principal investigator of the international multicenter RAS trial on colorectal liver
metastases randomized between SBRT and RFA, member of the joint ASTRO-ESTRO-CARO-TROG
Consensus Group on Palliative Radiotherapy. Advisory board member of Acta Oncologica. Board
member the Danish Cancer Research Foundation (Dansk Kræftforskningsfond).
Supervision: Supervisor for 4 completed and 5 onging PhD students at the Faculty of Health
Sciences, University of Aarhus. Censoring of PhD theses in Aarhus, Copenhagen, Gothenburg and
Rotterdam.
Research grants: Danish Cancer Society 2002, 2006, 2009 and 2012 (4.9 mio dkr), Forskningsinitiativet, Aarhus University 2006, Maersk McKinney Møller og Hustru Chrastine Møllers Fond til Almene
Formaal 2008-10 (1.5 mio dkr). Dansk Kræftforsknings Fond, 2007 (0.2 mio dkr).
Publications and presenations: Total 95 articles, 82 in journals with a refereeing system. 2 book
chapter 3. H-index 22. 1,300 citations. 90 presentations at national and international meetings.
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Five relevant publications:
Høyer M, Roed H, Hansen AT, Ohlhuis LP, Petersen JBB, Nellemann H, Berthelsen AK, Grau C, Engelholm SA, Maase Hvd. Phase II study on stereotactic body radiotherapy of colorectal metastases.
Acta Oncol 45:823-30; 2006.
Widmark A, Klepp O, Solberg A, Damber JE, Angelsen A, Tasdemir I, Høyer M, Wiklund F, Fosså SD
for the Scandinavian Cancer Group Study No. 7 and the Swedish Association for Urological Oncology
No. 3: A randomized trial comparing antiandrogens with or without radiotherapy in the treatment of
locally advanced prostate cancer: Results of survival outcome. The Lancet 373:301-8; 2009.
Kopek N, Paludan M, Petersen JBB, Hansen AT, Grau C, and Høyer M. Co-morbidity index predicts
for mortality after stereotactic body radiotherapy for medically inoperable early-stage non-small cell
lung cancer. Radiother Oncol 93:402-407, 2009.
Petersen JBB, Lassen Y, Hansen AT, Muren LP, Grau C, and Høyer M. Normal liver tissue sparing by
intensity-modulated proton stereotactic body radiotherapy for solitary liver tumours. Acta Oncol
50:823-828, 2011.
Høyer M, Swaminath A, Bydder S, Lock M, Romero AM, Kavanagh B, Goodman KA, Okunieff P, and
Dawson LA. Radiotherapy for liver metastases: a review of evidence. Int J Radiat Oncol Biol Phys
82:1047-1057, 2012.
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Jan Alsner
MSc, PhD, associate professor, Department of Experimental Clinical Oncology,
Aarhus University Hospital, Denmark.
Born 1964.

Research profile: Molecular and Experimental Radiation Oncology. Breast and Head and neck
cancer.
Present position: Group leader in molecular radiobiology, Department of Experimental Clinical
Oncology, Aarhus University Hospital
Leadership: Work Package coordinator and WP leader of ‘Individual radiosensitivity’, CIRRO (the
Lundbeck Foundation Center for Interventional Research in Radiation Oncology). Member of the
Coordinating Committee for the International Radiogenomics Consortium (2009-2011). Member of
the Radiobiological Committee for ESTRO, European SocieTy for Radiotherapy and Oncology (2010-).
Supervisor and Examiner Responsibilities: Supervisor for 8 PhD students at Health (Faculty of
Health Sciences), and 3 Master of Science students at Science and Technology (Faculty of Science),
University of Aarhus, Denmark; Censoring: PhD thesis (or equivalent): University of Aarhus, Denmark; University of Oslo, Norway; University of Heidelberg, Germany. Evaluations: Reviewer for
Research Council.
Research grants: Since 1995 grants from Danish Cancer Society, Danish Medical Research Council,
Danish Council for Strategic Research.
Scientific Journal Involvement: Member of Advisory Board of Acta Oncologica (2008-). Manuscript reviewer: More than 80 peer reviews for 11 different international journals.
Publications and presentations: Total: 78. Peer-reviewed: 68, book chapters: 4, others: 3. Patent
Applications: 3. H-index: 27. Total citations: 2,255.
Five relevant publications:
Alsner J, Rødningen OK, and Overgaard J. Differential gene expression before and after ionizing
radiation of subcutaneous fibroblasts identifies breast cancer patients resistant to radiation-induced
fibrosis. Radiother Oncol 83:261-266, 2007.
Alsner J, Andreassen CN, and Overgaard J. Genetic markers for prediction of normal tissue toxicity
after radiotherapy. Semin Radiat Oncol 18:126-135, 2008.
Sørensen BS, Toustrup K, Horsman MR, Overgaard J, and Alsner J. Identifying pH independent
hypoxia induced genes in human squamous cell carcinomas in vitro. Acta Oncol 49:895-905, 2010.
Nawroth I, Alsner J, Behlke MA, Besenbacher F, Overgaard J, Howard KA, and Kjems J. Intraperitoneal administration of chitosan/DsiRNA nanoparticles targeting TNFalpha prevents radiation-induced
fibrosis. Radiother Oncol 97:143-148, 2010.
Toustrup K, Sørensen BS, Lassen P, Wiuf C, Alsner J, and Overgaard J. Gene expression classifier
predicts for hypoxic modification of radiotherapy with nimorazole in squamous cell carcinomas of
the head and neck. Radiother Oncol. Radiother. Oncol 102:122-129, 2012.
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Michael R. Horsman
MSc, PhD, DMSc, associate professor, Department of Experimental Clinical Oncology,
Aarhus University Hospital, Denmark.
Born 1953.

Present position: Group leader in experimental radiotherapy, Department of Experimental Clinical
Oncology, Aarhus University Hospital.
Leadership: Scientific conference involvement: principal organiser (8), organising committee (12),
program/scientific committee (19); Scientific committee member: PTAC committee on the use of
MRI methodology for pharmacological assessment of antivascular and antiangiogenic agents, WHO
committee on adverse temperature levels in the human body, IAEA committee on tumour radiosensitizers.
Awards and honors: Student Travel (1) or Junior Investigator (4) Awards; Winner of the 1988 Lund
Science Award; The Martin Lindgren Lecture 1998; The ESHO-BSD Award Winner 2011; The B.B.
Singh Lecture 2012.
Supervisor and examiner responsibilities: Supervisor for PhD (11) and diploma (3) students at
the Faculty of Health Sciences, University of Aarhus, Denmark. External examiner: DMSc (Universities of Copenhagen, Denmark and Bergen, Norway), PhD (Universities of Aarhus, Denmark; Lund,
Sweden; Padova, Italy; and British Columbia, Canada), PhD & MD (University of London, England),
Dr Philos (University of Oslo, Norway), MSc (Universities of Auckland, New Zealand and Southern
Denmark).
Research grants: Various grants (since 1991) from the Danish Cancer Society, the Danish Research
Agency, and the Danish Agency for Science; Corporate support (since 1995) from Oxigene Inc., Allos
Therapeutics, Pola Chemical Industries, KuDOS and Nereus Pharmaceuticals, and Novo Nordisk.
Scientific journal involvement: Associate editor: Acta Oncol (1992-present); Int J Radiat Oncol
Biol Phys (1995-2010); Int J Radiat Biol (2012-present). Member of editorial board: Int J Hyperthermia
(1993-present); J Cancer Res Ther (2011-present). Guest editorial member: Exp Oncol (1996-present).
Manuscript reviewer: more than 500 peer reviews for 62 different international journals.
Publications and presentations: Publications: 237 (149 with peer review); H-factor: 42; Citations:
5109; Communications at meetings: 422 (213 as presenting author; 366 with abstracts); Invited lectures at meetings: 65; Session chairmanships: 51; Invited department seminars: 34.
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Five relevant publications:
Leach MO, Brindle KM, Evelhoch JL, Griffiths JR, Horsman MR, Jackson A, Jayson CG, Judson IR,
Knopp MV, Maxwell RJ, McIntyre D, Padhani AR, Price P, Rathbone R, Rustin GJ, Tofts PS, Tozer GM,
Vennart W, Waterton JC, Williams SR, Workman P. The assessment of antiangiogenic and antivascular therapies in early-stage clinical trials using magnetic resonance imaging: issues and recommendations. Br J Cancer 92:1599-1610, 2005.
Overgaard J, Eriksen JG, Nordsmark M, Alsner J, Horsman MR. Plasma osteopontin predicts hypoxia
and response to the hypoxic sensitizer nimorazole in radiotherapy of head and neck cancer. Results
from the randomized DAHANCA 5 trial. Lancet Oncol 6:757-764, 2005.
Horsman MR, Siemann DW. Pathophysiological effects of vascular targeting agents and the implications for combination with conventional therapies. Cancer Res 66:11520-11539, 2006.
Horsman MR, Mortensen LS, Busk M, Nordsmark M, Jakobsen S, Theil J, Overgaard J, Horsman MR.
Accessing radiation response using hypoxia PET imaging and oxygen sensitive electrodes: a preclinical study. Radiother Oncol 99:418-423, 2011.
Horsman MR, Mortensen LS, Petersen J, Busk M, Overgaard J. Imaging hypoxia to improve radiotherapy outcome. Nat Rev Clin Oncol (in press).
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Markus Alber
Dipl. Phys., PhD, professor, Departments of Oncology and Medical Physics,
Aarhus University Hospital.
Born 1971.

Research profile: Optimisation of radiotherapy for photons and particles, with particular emphasis
on functional imaging and radiation biology; robust, image-guided treatment delivery; and high
precision Monte Carlo dose computation.
Present position: Scientific advisor for University of Tübingen, consultant for Elekta AB, Sweden.
Professor of Medical Radiation Physics, Departments of Oncology and Medical Physics, Aarhus
University Hospital.

Leadership: Head of Section for Biomedical Physics at the University of Tübingen 2004-2010. Member of committees for various ESTRO conferences since 2008. Founder of ScientificRT radiotherapy
software company-

Supervisor and examiner responsibilities: 16 PhD students, 8 Diploma and Master Students.
External evaluator of 3 PhD theses.
Research grants: Since 2000 grants in Germany and participation in EU grants. Since 2000 industrial research grants obtained from various companies.
Awards: Young Scientist Award German Association of Medical Physicists (DGMP) 2000. ESTROVarian research award 2001. Young scientist award of Behnken-Berger Foundation 2001. Science
Award of DGMP 2006.
Scientific journal involvements: Co-Editor of Radiation Oncology online journal. Member of the
scientific advisory board of 4 journals. Member of AAPM Task Group 166 and ASTRO QUANTEC
project.

Publications and presentations: 75 Peer reviewed publications. 3 book chapters. H-index 23. Approx. 1100 citations. 1 Patent.
Five relevant publications:
Soukup M, Fippel M, and Alber M. A pencil beam algorithm for intensity modulated proton therapy
derived from Monte Carlo simulations. Phys Med Biol 50:5089–5104, 2005.
Thorwarth D, Eschmann SM, Scheiderbauer J, Paulsen F, and Alber M. Kinetic analysis of dynamic
[18F]-fluouromisonidazole PET correlates with radiation treatment outcome in head and neck cancer. BMC Cancer 5, 2005.
Thorwarth D, Soukup M, and Alber M. Dose painting with IMPT, Helical Tomotherapy and IMXT: A
dosimetric comparison. Radiother Oncol 86:30–34, 2008.
Söhn M, Weinmann M, and Alber M. Intensity-modulated radiotherapy optimization in a quasiperiodically deforming patient model. Int J Radiat Oncol Biol Phys 75:906–914, 2009.
Sobotta B, Söhn M, and Alber M. Robust optimization based upon statistical theory. Med Phys
37:4019–4028, 2010.
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Ludvig Paul Muren
MSc, PhD, professor, Departments of Oncology and Medical Physics, Aarhus University Hospital
Born 1973.

Research profile: Medical physics projects within imaging, planning, delivery and verification of
external beam radiotherapy, including image-guided, adaptive, intensity-modulated and particle
beam radiotherapy.
Present position: Group leader in radiotherapy physics research group, scientific coordinator for
the clinical staff of (approx. 25) radiotherapy physicists.
Leadership: Appointed chairperson of the ESTRO Biennial Physics meeting in 2013. Member of
ESTRO’s standing Physics Committee (from 2009). Member of committees for ESTRO conferences
every year since 2007. Responsible for research and trial QA applications of ESTROs contouring software (Falcon). Member of scientific committees of three Acta Oncologica radiotherapy symposia (in
2008, 2010 and 2011), the last on particle therapy, Uppsala, April 2011. Initiator and course director
for ESTRO’s Masterclass in Radiotherapy Physics. Responsible for development of young scientist
activities within ESTRO, from 2007; chair of Young Task Force.
Supervisor and Examiner Responsibilities: Have supervised three completed PhD projects at Faculty of Health Sciences, AU, and currently supervising another eight PhD students (6 in Aarhus, 2 in
Bergen, Norway) as well as two postdoctoral projects. Have supervised nine completed MSc projects,
and currently supervising another one. Member of PhD evaluation committee at Chalmers University
of Technology in Göteborg, University of Oslo, University of Southern Denmark and Aarhus University. Evaluations: Dutch Cancer Society, German Research Council and Royal Marsden Hospital.
Research grants: Since 1998 grants in Norway (from e.g. the Norwegian Cancer Society, Helse-Vest)
and since 2006 in Denmark (from e.g. Danish Cancer Society, Danish Medical Research Council)
as well as from the EU FP7 programme (MRI-based radiotherapy project, €3.5M total budget; WP
leader).
Awards: The Young Elite Scientist Award 2009, Danish Council for Independent Research. ESTROVarian Research Award 2002, the young investigator award of ESTRO. The L. Meltzer Foundation
Award 2002, the young investigator award of the University of Bergen.
Scientific Journal Involvement: Editor (handling physics manuscripts) of Acta Oncologica (since
2009), member of advisory board (2006-2009). Assistant Physics Editor in Radiotherapy & Oncology
(from 2011). Manuscript reviewer: Regular reviewer for all relevant international radiotherapy and
medical physics journals, including IJROBP, Med Phys and Phys Med Biol.
Publications and presentations: Total: 74. Peer-reviewed: 72, book chapters: 1, others: 1. H-index
14. 585 citations.
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Five relevant publications:
Partridge M, Yamamoto T, Grau C, Høyer M and Muren LP. Imaging of normal lung, liver and parotid
gland function for radiotherapy (review). Acta Oncol 47; 997, 2011.
Nyström H, Blomqvist E, Høyer M, Montelius A, Muren LP, Nilsson P, Taheri-Kadkhdoka Z and
Glimelius B. Particle therapy – The next logical step in the improvement of radiotherapy (editorial).
Acta Oncol 50: 741-744, 2011.
Lassen-Ramshad Y, Vestergaard A, Muren LP, Høyer M and Petersen JBB. Plan robustness in proton
beam therapy of a childhood brain tumour. Acta Oncol 50:791-796, 2011.
Yates ES, Balling P, Petersen JBB, Christensen MN, Skyt PS, Bassler N, Kaiser F-J and Muren LP. Characterization of the optical properties and stability of PRESAGE following irradiation with photons
and carbon ions. Acta Oncol 50: 829-834, 2011.
Thörnqvist S, Muren LP, Bentzen L, Hysing LB, Høyer M, Grau C and Petersen JBB. The influence of
inter-fraction motion on target coverage in intensity-modulated proton therapy for locally advanced
prostate cancer (submitted).
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Kari Tanderup
MSc. PhD, associate professor, Department of Oncology and Medical Physics, Aarhus University
Hospital.
Born 1970.

Research profile: Medical physics, imaging, brachytherapy, image guided radiotherapy.
Present position: Associate Professor, Aarhus University, Visiting Professor, Medical University of
Vienna, Group leader for MRI guided radiotherapy, Aarhus University Hospital.
Leadership: ICRU Committee member (brachytherapy in cervix cancer), Scientific committee member ESTRO, WP coordinator, Lundbeck foundation center CIRRO, GEC-ESTRO committee member,
Member of ESTRO BRAPHYQS, Coordinator of EMBRACE study, Coordinator of GEC-ESTRO 3D gyn
network.
Supervisor: Supervisor for 6 PhD students (3 Aarhus University, 1 Danish Technical University, 2
Medical University of Vienna), 2 master students (Aarhus University).
International grant review: The Technology Foundation STW, The Netherlands, Cancer Association of South Africa (CANSA).
Research grants: >12.000.000 kr since 2005, Grants from: Danish Cancer Society, Varian, Nucletron,
Agnes Niebuhr Andersen Cancer Research Foundation, ICT FP7.
Scientific journal involvements: > 50 reviews since 2005, Reviwer for the following journals:
Radiotherapy and Oncology, International Journal of Radiation Oncology, Biology and Physics, Acta
Oncologica, Brachytherapy, Medical Physics.
Awards: ESTRO Jack Fowler – University of Wisconsin award, Maastricht 2009, Best oral presentation, DSKO, Vejle, 2007, Best poster presentation, PhD day, Aarhus University, 2006, Agnes Niebuhr
Anderson Cancer research foundation, 2004.
Publications and presentations: Total 44. Peer reviewed: 35, book chapters: 4, others: 5. H-index
13, number of citations: 400.
Five relevant publications:
Tanderup K, Olsen DR, Grau C. Dose painting – art or science?. Radiother Oncol. 79:245-248, 2006.
Andersen CE, Nielsen SK, Greilich S, Helt-Hansen J, Lindegaard J, Tanderup K. Characterization of
a fiber-coupled Al2O3:C luminescence dosimetry system for online in vivo dose verification during
192Ir brachytherapy. Med Phys 36:708-718, 2009
Tanderup K, Georg D, Pötter R, Kirisits C, Grau C, Lindegaard J. Adaptive Management of Cervical
Cancer Radiotherapy. Sem Rad Oncol 20:121-129, 2010.
Tanderup K, Nielsen SK, Nyvang GB, Pedersen EM, Røhl L, Aagard T, Fokdal L, Lindegaard JC. From
point A to the sculpted pear: MR image guidance significantly improves tumour dose and sparing of
organs at risk in brachytherapy of cervical cancer. Radiother Oncol 94:173-180, 2010.
Hellebust TP, Kirisits C, Berger D, Pérez Calatayud J, De Brabandere M, De Leeuw A, Dumas I, Hudej
R, Lowe G, Wills R, Tanderup K. Recommendations from Gynaecological (GYN) GEC-ESTRO working
group: considerations and pitfalls in commissioning and applicator reconstruction in 3D imagebased treatment planning of cervix cancer brachytherapy. Radiother Oncol 96:153-60, 2010.
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Søren Pape Møller
MSc, PhD, DSc, director, Institute for Storage Ring Facilities (ISA), Department of Physics and
Astronomy, Aarhus University.
Born 1956.

Research profile: Accelerator physics and technology.
Leadership: Head of Laboratory at ISA, Aarhus University 1988-1996
Technical director of ISA, Aarhus University 1996-1999
Consultant for DANFYSIK A/S 1997Director for ISA 1999-		
Chief Accelerator Physicist at DANFYSIK/SIEMENS part time, 2005-2009
Member of Scientific Advisory Board for I/EPAC, 1993-2000, 09-11.
Member of Program Committee for 18’th ICACS, 1999.
Elected member of Interdivisional Group for Accelerators under European Physical Society, 20002006.
Member of Scientific Programme and Organising Committee for EPAC, 2000-2006.
Managed the research centre ISA for more than 10 years, responsible for the accelerator physics design and commissioning of several large accelerator projects both in Denmark and abroad including
electron and particle therapy synchrotrons
Grants and funding: Has been main and co-applicant for several grants in DK and EU, in particular
research installations and programmes. Is presently main grant holder for the 37 MDKK Danish research infrastructure ASTRID2. Is partner grant holder of one previous and one ongoing grant holder
from the Danish Advanced Technology Foundation totalling 20 and 20 MDKK. Has been grant holder
of 0.7 M€. Has been partner grant holder of several I3 EU grants of 20 M€.
Prizes: European Particle Accelerator Prize 1998, European Physical Society.
Supervision and teaching: Lectures at Dept. of Physics and Astr. and supervision of Masters and
PhD students. Lecturing at several CERN accelerator schools. Supervised 1 PhD physics students,
and 2 industrial PhDs and several co-supervisions.
Publications and presentations: More than 75 scientific publications in refereed journals and
numerous invited presentations and lectures at conferences and schools. H-index 25. 2,413 citations.
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Selected publications:
Møller SP, Andersen T, Bødker F, Baurichter A, Budde M, Elkjaer PA, Hansen CE, Hauge N, Holst T,
Jensen M, Kruse L, Madsen S, Schmidt M. Proc. of EPAC08, Genoa, Italy, 1815-1817, 2008.
Bassler N, Knudsen H, Møller SP, Petersen JB, Rahbek D, Uggerhøj UI, the AD-4 collaboration.
Bubble detector measurements of a mixed radiation field from antiproton annihilation. Nuclear
Instruments and Methods in Physics Research B 251:269-273, 2006.
Holzscheiter MH, Bassler N, Agazaryan N, Beyer G, Blackmore E, DeMarco JJ, Doser M, Durand RE,
Hartley O, Iwamoto KS, Knudsen H, Landua R, Maggiore C, McBride WH, Møller SP, Petersen J,
Skarsgaard LD, Smathers JB, Solberg TD, Uggerhøj UI, Vranjes S, Withers HR, Wong M, Wouters BG.
The biological effectiveness of antiproton irradiation. Radiother Oncol 81:233-342, 2006.
Møller SP, Csete A, Ichioka T, Knudsen H, Uggerhøj UI, Andersen HH. Stopping Power in Insulators
and Metals without Charge Exchange. Phys Rev Letters 93:042502, 2004.
Møller SP. ELISA, and electrostatic storage ring for atomic physics. Nuclear Instruments and Me
thods in Physics Research A 394:281-286, 1997.
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Michael Holzscheiter
MSc, PhD, research professor, Dept. of Physics & Astronomy, Univ. of New Mexico, Albuquerque,
NM, USA. Visiting professor, Department of Oncology, Aarhus University Hospital.
Born 1948.

Research profile: Experimental atomic and molecular physics, ion trapping, quantum computing,
gravity of antimatter, biological effects of ionizing radiation, detector development.
Present position: Research Professor at Department of Physics & Astronomy, University of New
Mexico, USA.
Leadership: Team leader of Los Alamos Antiproton Gravity effort and spokesperson of CERN experiment PS200 from 1985 to 1996. Formed ATHENA collaboration at CERN in 1997 and led international team of 50+ scientists as spokesperson until 2000. Formed the UNM Particle Therapy Group in
2003 and initiated research on secondary dose effects in particle therapy, dose and LET optimization
algorithms, and LET measurements. Team leader for medical physics group at the Max Planck Institute for Nuclear Physics in Heidelberg, Germany from 2009 until 2011.
Supervisor and lecturing: Taught courses on quantum computing and ion traps for the Summer
School at Los Alamos National Laboratory, supervised 2 PhD students and 3 MSc students during my
tenure at Los Alamos. Supervised 3 Diploma and 2 PhD students at MPI-K in Heidelberg, and 1 PhD
student at University of New Mexico. Co-supervised several MSc theses at UNM.
Awards and grants: 15 years of continuous grants from Institutional Directed Research Fund at Los
Alamos National Laboratory. National Science Foundation (NSF) Grant #CBET-0853157 “ComputerAided Treatment Planning for Antiproton Therapy” (380 k$). German Science Foundation (DFG)
Grant WE3565-3. Awarded Marie-Curie International Incoming Fellowship within EU Peoples Framework FP-7 (Max PIanck Institute for Nuclear Physics, Heidelberg, 2009 – June 2011, 280 k€). 1 year
Visiting Professor Fellowship at CERN (1997). Rockefeller Foundation Residence award (Bellagio
Rockefeller Center, Italy November 2010).
Publication and Presentations: 75+ oral presentations and posters at conferences and workshops
worldwide. Organized several large scale workshops (100+ participants) on antimatter physics and
edited concurrent proceedings. Initiated and organized for 9 years exclusive workshop on Biological
Effects of Antiprotons and Recent Advances in Particle Beam Cancer Therapy. Research related coverage in major television networks and international news magazines. 150+ peer-reviewed publications. H-index 25. 2792 citations.
Five relevant publications:
Holzscheiter MH, Feng X, Goldman T, King NSP, Lewis RA, Nieto MM, and Smith GA. Are antiprotons forever? Physics Letters A 214:279-284, 1996.
Holzscheiter MH and Charlton M. Ultra-low energy antihydrogen. Reports on Progress in Physics
62:1-122, 1999.
Amoretti M, Amsler C, Bonomi G, Bouchta A, Bowe P, Carraro C, Cesar CL, Charlton M, Collier MJ,
Doser M, Filippini V, Fine KS, Fontana A, Fujiwara MC, Funakoshi R, Genova P, Hangst JS, Hayano
RS, Holzscheiter MH, Jørgensen LV, Lagomarsino V, Landua R, Lindelöf D, Lodi Rizzini E, Macrì M,
Madsen N, Manuzio G, Marchesotti M, Montagna P, Pruys H, Regenfus C, Riedler P, Rochet J, Rotondi
A, Rouleau G, Testera G, Variola A, Watson TL, and van der Werf DP; ATHENA Collaboration. Production and detection of cold antihydrogen atoms. Nature 419:456-459, 2002.
Bassler N, Alsner J, Beyer G, Demarco JJ, Doser M, Hajdukovic D, Hartley O, Iwamoto KS, Jäkel O,
Knudsen HV, Kovacevic S, Møller SP, Overgaard J, Petersen JBB, Solberg TD, Sørensen BS, Vranjes S,
Wouters BG, and Holzscheiter MH. Antiproton radiotherapy. Radiother Oncol 86: 14-19, 2008.
Bassler N and Holzscheiter MH. Calculated LET spectrum from antiproton beams stopping in water.
Acta Oncol 48:223-226, 2009.
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Niels Bassler
MSc, PhD, senior scientist, Department of Experimental Clinical Oncology, Aarhus University
Hospital, Denmark and Department of Physics and Astronomy, Aarhus University, Denmark.
Born 1975.

Research profile: Physics of ionizing radiation, particle therapy dosimetry.
Present position: Senior scientist at Department of Physics and Astronomy, Aarhus University.
Leadership: Founded the Aarhus Particle Therapy Group, maintained deputy group leader responsibilities at the Heavy Ion Research Project at DKFZ for three years. Principal organizer of the annual
Danish Heavy Ion Dosimetry Workshop series. Co-spokesperson of the AD-4/ACE research group at
CERN, group leader for dosimetry.
Supervisor and Lecturing: Currently supervising 1 BSc, 2 MSc and 3 PhD students at AU and DKFZ.
Lecturer of a 5 ECTS dosimetry course at Aarhus Unviersity. Teaching medical physicists and oncologists in particle radiotherapy.
Awards and Grants: Awarded with the PTCOG 46 Travel Fellowship 2007. Obtained a research grant
from the Danish Cancer Society (1.8 MDKK), 2009-2011. Prof. Carl Krebs honorary grant, 2011.
Publications and presentations: 50+ oral presentations at conferences and workshops around
the world. Research related appearance in mass media in national and foreign newspapers. 39 peerreviewed publications. H-index 9. 244 citations.

Appendix B

Five relevant publications:
Bassler N, Jäkel O, Søndergaard CS, and Petersen JBB. Dose- and LET-painting with particle therapy.
Acta Oncol 49:1170-1176, 2010.
Lühr A, Hansen DC, Jäkel O, Sobolevsky N, Bassler N. Analytical expressions for water-to-air
stopping-power ratios relevant for accurate dosimetry in particle therapy. Phys Med Biol 56:25152533, 2011.
Herrmann R, Jäkel O, Palmans H, Sharpe P, Bassler N. Dose response of alanine detectors irradiated
with carbon ion beams. Med Phys 38:1859-1866, 2011.
Sørensen BS, Overgaard J, Bassler N. In vitro RBE-LET dependence for multiple particle types. Acta
Oncol 50:757-762, 2011.
Bassler N, Alsner J, Beyer G, Demarco JJ, Doser M, Hajdukovic D, Hartley O, Iwamoto KS, Jäkel O,
Knudsen HV, Kovacevic S, Møller SP, Overgaard J, Petersen JBB, Solberg TD, Sørensen BS, Vranjes S,
Wouters BG, Holzscheiter MH. Antiproton radiotherapy. Radiother Oncol 86:14-19, 2008.
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Flemming Besenbacher
MSc, DSc, director of the Interdisciplinary Nanoscience Center, iNANO, Aarhus University and
Professor at the Department of Physics and Astronomy, Aarhus University
Born 1952

Research profile: Nanoscience, nanotechnology, nanocatalysis, structure and reactivity of clean,
adsorbate-covered and alloy surfaces, scanning tunnelling microscopy, atomic force microscopy,
nucleation and growth of nanoclusters, interaction of hydrogen with defects in metals, hydrogen
storage, quantized conductance in nanowires, different penetration phenomena, adsorption of biomolecules at surfaces, biocompatibility, biosensors
Leadership: Member of the Board of Directors of the Carlsberg Foundation (2005- ), the Carlsberg
Research Laboratories (2005- ), the Tuborg Foundation (2005- ), and the MedTech Innovative Center,
Aarhus, (2008- ). Vice-director of the center of excellence: Center for Atomic-scale Materials Physics
(CAMP) (1993-2002). Chairman of the board the Board of Nanoference A/S (2010- ), the Institute for
Storage Ring Facilities Aarhus (ISA), University of Aarhus (1996-2000), and the international “advisory board” of the center, Harbin-Aarhus International Center of Surfaces and Interfaces (2011- ).
Director of the Interdisciplinary Nanoscience Center (iNANO), Aarhus University (2002- ), the iNANO
graduate school (iNANOschool), Aarhus University (2002- ), the NANOFOOD consortium (2005- ),
and the Sino-Danish Center of Excellence “Center for Molecular Nanostructures on Surfaces (CMNS)”
(2009- ).
Awards and honors: More than 20 international and national scientific awards and honors, including Recipient of University of Aarhus Anniversary Foundation Award for outstanding academic
research within the area of surface and nanoscience 2003, Recipient of Villum Kann Rasmussen’s
award for outstanding research achievements in science and great efforts within the new area of
nanotechnology (VELUX Foundation) 2003, Recipient of Industrial prize of the Danish Academy
of Natural Sciences 2004, Recipient of the prestigious Einstein Professorship, Chinese Academy of
Sciences 2009, Recipient of Rigmor og Carl Holst-Knudsen’s Videnskabspris (science award granted
by Aarhus University) 2011, and Langmuir Lecture Award, ACS 2011.
Publications and presentations: More than 490 papers, 20 book chapters and reviews. Nature:
3, Nature Materials: 4, Nature Nanotechnology: 3, Science: 10, Phys. Rev. Lett. (PRL): 49, Journal of
Applied Physics (J. Appl. Phys.): 9, Applied Physical Letters: 6, JACS: 17, Angewandte Chemie: 9, ACS
Nano: 18. 14,304 citations, H-index 67. Approx. 280 invited talks since 1990.
Selected publications:
Kühnle A, Linderoth TR, Hammer B, Besenbacher F. Chiral recognition in dimerization of adsorbed
cysteine observed by scanning tunnelling microscopy. Nature. 415:891-893, 2002.
Wahlström E, Vestergaard EK, Schaub R, Rønnau A, Vestergaard M, Laegsgaard E, Stensgaard I,
Besenbacher F. Electron transfer-induced dynamics of oxygen molecules on the TiO2(110) surface.
Science. 303:511-513, 2004.
Matthey D, Wang JG, Wendt S, Matthiesen J, Schaub R, Laegsgaard E, Hammer B, Besenbacher F.
Enhanced bonding of gold nanoparticles on oxidized TiO2(110). Science. 315:1692-1696, 2007.
Wendt S, Sprunger PT, Lira E, Madsen GK, Li Z, Hansen JØ, Matthiesen J, Blekinge-Rasmussen A,
Laegsgaard E, Hammer B, Besenbacher F. The role of interstitial sites in the Ti3d defect state in the
band gap of titania. Science. 2008 320:1755-1755, 2008
Andersen ES, Dong M, Nielsen MM, Jahn K, Subramani R, Mamdouh W, Golas MM, Sander B, Stark
H, Oliveira CL, Pedersen JS, Birkedal V, Besenbacher F, Gothelf KV, Kjems J. Self-assembly of a
nanoscale DNA box with a controllable lid. Nature. 459:73-76, 2009.
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Torben Ørntoft
MD, DMSc, professor, Department of Molecular Medicine, Aarhus University Hospital.
Born 1953

Research profile: Translational molecular cancer research in bladder, colon, and prostate
cancer. Identifying molecular biomarkers and understanding the biology behind cancer progression
Leadership: Head of the Dept. Molecular Medicine, Aarhus University Hospital 2008Centre Leader in Lundbeck foundation Res. Centre 2007Professor of Clinical Biochemistry at Aarhus University 2004Member of the scientific advisory board, Novo Nordic Protein Center Copenhagen University
2010Chairman of the board at AROS 2009Member of the Scientific Board at WHO´s IARC in Lyon 2007-2010
Member of the board of East Jutland Innovation A/S, a public venture fund 2005-2008
Head of Nordic Centre of Excellence in Molecular Medicine (Danish Branch) 2005Head of the Danish Research School in Molecular Cancer Research 2002-2009
Member of expert committee on bladder cancer established by the NCI, USA 2001Grant proposal consultant within the cancer area for the Finnish Academy and the Dutch
Cancer Society
Director and co-founder of AROS Applied Biotechnology ApS 2000-2008
Honours: Annual Research Award, Danish Society for Oncology 2010, General Consul Ernst
Carlsens Fond honorary award for medical research 2005, Georg Gotfred Holmbach Torps
honorary award for outstanding cancer researcher 2002
Scientific supervision: Supervised more than 30 doctoral, PhD students, and diploma students. Currently heading a research group of 55 individuals in a matrix organisation.
Publications and presentations: More than 275 refereed publications and numerous lectures
at Int. meetings H-index 46. 6,789 citations.
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Five relevant recent publications:
Dyrskjøt L, Thykjaer T, Kruhøffer M, Jensen JL, Marcussen N, Hamilton-Dutoit S, Wolf H,
Ørntoft TF. Identifying distinct classes of bladder carcinoma using microarrays. Nat Genet
33:90-96, 2003.
Dyrskjøt L, Ostenfeld MS, Bramsen JB, Silahtaroglu AN, Lamy P, Ramanathan R, Fristrup N,
Jensen JL, Andersen CL, Zieger K, Kauppinen S, Ulhøi BP, Kjems J, Borre M, Ørntoft TF.
Genomic profiling of microRNAs in bladder cancer: miR-129 is associated with poor outcome
and promotes cell death in vitro. Cancer Res 69:4851-4860, 2009.
Andersen CL, Lamy P, Thorsen K, Kjeldsen E, Wikman F, Villesen P, Oster B, Laurberg S,
Ørntoft TF. Frequent genomic loss at chr16p13.2 is associated with poor prognosis in colorectal
cancer. Int J Cancer 129:1848-58, 2011
Ostenfeld MS, Bramsen JB, Lamy P, Villadsen SB, Fristrup N, Sørensen KD, Ulhøi B, Borre M,
Kjems J, Dyrskjøt L, Ørntoft TF. miR-145 induces caspase-dependent and -independent cell
death in urothelial cancer cell lines with targeting of an expression signature present in Ta
bladder tumors. Oncogene 29:1073-1084, 2010.
Reinert T, Modin C, Castano FM, Lamy P, Wojdacz TK, Hansen LL, Wiuf C, Borre M, Dyrskjøt L,
Ørntoft TF. Comprehensive genome methylation analysis in bladder cancer: Identification and
validation of novel methylated genes and application of these as urinary tumor markers. Clin
Cancer Res 17:5582-5592, 2011.
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Leif Østergaard
MD, MSc, PhD, DMSc, professor, director, Center of Functionally Integrative Neuroscience, Aarhus University.
Born 1965.

Research profile: Brain physiology, coupling of cerebral hemodynamics to metabolism. Pathophysiology of stroke, dementia, depression and cancer. Cognitive neuroscience (music & language).
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) methods. Susceptibility contrast physics. Biophysical models of
brain microstructure. Axonal fiber tracking. Modeling of tracer kinetics in MRI and positron emission tomography (PET). Neuroinformatics.
Leadership: Director, MINDLab cross-disciplinary project, Aarhus University (AU) 2009-, Director,
Center of Functionally Integrative Neuroscience, AU 2004-, Principal Coordinator, Sino-Danish Center for Research and Education (Neuroscience) 2009-, coordinator of NABIIT cross-disciplinary grant
within bioimaging, molecular biology and nano-technology with Prof. Flemming Besenbacher (P.I.),
iNANO, AU 2006-, head of Neuroradiology Research, establishing 3T MRI facility.
Funding: Danish Agency of Science, Technology and Innovation University Investment Capital
(UNIK) grant (€ 17.500.000), MINDLab, Danish Agency of Science, Technology and Innovation Infrastructure grant (€ 2.800.000) for purchase of MRI, MEG, EEG and TMS, Danish National Research
Foundation: € 6.000.000 Center-of-Excellence grant, project grant (SmithKlineBeecham): € 850,000
for development of neuroinformatics, EU FP-6 (IST) I-Know project: € 3.1 M for recording training
data and development of informatics techniques for acute stroke MRI analysis, NABIIT: € 1.200.000
for development of functionalized nano-particles for bioimaging in cancer, atherosclerosis and
neurodegenerative diseases, Medical Research Council: € 400,000 for predictive algorithms in stroke
MRI, Danish National Research Foundation: € 5,000,000 center-of-excellence grant, Danish Medical
Research Council: € 300,000 Young Research Leader grant, Meyer Foundation: € 2,000,000 for
purchase of 3T MRI system.
Awards: Eliteforsk Award for “Extraordinary contributions to strengthen Danish Science” 2008,
Golden Scalpel Award for “Outstanding initiative and innovation in Health Care” 2009.
Publications and presentations: Four theses, 2 patents and 132 entries in refereed journals, 4
book chapters since 1995. 4660 citations since 1995, H-index 34. Publications are within Clinical
Neurology (27 of 41 publications in top-20% journal in this category), Radiology, Nuclear Medicine
& Medical Imaging (25 of 48 in top-20% journals) and Neuro-science (11 of 21 in top-20% journals).
Over 90 invited lectures.
Selected publications:
Østergaard L, Weisskoff RM, Chesler DA, Gyldensted C, Rosen BR. High Resolution Measurement of
Cerebral Blood Flow using Intravascular Tracer Bolus Passages. Part I. Mathematical Approach and
Statistical Analysis. MRM 36:715-725, 1996.
Østergaard L, Sørensen AG, Kwong KK, Weisskoff RM, Gyldensted C, Rosen BR. High Resolution
Measurements of Cerebral Blood Flow using Intravascular Tracer Bolus Passages. Part II. Experimental Comparison and Preliminary Results. MRM 36:726-735, 1996.
Østergaard L, Johannsen P, Høst-Poulsen P, Vestergaard-Poulsen P, Asboe H, Gee AD, Hansen SB,
Cold GE, Gjedde A, Gyldensted C. Cerebral Blood Flow Measurements by MRI Bolus Tracking: Comparison with [15O]H2O PET in Humans. JCBFM 18:935-940, 1998.
Østergaard L, Smith, Vestergaard-Poulsen, Hansen, Gee, Gjedde, Gyldensted. Absolute Cerebral
Blood Flow and Blood Volume Measured by MRI Bolus Tracking: Comparison with PET Values. J
Cereb Blood Flow Metab. 18:425-432, 1998.
Hjort N, Butcher K, Davis S, Kidwell C, Koroshetz W, Rother J, Schellinger P, Warach S, Østergaard
L Magnetic resonance imaging criteria for thrombolysis in acute cerebral infarct. Stroke 36:388-397,
2005.
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Jørgen Frøkiær
MD, DMSci, professor, Head of Research, Department of Nuclear Medicine and PET Center,
Aarhus University Hospital / Aarhus University, Denmark.
Born 1956.

Research profile: Molecular and functional imaging (PET, MRI and Nuclear Medicine) and clinical
physiology with the aim to develop novel molecular methods for diagnostics (imaging and other
biomarkers). Lung cancer, prostate cancer, kidney, heart and pediatric diseases. Molecular transport physiology focusing on facilitated cellular transport via aquaporins and sodium channels and
transporter. Clinical proteomics.
Leadership: Member of The Lundbeck Foundation Scientific Committee (2006-), Member of the
Steering Committee of EuroBioImaging (2009-), Member (vice-chair) of the Danish Medical Research
Council (2011-), Member of Executive Committee AU-IDEAS (2011-), Member (Vice-chair) of the Board
of Directors, Aarhus Institute of Advanced Studies (2011-), Chairman of the Scientific Steering Committee of Danish 7T NMR project (2012-), Member of the Academic Council, Health, Aarhus University (2012-), Member International Scientific Advisory Board of Swedish BioImaging (2012-), Member
Hildur and Dagny Jakobsens Mindefond (2005-), Member, Editorial Board, American Journal
Physiology, Renal Physiology (2000-), Member Editorial Board, Scandinavian Journal of Clinical and
Laboratory Investigation (2003-), Member Editorial Board, American Journal Physiology, Regulatory and Integrative Physiology (2007-), Member and Danish Representative, Biological and Medical
Sciences Thematic Working Group of The European Commission’s Strategy Forum for Research
Infrastructures (2007-2012), Vice-chair Institute of Clinical Medicine (2009-2012).
Awards: The Hede Nielsen Research Prize (May 1994), The Order of Odd Fellows Large Honorary
Research Prize (April 2003), Mathilde og Jeppe Juhls Mindelegat (August 2009).
Major scientific grants: Since 1990´ies continuously grants from The Danish Medical Research
Council, Danish National Research Foundation (2001-2011), EU QL 3.1.3 Programme (2001–2004),
EU-COST-Action (2007- 2012), EU-ESFRI Euro-Bioimaging (2009-), Funding from private beneficiaries
including The John and Birthe Meyer Foundation, The Karen Elise Jensen Foundation, and The Hede
Nielsen Foundation.
Supervisor: 1996 - 2012: 56 DSc, PhD and Master students. Main supervisor for 12 PhD students and
11 Master students.
Publication and presentations: Published > 275 papers (more than 250 peer review). Citations >
4500 (7 papers > 100 citations), H-index: 38. Published more than 350 abstracts.
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Five relevant publications:
Pedersen M, Shi Y, Anderson P, Jørgensen HS, Djurhuus JC, Gordon I, and Frøkiaer J. Quantitation
of differential renal blood flow and renal function using dynamic contrast enhanced MRI in rats.
Magnetic Resonance in Medicine 51:510-7, 2004.
Laier, H, Kristensen M, Hansen HH, Nielsen S, Frøkiaer J, Christensen S, Daugaard G, and Jonassen T. Magnesium depletion enhances cisplatin-induced nephrotoxicity. Cancer Chemother Pharcol
56:535-42, 2005.
Tusgaard B, Nørregaard R, Jensen AM, Wang G, Topcu SO, Wang Y, Nielsen S, and Frøkiaer J. Cisplatin decreases renal cyclooxygenase-2 expression and activity in rats. Acta Physiol (Oxf) 202:79-90,
2011.
Andersen TB, Jødal L, Boegsted M, Erlandsen EJ, Morsing A, Frøkiaer J, and Brøchner-Mortensen J.
GFR Prediction From Cystatin C and Creatinine in Children: Effect of Including Body Cell Mass. Am J
Kidney Dis 59:50-7, 2012.
Bohn AB, Nørregaard R, Stødkilde L, Wang Y, Bertelsen LB, Fenton RA, Matchkov VV, Bouzinova
EV, Horsman MR, Frøkiaer J, and Stødkilde-Jørgensen H. Treatment with the vascular disrupting
agent combretastatin is associated with impaired AQP2 trafficking and increased urine output. Am J
Physiol Regul Integr Comp Physiol 303:R186-98, 2012.
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Hans Stødkilde-Jørgensen
MD, DMSc, professor, research director, The MR-Centre, Inst. Clinical Medicine, Aarhus
University Hospital, Denmark.
Born 1950.

Research profile: Experimental Magnetic Resonance.
Leadership: Chairman in the Danish Society of Biomedical Engineering (1996-2004); board
member at the Alexandra Institute – the IT Institute of Denmark (1999-2005); Socrates program; bilateral early stage researcher exchange with Poland (1999-2008); Danish Representative and vice chair in the Technical Committee in Medicine and Health at the EU commission
(2000-2006); co-organizer of Marie Curie Training Site at dept. of Mathematical Sciences, University of Aarhus (2003-2006); chairman of EU COST BMBS domain committee (granting and
supervising 21 BMBS Actions for more than 1500 EU researchers) (2006-2010); Cost representative in the European Medical Research Council (2006-2009); chairman of the board of VIFAB
– an information centre under the Ministry of Health (2011-). Organizer of trans-disciplinary
workshops for early-stage researchers (twice a year) at Aarhus University (2011-).
Supervisor and examiner responsibilities: Supervisor for PhD (25) and medical diploma (8)
students at the Faculty of Health Sciences, University of Aarhus, Denmark; MS in engineering
(9) at the Engineering Academy, Aarhus; examiner for DMSc, PhD (medicine, engineering) and
MSc (engineering). Teaching: 30 years pre- and post-graduate lecturing in medicine, physics,
chemistry, engineering, molecular biology, psychology, linguistics and sciences of religions. Organizer of two continuous PhD courses at Aarhus University: Magnetic Resonance in Medicine
og Molecular Imaging and Therapy.
Major research grants: 2012: 2.5 mio. Karen Elise Jensens Fond; 2011: 5 mio. Karen Elise Jensens Fond; 2010: 8 mio. Aarhus University.
Publications: More than 130 peer review publications; 11 book chapters.
Five relevant publications:
Nielsen FU, Daugaard P, Bentzen L, Stødkilde-Jørgensen H, Overgaard J, Horsman MR, and
Maxwell,R.J. Effect of changing tumor oxygenation on glycolytic metabolism in a muring C3H
mammary carcinoma assessed by in vivo nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy. Cancer Res
61:5318-5325, 2001.
Breidahl T, Nielsen FU, Stødkilde-Jørgensen H, Maxwell RJ, and Horsman MR. The effects of
the vascular disrupting agents combretastatin A-4 disodium phosphate, 5,6-dimethylxanthenone-4-acetic acid and ZD6126 in a murine tumour: a comparative assessment using MRI and
MRS. Acta Oncol 45:306-16, 2006.
Chen G, Horsman MR, Pedersen M, Pang Q, and Stødkilde-Jørgensen H. The effect of combretastatin A4 disodium phosphate and 5,6-dimethylxanthenone-4-acetic acid on water diffusion
and blood perfusion in tumours. Acta Oncol 47:1071-6, 2008.
Nielsen T, Murata R, Maxwell RJ, Stødkilde-Jørgensen H, Østergaard L, and Horsman MR.
Preclinical Studies to Predict Efficacy of Vascular Changes Induced by Combretastatin A-4
Disodium Phosphate in Patients, Int J Radiat Oncol Biol Phys 70:859-66, 2008.
Nielsen T, Mouridsen K, Maxwell RJ, Stødkilde-Jørgensen H, Østergaard L, and Horsman MR.
Segmentation of dynamic contrast enhanced magnetic resonance imaging data. Acta Oncol
47:1265-70, 2008.
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Erik Morre Pedersen
MD, DMSc, consultant, assoc. professor, Department of Radiology, Aarhus University Hospital, Denmark.
Born 1960.

Research profile: Functional MRI in oncology, Development and application of MRI in radiotherapy, Technology driven MRI research, hemodynamics.
Scientific supervision: Supervisor for 10 completed and 4 ongoing PhD students. Supervisor
for a large number of master thesis within biomedical engineering. Large experience in supervising and making research projects in collaboration with engineers and physicists within
technical development of MRI techniques (½ year as guest Researcher Georgia Tech, Atlanta,
USA, ½ year as guest professorship, Prof. Boesigers MR-Group, ETH, Zürich, Switzerland).
Publications and presentations: Total of 110 scientific publications in international peer
reviewed journals, more than 150 oral presentations and posters at national and international
meetings. H-index 26.
Five relevant publications:
Pedersen EM, Oyre S, Agerbæk M, Kristensen IB, Ringgaard S, Boesiger P, Paaske WP. Eur J
Vasc Endovasc Sur 18:328-333, 1999.
Kim WY, Danias PG, Stuber M, Flamm SD, Plein S, Nagel E, Langerak SE, Weber OM, Pedersen
EM, Schmidt M, Botnar RM, Manning WJ. N Engl J Med 345:1863-9, 2001.
Haack S, Pedersen EM, Jespersen SN, Kallehauge JF, Lindegaard JC, Tanderup K. Acta Oncol
49:978-83, 2010.
Kallehauge JF, Tanderup K, Haack S, Nielsen T, Muren LP, Fokdal L, Lindegaard JC, Pedersen
EM. Acta Oncol 49:1017-22, 2010.
Dimopoulos JC, Petrow P, Tanderup K, Petric P, Berger D, Kirisits C, Pedersen EM, van Limbergen E, Haie-Meder C, Pötter R. Radiother Oncol 103:113-22, 2012.

Marie Overgaard
MD, Department of Oncology, Aarhus University Hospital, Denmark.
Born 1945.

Research profile: Clinical Radiation Oncology. Breast and Head and neck cancer.
Leadership: Consultant, Department of Oncology, Aarhus University Hospital, Denmark
(1987-2011). Danish Breast Cancer Co-operative Group (DBCG). Past chairman, committee for
radiotherapy.
Awards and honors: More than 20 international and national scientific awards, including Federation of European Cancer Societies Clinical Research Award 1997; Finzi Prize, Royal Society
of Medicine, UK, 1998; del Regato Gold Medal Award. 1999; Gilbert H. Fletcher Society Gold
Medal Award, 1999; Pathfinder Award, The American Society of Breast Disease 2009. Honorary
Fellow of the Royal College of Radiologists, UK, 2001; and the American College of Radiology,
2004.
Publications and presentations: 146 publications (> 125 peer reviewed). H-index 54. >14.000
citations. More than 250 oral presentations or posters. (more than 75 invited presentations).
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Five relevant publications:
Overgaard M et al. N Engl J Med 337:949-955, 1997.
Overgaard M, et al. Lancet 353:1641-1648, 1999.
Højris I, Overgaard M, Juul Christensen J, Overgaard J. Lancet 354:1425-1430, 1999.
Nielsen HM, Overgaard M, Grau M, Jensen AR, Overgaard J. J Clin Oncol 24:2268-2275, 2006.
Overgaard M, et al. Radiother Oncol, 82:247-253, 2007.
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Jacob Chr. Lindegaard
MD, DMSc, consultant, associate professor, Department of Oncology, Aarhus University Hospital,
Denmark.
Born 1959.

Research profile: Radiotherapy and gynecological oncology.
Leadership: Secretary, Groupe Européen de Curethérapie (GEC ESTRO). Board member, Danish Gynecological Cancer Group (DGCG). International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements
(ICRU): Committee on Dose and Volume Reporting in Intracavitary Therapy in Gynecology.
Awards and honors: Prize paper in radiotherapy, gold medal, Aarhus University, 1986. Travel
Grant, 9th Int. Congress of Radiat. Res. Toronto, 1991. Agnes Niebuhr Anderssons Mindefond. 1991.
Lund Science Award, European Society for Hyperthermic Oncology, 1992. Hyns Wyder Fellowship,
European School of Oncology, 1997.
Publications and presentations: Peer reviewed papers 55, book chapters 6. H-index 13. 643 cita
tions.
Five relevant publications:
Lindegaard JC, Tanderup K, Nielsen SK, Haack S, Gelineck J. Int J Radiat Oncol Biol Phys 71:756-764,
2008.
Tanderup K, Hellebust TP, Honoré HB, Nielsen SK, Olsen DR, Grau C, Lindegaard JC. Radiother
Oncol 81:105-11, 2006.
Tanderup K, Christensen JJ, Granfeldt J, Lindegaard JC. Radiother Oncol 79:87-93, 2006.
Tanderup K, Lindegaard JC. Radiother Oncol 70:81-85, 2004.
Lindegaard JC. Acta Oncol 42:2-3, 2003.

Anders Bonde Jensen
MD, PhD, consultant, associate professor, Department of Oncology, Aarhus University Hospital,
Denmark.
Born 1960.

Research profile: Breast cancer, palliation, rehabilitation.
Leadership: Consultant, Department of Oncology, Aarhus University Hospital 2002-. President, Danish Society for Clinical Oncology (DSKO) 2011-. Member of National steering committee for cancer
treatment, Danish National Board of Health 2011-. Member of Board Danish Multidisciplinary cancer
Group, Palliation 2009 -. Head of Palliative Team at Department of Oncology, Aarhus University Hos
pital 2004-2008. Member, Expert panel on rehabilitation of cancer patients, Danish National Board
of Health 2009. Secretary and member of board, Danish Society for Oncology 2000 -2005. Member of
expert panel: Danish medical Association project concerning education in communication. Chairman, Psychosocial Research Committee, Danish Cancer Society 2000-2004.
Research supervison and evaluation: Supervisor for 4 completed and 2 ongoing PhD students.
Member of evaluation committees for 5 PhD theses, chair of Evaluation committees for 3 PhD theses.
Publications and presentations: 69 peer reviewed papers, 3 book chapters, 56 oral presentations
at scientific meeting, 56 poster presentations at scientific meetings. H-index 23. 2,175 citations.
Five relevant publications:
Kousgaard KR, Nielsen JD, Olesen F, Jensen AB. Scand J Prim Health Care 21:110-114, 2003.
Jensen K, Jensen AB, Grau C. Acta Oncol 45:28-37, 2006.
Jensen AB, Wynne C, Ramirez G, He W, et al. Clin Breast Cancer 10:452-458, 2010.
Guldin MB, Vedsted P, Zachariae R, Olesen F, Jensen AB. Support Care Cancer 20:1679-85, 2012.
Ewertz M, Jensen AB. Acta Oncol 50:187-193, 2011.
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Akmal Ahmed Safwat
MD, DMSc, consultant, associate professor, Department of Oncology, Aarhus University Hospital,
Denmark.
Born 1961.

Research profile: Principal investigator on the research projects: “The immune stimulatory effects
of low-dose total body irradiation” and currently the principal investigator on the project “The relationship between Cancer stem cell, the tumour microenvironment, and the implications for radiation
therapy”.
Leadership: Prof. Chair of Radiation Oncology Research, King Saud University, Saudi Arabia 
(2011 - ).
Awards and scholarships: The ESTRO-VARIAN Clinical/Radiobiology Research award 1995. UICC
Yamagiwa-Yoshida Cancer Research Study Grant (1999), to: Department of Clinical Immunology,
Aarhus University Hospital, Aarhus, Denmark, January-June 2000. A Danish Medical Research Council post-doctoral fellowship, January 2001-December 2001.
Publications and presentations: First author on all but 4 of 25 publications in peer reviewed
journals, 40 communications at meetings with abstracts. H-index 15. 871 citations.
Five relevant publications:
Safwat A. Radiother Oncol 56:1-8, 2000
Safwat A, Bentzen SM, Turesson I, Hendry JH. Int J Radiat Oncol Biol Phys 52:198-204, 2002.
Safwat A, Bayoumy Y, El-Sharkawy N, Shaaban K, et al. Radiother Oncol 69:33-36, 2003.
Safwat A, Aggerholm N, Roitt I, Overgaard J, Hokland M. Eur J Cancer 40:1412-1417, 2004.
Safwat A, Schmidt H, Bastholt L, Fode K, Larsen S, et al. Radiother Oncol 77:143-147, 2005.

Marianne Nordsmark
MD, PhD, consultant, associate professor, Department of Oncology, Aarhus University Hospital,
Denmark.
Born 1961.

Research profile: Clinical Radiation Oncology. Cervical, Gastroesophageal, and Head and neck cancer.
Leadership: Member of steering group on BIOMED EU multicentre project (1998-2000). Member
DGC working group for endometrial cancer (2003 -2006). Represent for the Danish Society for
Younger Oncologists in employment procedures of specialist for training in clinical oncology (2004
- ). Head Danish Esophagus, Cardia Gastric Oncology Cancer Group, and Board member in DECV
(including working groups of database, national guidelines) (2007 - ).
Awards and honors: Agnes Niebuhr Anderssons Cancerforskningsfond 1993 & 1994. Sigrid Pedersens Kræftforskningspris, 1997. ESTRO-VARIAN Clinical Research Award, 1997. Junior Investigator Award, 10th Int.Conf.
Chemical Modifiers of Cancer Treatment, USA 1998. AstraZeneca Research and Education Award, 2004.
Scientific supervision: External supervisor for PhD thesis, University of Turku, Finland. Supervisor for 3 PhD students (2 ongoing, 1 as principal supervisor), Faculty of Health Sciences, University
of Aarhus, Denmark.
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Publications and presentations: 47 publications, 40 in peer-reviewed papers (first author in 17)
and 7 book chapters (first author on 3). H-index 17.2,066 citations. > 70 oral presentations. 47 posters
and > 95 abstracts.
Five relevant publications:
Nordsmark M, Overgaard M, Overgaard J. Radiother Oncol 41:31-39, 1996.
Nordsmark M, Overgaard J. Radiother Oncol 57:39-43, 2000.
Nordsmark M, Loncaster J, Chou SC, Havsteen H et al. Int J Radiat Oncol Biol 49:581-586, 2001.
Nordsmark M, Bentzen SM, Rudat V, Brizel D et al. Radiother Oncol 77:18-24, 2005.
Jensen HK, Donskov F, Marcussen N, Nordsmark M, et al. J Clin Oncol 27:4709-4717, 2009.
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Birgitte Vrou Offersen
MD, PhD, consultant, associate professor, Department of Oncology, Aarhus University
Hospital, Denmark.
Born 1968.

Research profile: Clinical radiation oncology and breast cancer.
Leadership: Consultant, Department of Oncology, Aarhus University Hospital, Denmark.
(2010-). Board member of Danish Breast Cancer Cooperative Group (DBCG) (2009-). Secretary of
committee for radiotherapy. Chair on ESTRO workshop for target delineation in adjuvant breast
radiotherapy (2012-).
Awards and honors: Agnes Niebuhr Anderssons Mindefond 2009.
Publications and presentations: Peer reviewed papers 20. H-index 12, 511 citations.
Five relevant publications:
Offersen BV, Nielsen BS, Høyer-Hansen G, Hamilton-Dutoit S, Overgaard J, Andreassen P. Am J
Pathol 163:1887-1899, 2003.
Offersen BV, Olsen KE, Jensen V, Riisbro R, Brunner N, Sørensen FB, Overgaard J. Acta Oncol
47:618-632, 2008.
Offersen BV, Overgaard M, Kroman N, Overgaard J. Radiother Oncol 90:1-13, 2009.
Offersen BV, Højris I, Overgaard M. Radiother Oncol 100:157-159, 2011.
Offersen BV, Brodersen H-J, Nielsen MM, Overgaard J, Overgaard M. Breast Care 6:347-351, 2011.

Lise Bentzen
MD, PhD, consultant, associate professor, Department of Oncology, Aarhus University Hospital, Denmark.
Born 1966.

Research profile: Prostate cancer, clinical radiation oncology, image guided radiotherapy,
adaptive radiotherapy, functional imaging.
Leadership: Consultant Department of Oncology (2010- ), Aarhus University Hospital. Member
of national committee for guidelines in Prostate Cancer (2009- ). Member of European School of
Oncology e-grandround team, ESTRO representative (2013- ).
Supervision: Co-supervisor for 1 completed and 2 ongoing PhD studies.
Publications and presentations: 13 peer reviewed papers, author and co-author more than 30
presentations at scientific meetings. H-index 8, 267 citations.
Five selected publications:
Bentzen L, Keiding S, Nordsmark M, Falborg L, Hansen SB, Keller J, Nielsen OS, and Overgaard,
J. Radiother Oncol 67:339-44, 2003.
Bentzen L, Vestergaard-Poulsen P, Nielsen T, Overgaard J, Bjørnerud A, Briley-Sæbø K, Horsman MR, and Østergaard L. Int J Radiat Oncol Biol Phys 61:1208-15, 2005.
Bentzen L, Keiding S, Horsman MR, Falborg L, Hansen SB, and Overgaard J. Acta Oncol 39:62937, 2009.
Thörnqvist S, Bentzen L, Petersen JB, Hysing LB, and Muren LP. Acta Oncol 50:926-34, 2011.
Thor M, Petersen JB, Bentzen L, Høyer M, and Muren LP. Acta Oncol 50:918-25, 2011.
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Christian Nicolaj Andreassen
MD, PhD, staff radiation oncologist, Department of Oncology, Aarhus University Hospital, Denmark.
Born 1969.

Research profile: Clinical Radiation Oncology. Breast and Head and neck cancer.
Leadership: Board member of the Association of Young Oncologists in Denmark (2004-2012). President of the Association of Young Oncologists in Denmark (2007-2010). Board member of the Danish
Society of Clinical Oncology (2008-2010). Member of the steering committee of ’the International
Radiogenomics Consortium’ (2011). Member of the ESTRO Genepi scientific network (2011- ).
Awards and honors: Junior researcher award 2010, Danish Cancer Society.
Publications and presentations: 14 peer reviewed scientific publications with more than 600
citations, H-index: 12. 19 scientific presentations at international meetings.
Five relevant publications:
Andreassen CN, Alsner J, Overgaard J. Radiother Oncol 64:131-140, 2002.
Andreassen CN, Alsner J, Overgaard M, Overgaard J. Radiother Oncol 69:127-135, 2003.
Andreassen CN, Alsner J, Overgaard J, Herskind C, et al. Radiother Oncol 75:18-21, 2005.
Andreassen CN. Acta Oncol 44:801-815, 2005.
Andreassen CN, Alsner J, Overgaard M, Sørensen FB, Overgaard J. Int J Radiat Biol 82:577-586, 2006.

Ole Nørrevang
Cand.polyt, MBA, chief physicist, medical physicist, head of Department of Medical Physics,
Aarhus University Hospital.
Born 1966.

Leadership: Head of Department of Medical Physics with 65 employees, mainly physicists,
engineers and radiotherapy technologists. Mission: Treatment planning, clinical/technical quality
assurance, research in and development of treatment technics. Twelve linear accelerators in main
department and at two treatment satellites. Annual budget: 40 mil. DKK.
Main achievements: Managerial responsibility for expansion of capacity by approximately 70%
and modernization of the department, including procurement and implementation of new accelerators, establishing and designing two new treatment satellites, training and education of new
personnel, implementation of new treatment technics, shortening time for treatment preparation to
comply with standards of clinical pathways for cancer patients and strengthening the use of business performance management.
Main managerial focus: Strengthening integration of research, quality development and clinical/
technical operations to ensure full benefit in implementation of new technologies.
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Relevant publication:
Thomsen MS, Nørrevang O. A model for managing patient booking in a radiotherapy department
with differentiated waiting times. Acta Oncol. 48:251-258, 2009.
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Jørgen Breede Baltzer Petersen
Cand.scient., senior medical physicist, Department of Medical Physics, Aarhus University
Hospital, Denmark.
Born 1959.

Research profile: Clinical Medical Physics in radiation therapy: SBRT, IMRT, VMAT, Adaptive
radiotherapy, particle therapy, Head and neck, prostate. 2 years research in experimental physics at
CERN
Leadership: Board member Danish Society for Medical Physics 1999-2011. Council member Nordic
Association for Clinical Physics 2004-2011. Organising committee DSMF symposia
Project leader for several major local implementation projects.
Awards and honors: Onkologisk afdelings legat 1999, 2008, Carl Krebs’ fødselsdagslegat 2011.
Scientific supervision: Projects in medical physics. Supervisor for 6 PhD projects (3 ongoing).
Publications and presentations: 51 publications in peer reviewed scientific journals, one book
chapter. H-index 14, 601 citations. More than 90 presentations or posters. Participated in > 40
scientific meetings.
Five relevant publications:
Elstrøm UV, Muren LP, Petersen JB, Grau C. Acta Oncol 50:908-917, 2011.
Petersen JB, Lassen Y, Hansen AT, Muren LP, Grau C, Høyer M. Acta Oncol 50:823-828, 2011.
Lassen-Ramshad Y, Vestergaard A, Muren LP, Høyer M, Petersen JB. Acta Oncol 50:791-796, 2011.
Herrmann R, Carl J, Jäkel O, Bassler N, Petersen JB. Acta Oncol 49:1160-1164, 2010.
Bassler N, Holzscheiter MH, Petersen JB. Acta Oncol 49:1149-1159, 2010.

Per Rugård Poulsen
Cand.scient, PhD, associate professor, Department of Oncology, Aarhus University Hospital.
Born 1965.

Research profile: Stereotactic radiotherapy, image-guided radiotherapy, tumor motion management in radiotherapy, software development.
Awards and honors: DSMF Young Physicist Award 2008.
Scientific supervision: 1 post.doc, 3 PhD students, 1 MSc student, 3 medical physicists.
Publications and presentations: 38 articles in peer reviewed journals (17 as first author). 3 conference papers as first author. H-index 12. US patents in the field of radiotherapy. Presentations: 13
invited lectures at international conferences. 10 peer reviewed oral presentations at international
conferences (plus 19 as co-author). 36 peer reviewed posters at international conferences.
Five relevant publications:
Poulsen PR, Cho B, Keall PJ. Int J Rad Onc Biol Phys 72:1587-1596, 2008.
Poulsen PR, Cho B, Sawant A, Keall PJ. Int J Rad Onc Biol Phys 76:914-923, 2010.
Poulsen PR, Cho B, Ruan D, Sawant A, Keall PJ. Int J Rad Onc Biol Phys 77:600-607, 2010.
Poulsen PR, Fledelius W, Keall PJ, Weiss E, Lu J, Brackbill E, Hugo G. Med Phys 38:2151-2156, 2011.
Poulsen PR, Carl J, Nielsen MS, Nielsen J, et al. Int J Rad Onc Biol Phys 82:e321-27, 2012.
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Thomas Sangild Sørensen
Cand.scient, PhD, associate professor, Department of Computer Science and Department of
Clinical Medicine, Aarhus University, Denmark.
Born 1973.

Research profile: Biomedical image computing, in particular image reconstruction and image
processing, surgical simulation, and data-parallel computing.
Leadership: Group leader “medical image computing” – Department of Computer Science, Aarhus
University. Group leader “mathematical image processing” – Dept. Oncology, Aarhus University
Hospital.
Honorary appointments: Special Volunteer Status. NIH Special Volunteer Programme, National
Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA (2010 - ). Honorary Lecturer. Division of Imaging Sciences, King’s College London School of Medicine, United
Kingdom (2006-2007).
Publications and presentations: Total number of peer-reviewed full papers: 35. H-index 15. ~606
citations.
Five relevant publications:
Østergaard Noe K, De Senneville BD, Elstrøm UV, Tanderup K, Sørensen TS. Acta Oncol 47:12861293, 2008.
Sørensen TS, Schaeffter T, Noe KØ, Hansen MS. IEEE Trans Med Imaging 27:538-547, 2008.
Noe KØ, Tanderup K, Lindegaard JC, Grau C, Sørensen TS. Stud Health Technol Inform 132:327-332,
2008.
Sørensen TS, Atkinson D, Schaeffter T, Hansen MS. IEEE Trans Med Imaging 28:1974-1985, 2009.
Brix L, Ringgaard S, Rasmusson A, Sørensen TS, Kim WY. J Cardiovasc Magn Reson 11:3, 2009.

David Field
Professor and Scientific Director of Institute for Storage Ring Facilities (ISA), Department of
Physics and Astronomy, Aarhus University, Denmark.
Born 1947.

Research profile: Cold electron collisions with gases and solids, radiation damage, plasma technology, and astronomy (star formation).
Leadership: Member of Synchrotron SOLEIL Users Committee (2011). Evaluator of the EU Europlanet Network (2007). Member of the Synchrotron SOLEIL Evaluation Committee (2006). Chairman of
the Electronic and Atomic Collisions Section of the European Physical Society (2005). Danish Representative on the European Science Advisory Committee for ALMA (ESAC) (2003).
Publications and presentations: ~190 publications in Astronomy and Physics.
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Five selected publications:
Field D, Jones NC, Lunt SL, Ziesel. JP Physical Review A 64:022708, 2001.
Field D, Jones NC, Ziesel JP. Physical Review A 69:052716, 2004.
Hornekaer L, Baurichter A, Petrunin VV, Field D, Luntz AC. Science 302:1943-1946, 2003.
Curík R, Ziesel JP, Jones NC, Field TA, Field D. Phys Rev Lett 97:123202, 2006.
Balog R, Cicman P, Jones NC, Field D. Phys Rev Lett 102:073003, 2009.
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